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Abstract of a Project

Accelerated Creative Problem Solving and Product Improvement Applied to
Experimental Devices in a Bloodstain Pattern Interpretation Class—Improving the Role
of Insight Development Tools as a Generator of New Ideas in Novel Situations

This project uses an action research centered study protocol to examine the effects
of a problem-based learning exercise related to bloodstain pattern interpretation in a
crime scene processing and general criminalistics class taught as part of an upper division
forensic chemistry major in a four year college. The goal is to apply design principles and
creative problem solving methods directly adapted to a project involving interpreting a
set of crime scene photographs depicting blood spatter and with the aid of guided
exercises in ideation and design, lead students into the development of alternate theories
of how the bloodstains were created in the context of reconstructing a criminal event and
how students can translate these ideas into the creation of processes and apparatus that
replicate the flight dynamics of blood and injury patterns that lead to these shapes for the
ultimate purpose of crime scene reconstruction, theory validation, and courtroom
demonstration. The quality of the final projects will be based on a rubric that examines
the novelty and scientific validity of the project based on creative product assessment
protocols drawn from various sources. The assignments and final project success in
inspiring student growth in the topic area of bloodstain pattern examination will be based
on their scores in project creativity vs. their success in a pre- and post-examination
related to bloodstain pattern principles. The role of corroboration, prototyping, insight
development tools, and work space design, acceleration of the creative process and
development of appropriate evaluation assessments of creative products will be part of
the action research study. It is hoped that through this research, general methods of
instruction may be developed that relate creative problem solving tools to generation of
creative ideas in specific domain areas.
Key words: Prototype, insight, creativity tools, bloodstain patterns, problem-based
learning.
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SECTION ONE: BACKGROUND TO THE PROJECT
Project Purpose
Introduction
The purpose of this project is to use creative problem solving (CPS) tools to
enhance ideation and design-based thinking and apply them to a highly specialized
domain area—the interpretation of bloodstain patterns for the purposes of crime scene
reconstruction. The tools are adapted from several areas of creative and design thinking
and practice such as idea generation, problem solving, decision making, quality
improvement and customer relations and have been incorporated into a forensic
chemistry class devoted to introductory forensic science and crime scene investigation
methods.
This section will cover a brief history of how the CPS process evolved at the
International Center for Creative Problem Solving and the application of CPS methods to
instruction in post-secondary environments. There were also statements of significance
and specific questions that guided this study that will be outlined.
Historical Development of the Creative Problem Solving Model
The Creative Problem Solving Model, henceforth referred to as CPS, has evolved
significantly over the past 50 years. The rise of CPS as a topic of special interest and its
use in business and educational setting began with the work of Alex Osborn—an
advertising executive who recognized that creativity could be taught and expressed his
beliefs in his seminal publication, Applied Imagination: Principles and Procedures of
Creative Problem Solving (1953).
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Creativity has been defined in many ways but at its essence it is the ability to
come up with novel solutions to practical problems. People not acquainted with the field
often have the notion that creativity applies to the arts, creative writing and similar
activities. Creativity is in fact applicable to any field of human endeavor. Creativity is not
limited to exceptional individuals, but can be taught and applied to daily life situations as
well as more complex problems.
The ideas generated must be novel—something that has not been though of before
but not so far fetched that they have no useful application. The ability to apply these
novel ideas as part of a practical solution to a problem is the first step in innovation
which is the successful application of these original ideas.
Although the observation and speculation of the creative process has been of
interest to mankind for centuries, the serious study of creativity and methods of creative
problem solving have been comparatively recent. Early studies of the creative process
equated it with mythical properties that could not easily be understood or with thinking
peculiarities that bordered on madness. John Dewey at the turn of the twentieth century
developed a two-stage model of problem solving based on a state of doubt followed by an
act of searching (Fox & Fox, 2010, p 126).
The first attempt to fathom the creativity thinking and problem solving process
was in 1926 by Graham Wallas in his book, The Art of Thought. The first part of the
process was what he termed “preparation” or the stage in which all aspects of the
problem were investigated in a concentrated, intense, conscious fashion. The next part of
the process was “incubation” in which aspects of the problem were not actively thought
about. One would often engage in activity and thinking totally unrelated to the problem at
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hand. The next step was “illumination” where solutions to the problem made an
appearance at unexpected times. During the illumination stage there is a point that Wallas
calls “intimation” when the new idea is rising to the state of consciousness. People would
often be engaged in different activities or would be working in other, unrelated creative
activities, when a solution to the problem would suddenly present itself. The final step
would be “verification” in which parts of the problem, revealed through the illumination
phase, would be addressed in more conscious though and one could use conventional
problem solving to verify that the ideas represented viable solutions to the problem at
hand (Wallas, 1926, p 40).
In addition to academicians, psychologists started to direct their attention to the
study of creativity. An early advocate of its study was J.P. Guilford who began serious
study of the creative person in 1950. As president of the American Psychological
Association, he challenged its members to begin a thoughtful study of the creative
process as this facet of psychological performance was lacking in the literature.
Guilford’s Structure of the Intellect Model described the modes of thinking conducive to
creative problem solving with a key component being the ability to use divergent
thinking or the ability to come up with as many novel ideas as possible (Davis, 2004,
256).
One of the first codified processes for creative problem solving came from the
non-academic world of advertising and business. Alex Osborn in his 1953 book, Applied
imagination: Principles and procedures of creative problem-solving, described his
problem solving process or Osborn’s Seven-Step CPS Process:
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1. Orientation: Pointing out the problem.
2. Preparation: Gathering pertinent data.
3. Analysis: Breaking down the relevant material.
4. Hypothesis: Piling up alternatives by way of ideas.
5. Incubation: Letting up to invite illumination.
6. Synthesis: Putting the pieces together.
7. Verification: Judging the resulting ideas.
By the 1963 edition of his book, the creative problem-solving process had been
reduced to the basics of (1) fact-finding, (2) idea-finding, and (3) solution-finding
(Osborn, 1963, p 86).
Osborn recognized the importance of quantity in order to obtain quality, that is,
one had to generate a lot of ideas in order to get useful ideas so he developed the concept
of divergence or generation of many ideas through a process he termed “thinking up”
which was later coined into the term “brainstorming” by his colleagues. The concept was
first described in his 1948 book, Your creative power: How to use imagination. Many
people in a group setting would submit ideas without criticism from the rest of the group
regardless of how outlandish or unworkable they might sound. He would then select the
most useful ideas through a process of critical evaluation or convergence. A key aspect of
this process was to avoid criticism of any initial ideas. Just as one cannot drive a car
simultaneously using the brakes and gas pedal, one cannot come up with novel ideas if
each idea is being criticized immediately after it is brought up. There is a time for
divergent thinking or coming up with as many ideas as possible, unrestrained and a time
for convergence where these ideas are evaluated for suitability to the particular problem.
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Another key aspect of the process is to build on other’s ideas even if they appear
somewhat outlandish. For example, if one wants to learn a foreign language, one team
member may suggest being born into a foreign language speaking family. Instead of
dismissing the idea, one can think of ways by which one can create a similar experience,
e.g. by hosting a foreign exchange student or having a pen pal in a foreign country.
Osborn wanted to apply creative problem setting to the academic environment
and in 1954 formed the Creative Education Foundation at the University of Buffalo. In
attendance at the first Creative Problem Solving Institute, Dr. Sidney Parnes from the
University of Pittsburg began a long-term collaboration with Osborn.
Parnes gave academic credibility to Osborn’s model and the new Osborn-Parnes
CPS model consisted of five steps:
1. Fact-finding
2. Problem-finding
3. Idea-finding
4. Solution-finding
5. Acceptance-finding
After Osborn’s death in 1966, Parnes continued to work on the creative problem solving
model to make the process more transparent and generally applicable. A series of
exercises were created for a Creative Studies Project that lead to the publication of the
Creative Behavior Workbook by Sydney Parnes in 1967. In an insert as part of the book,
it contained one of the first visual graphics of the CPS process.
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Fig 1. First Model of the Creative Problem Solving (CPS) Process
Ruth Noller joined Sydney Parnes as the first faculty members for the new
graduate classes taught at Buffalo State in Creative Studies starting in 1967. The same
year the first research journal of its kind, The Journal of Creative Behavior was published
by the Creative Education Foundation which had now moved to Buffalo State.
Parnes and others worked on the model and in 1976 developed another graphic

Fig 2. The 1976 version of the Creative Problem Solving Model
The model emphasized a linear approach that may not always be appropriate in problem
solving but clearly outlined the role of Fact-finding (FF), Problem-finding (PF), Ideafinding (IF), Solution-finding (SF), and Acceptance-finding (AF). Parnes had added a
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sixth step called objective finding or mess-finding at the beginning of the process. The
process has been elaborated in other versions:

Fig. 3 The 1998 version of the Creative Problem Solving Model
The series of arrows highlighted the aspects of convergence and divergence that were
important at each step. In 1985, the convergent and divergent aspects were further
explained and the model was converted to a vertical format under the guidance of Dr.
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Scott Isaksen and Donald Treffinger. In 1987, in order to make the model more workable,
Isaksen and Treffinger organized the six CPS stages into three main components of
Understanding the Problem (Mess-Finding, Data-Finding and Problem-Finding),
Generating Ideas (Idea-Finding) and Planning for Action (Solution-Finding and
Acceptance-Finding).
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Fig. 4 Further updates to the Creative Problem Solving Model
Isaksen and Treffinger in 1987 sought to make the CPS more explicit and flexible
based on their consultation with clients in business and education. Recognizing the
explicit roles of facilitator, client and resource group that Bill Shephard and Roger
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Firestein elaborated on in 1981 it became important to explain the CPS process in plain
language and support the issue of problem ownership. In educational settings, it became
important to have a flexible format whereby students could apply CPS in ways that were
meaningful to them.
The graphical approach to describing the CPS as a linear process came under
scrutiny. Gregory Pershyn in his 1992 Master’s Thesis on An Investigation into the
Graphic Depictions of Natural Creative Problem Solving Processes came to the
conclusion that not all creative problem solvers used a linear model. Effective, natural
problem solving took many different routes and Pershyn’s research suggested that the
CPS model would be more universally applicable if it took into consideration some of
these differences. As a result in 1993 the CPS model was modified substantially by Dr.
Scott Isaksen and Brian Dorval.

Fig. 5 Introducing an Iterative Process to Creative Problem Solving Model, Version 5.0
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The new model suggested that problem solvers may not need all of the steps and
that there may be several different routes to a solution. Metacomponents of Task
Appraisal and Process Planning were added in 1994. From 1994-1995, Blair Miller,
Jonathan Vehar and Roger Firestein continued to modify the process to make it easier to
understand and used plain English.
In 2000 there were extensive changes to the CPS framework which included a
Planning Your Approach aspect and more details such as Constructing Opportunities,
Explaining Data, and Framing Problems to the Understanding the Problem/Challenge
portion and addition of Developing Solutions and Building Acceptance to the Preparing
for Action step. The CPS model now included productive thinking tools for generating
and focusing options.

Fig 6. Incorporating Thinking Tools into the CPS Model, Version 6.1
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The Plain Language CPS developed by Miller, Vehar, Firestein in 2004 used a
series of Venn diagrams into which plain language explanations were placed with
matching converging and diverging recommendations.

Fig. 7 Plain Language Model of CPS
In 2002, the Center for Creative Studies changes its name to the International
Center for Studies in Creativity. Work continued on improving the CPS model.
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In 2007, Gerald Puccio, Marie Mance, and Mary Murdock published Creative
leadership: Skills that drive change and in this book they introduced the Thinking Skills
Model.
The central part, Assessing the Situation (Gather Data) has three stages: Clarification,
Transformation and Implementation. The cycle can be entered at any stage. Inside the
cycle are six basic steps:
1. Explore the vision.
2. Formulating challenges.
3. Exploring ideas.
4. Formulating solutions.
5. Exploring acceptance.
6. Formulating a plan.

Fig 8. Thinking Skills Model
In 2001, FourSight: The Breakthrough Thinking Profile based on the work of
Gerald Puccio, which looked at the link between creative problem solving and individual
thinking preferences, was published. This research revealed that people have a preference
for one or more thinking styles that creative problem solving requires. The FourSight test
reveals an individuals’ preference as high or low for Clarifier, Ideator, Developer, or
Implementer.
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Fig. 9 Four Component FourSight CPS Learner’s Model
The four components of the FourSight model have been simplified to be more
useful for students learning the creative problem solving method for the first time. They
reflect the basic steps of Osborn’s original concept:
1. Fact-finding (clarify).
2. Idea-finding (ideate).
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3. Solution-finding (develop).
4. Action (implement).

Clarify
situation

Generate

Develop

Implement

ideas

solutions

action

Fig 10. Visually Simplified Thinking Skills Model
This model was introduced in 2010 by Dorte Nielsen and Sarah Thurber to make a visual
model for FourSight which makes CPS easier to teach and remember.
The Role of Design Thinking and Prototype Development
The use of design theory has a somewhat more varied history. What was initially
grounded in engineering design has now seen applications in the resolution of difficult
social issues. Like creative problem solving, design thinking relies on a number of tools
and steps in how problems are approached. Many of the tools in design thinking are
directly adapted from classic creative problem solving methods while others have been
adapted or entirely new tools have been introduced to help with particular aspects of
design thinking such as prototyping and design evaluation. Design thinking focuses
heavily on the problem, the users and the end results (Kelley, 2013, p 77).
In carrying out design sessions in pursuit of a large project, the procedure can be
broken down into a number of discrete sessions (Langford & McDonagh, 2003);
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•

Immersion or warm-up tools. These tools are used to create an effective, relaxed
environment to promote discussion and idea generation to follow. These are tools
designed to get users prepared in advance for a session. Methods include
journaling, photo documentation and use of product work books.

•

Problem analysis tools are more formal and systematic to promote deconstruction
of complex situations before going on to find final solutions. The process uses
tools for clarifying the problem and breaking it down into manageable parts.

•

Idea generation and development tools. These are ideation tools to create new
ideas and develop off of existing ones. Brainstorming methods would fall into this
category. In design thinking there is often some type of hands-on activity such as
two dimensional (layout) and three dimensional (form) modeling.

•

Concept evaluation tools. These consist of tools that allow proposed solutions to
be evaluated by participants. Some are informal and unstructured while some may
involve numerical data analysis.

As with creative problem solving, the heart of the design thinking process is divergent
thinking. Guilford summarized his set of creativity skills as:
•

Fluency: The ability to generate a lot of ideas.

•

Flexibility: The ability to generate diverse sets of ideas.

•

Elaboration: The ability to elaborate on a given idea.

•

Originality: The ability to generate ideas that had not been thought of before
(Burnett & Keller-Mathers, 2017, p 286).

The lack of divergent thinking is probably the main bottleneck in the creative process.
Most professionals tend to be hard thinkers, i.e. using logic, reason, being concerned with
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precision, consistency, exact specifications, flow charts, focus, abstractness and the like.
The creative process requires soft thinking: metaphors, day dreaming, humor, acceptance
of ambiguity, playfulness, heuristics, flights of fantasy, paradox, generalizations,
analogies and related ideation for the generation of divergent thinking. Soft thinking tries
to find similarities and connections among things to create novel concepts while hard
thinking focuses on their differences (Vidal, 2006, p 2).
Assessment of Creative Products
In the early stages of creativity research, investigators sough to find a concise
definition of the creative process. Mel Rhodes (1961) in his foundational article, An
Analysis of Creativity, sought to find a universal definition of creativity. He came up with
56 criteria that could be used to study creativity that could be divided into four main
elements. These was the Person or traits covering intelligence, personality, persistence,
tolerance for ambiguity, free thinking, not concerned with social acceptance and general
traits that separate creative people from the less creative. There was the Process or
motivation, perception, domain knowledge, thinking styles and in general, the means by
which one goes about being creative. There was the Product, or how these ideas are
communicated to others in tangible form such as an invention, words, painting or some
other material form. And there is Press or Place, i.e. the Environment in which creative
work is done. This became known as the 4Ps (Fox & Fox, 2010, p 20).
Researchers studying creativity have realized that the true measure of a person’s
creativity ability is by studying their creative product (MacKinnon, 1978, p 187). There
have been a number of studies that have sought objective methods to assess creative
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products, particularly those related to inventions and products of some commercial
utility.
Westberg (1996, p 120) created an 11 item check list for the evaluation of student
inventions related to a class she taught to students regarding creating inventions. The
emphasis was on appraising student inventions for novelty, solution to a need, and degree
of original thought, workability, and novel use of materials, promotional appeal and a
reflection of good problem-finding ability. Her lesson plan for elementary school children
consisted of (Westberg, 1996, pp. 257-258):
•

Lesson One: Introduction to the process of inventing (develop an awareness of
inventions and an appreciation for their contributions in everyday life).

•

Lesson Two: Inventing Practice and Inventor’s Notebooks (to participate in
inventing experiences and become acquainted with inventor’s notebooks and
good record keeping).

•

Lesson Three: Find a need or a want (the first step in the invention process;
developing a “bug list” where students learn problem finding techniques and
problem definition).

•

Lesson Four: Think of solutions (students work on the second step of finding
solutions).

•

Lesson Five: Evaluate solutions (students develop skills in researching,
elaboration and evaluating solutions).

•

Lesson Six: Make a model or prototype (develops skills in prototyping, learn to
use tools and where to go for technical assistance).
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•

Lesson Seven: Name the invention (learn the methods use to name and market
their inventions).

•

Lesson Eight: Share the invention (communicate and share the invention with
others). In my exercises with student in product development for the validation of
bloodstain patterns, students would “promote” their devices by their ability to
explain its operation to a lay jury, explain how the apparatus would mimic a
physiological blood spatter-creating event and how to respond to criticisms from
opposing experts.

Another student assessment for creative products was developed by Reis & Renzulli
(1991, p 130). Although geared more generally toward creative products, not necessarily
inventions, this grading scale looked at critical problem definition and focusing and level
of use of resources including diversity and appropriateness of resources, logic, appeal to
audience and overall assessments of product originality, student’s familiarity with the
subject, care and attention to detail and how this would contribute to general knowledge.
I developed a grading rubric and general rubric for evaluation of the bloodstain
pattern generating apparatus for the FOR 312 Chemistry & Criminalistics class in which
this project was a part of the student’s grade. These two documents are found in the class
syllabus, Appendix C, pages 116-117.
Susan P. Besemer has made one of the more comprehensive studies of product
evaluation initially producing a Creative Product Analysis Scale as part of her master’s
thesis research (Besemer, 1981, pp. 74-77). The foundation of this work is more fully
explained in her book, Creating Products in the Age of Design: How to Improve Your
New Product Ideas! (2006).
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The core ideas for analyzing a product’s creativity are novelty (newness of process,
materials and design), resolution (functionality, usefulness and workability of the
product), and elaboration or synthesis (the stylistic attributes of the product). In any
event, to be successful and marketable, the product must do three things: it must work
well and fulfill a perceived need, it must be viewed as a way to improve the consumer’s
life and it must be affordable (Besemer & O’Quin, 1984, p 115).
Additional considerations for a prototype model development deal with aspects of the
products implementation. Here when a product is developed there are time constraints
(can model variations be tested simultaneously or sequentially); legal and regulatory
constraints, marketing constraints and performance constraints. Some of these
considerations such as time constraints and the ability to test models of similar design
may have some applicability as being able to determine which apparatus are not
producing good results and can be abandoned.
With this research project, some modifications to the Creative Product Analysis
Model would need to be made. Low cost, adaptability and simplicity, use of commonly
available materials, portable and easy to set up would be logical considerations as part of
the design appeal. My intention with this project was to develop student interest in
perfecting their design to such an extent that they would want to develop the project as a
marketable product for classes performing bloodstain pattern analysis within forensic
science programs. To this end, lectures were developed to incorporate design theory and
consumer marketing and evaluation along with creative problem solving applications
related to bloodstain pattern interpretation and the design and validation of their proposed
apparatus.
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Action Research and Problem-Based Instruction
Action research is a relatively recent research endeavor where individuals being
studied (often in an educational or social services environment) are part of the research
team and can provide input that can push the research into new directions. Teachers take
the position of professional problem solver. When identifying an area of research, one
needs to consider the following criteria (Mills, 2018):
•

The area of focus should be concerned with teaching and learning and be part of
one’s own professional practice.

•

This area of focus is within the investigator’s control.

•

The area is something that one feels passionate about.

•

The area of focus is an area that the teaching professional would like to change or
improve.

•

The research questions should be answerable given the researcher’s time and
resources and expertise.

•

The researcher needs to decide on an appropriate data collection method
(qualitative, quantitative or both).

•

Ethical questions that the researcher might face while conducting the study need
to be resolved.

•

Will the outcome of the study lead to some type of action?

•

How will the proposed action be connected to the study’s data analysis and
interpretation?
When the data gathering part of the research is completed, the write-up will

provide some source of clarification and reflective thought and accurate expression.
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With solid data, one can advocate for their position and hopefully the research and its
conclusion will lead to some type of actionable result.
I felt that action research was a suitable approach to the problem-based learning
exercises and lectures that I was designing for my experimental class. Many of the
exercises were developed as the class progressed and as roadblocks to students’
understanding of key concepts were identified. This study was somewhat complicated
by the non-traditional role some subjects such as bloodstain pattern interpretation take
when presented in a classroom to students learning about the concepts for the first
time as there has not been any previously published literature related to apparatus
design in educational settings related to bloodstain pattern validation using creative
problem solving methods. Details of each problem-based unit to be discussed later.
The Role of Bloodstain Pattern Analysis in Crime Scene Reconstruction
When individuals are engaged in violent behavior, blood is often shed and the
distribution of blood at a crime scene can provide an investigator with information related
to relative positions of suspects and victims, relative energy levels used to create wounds,
number of blows struck, direction of strikes, sequencing of events and environmental
changes blood may have been subjected to.
Forensic science procedures are relatively standardized with established standard
operating procedures necessary to ensure, accurate, reproducible results that provide
defensible results that will hold up in a court of law. Procedures and equipment are
validated and standard operating procedures are created based on established scientific
principles. There is relatively little room for creative activity and prototype development
in many forensic practices. An area where there is room for ideation and creative
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judgment is in the areas of criminal investigations and related aspects such as crime scene
reconstruction. Even though there is an attempt to provide standardized methods, forensic
science by its nature often involves the investigation of situations that have not been
encountered before and hence the need for creative problem solving methods.
Aspects of crime scene reconstruction such as the analysis of photographs of
bloodstain patterns, taken at a crime scene, present challenges to their proper
interpretation. Forensic scientists need to be able to evaluate the subtle clues that may be
in a photograph, correlate it with other information such as autopsy reports and crime
scene reports and laboratory findings in other disciplines to come up with logical
explanations as to what may have occurred.
Creativity comes in to play in terms of developing plausible scenarios of what
may have transpired at the scene and finding ways to validate these hypotheses. Forensic
scientists may need to develop a method to simulate the pattern found at a scene and
relate this to their conception of what may have happened. Sometimes this validation
effort in the distribution of bloodstains can be enhanced through the use of mechanical
apparatus that can project blood onto a surface in a manner that roughly simulates the
way a person would cause blood to be spattered when attacking another individual.
Sometimes the prototype needs to address the mechanical aspect of projecting blood, but
may also need to address the process of how the bloodstain pattern was created. This may
involve considerations of impact force, directionality of blows, sequencing of events, and
environmental changes. With bloodstain pattern analysis, therefore, one may need to
develop methodologies that take in the process of how bloodstains are distributed about a
scene as well as developing apparatus for the creation of a bloodstain pattern.
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Students were provided individually with a set of four photographs and divided
into three groups where the group was presented with a problem scenario that they would
need to solve as a group. The individual photographs, the students were to evaluate on
their own and I provided an initial consultation to help guide the students along and to
assess how much they had done on their own. The 52 individual photographs and the two
group photographs are illustrated in Appendix G, pages 224-228. The individual
photographs are assembled from text books, the Internet and from my own cases when I
was employed as a criminalist with the Los Angeles County Sheriff’s Department,
Scientific Services Bureau. They illustrate a wide range of possible blood shedding
events with some pictures illustrating a single bloodstain interpretation principle and
other photographs more complex in nature. My goal with supplemental lectures was to
use creative problem solving methods to complement the scientific methods of
observation, experimentation and evaluation with ideation and envisioning multiple
scenarios that might possible fit the bloodstain patterns left at a crime scene.
Statement of Significance
The flexibility of the CPS method and other problem solving and design tools has
led to their applications in a number of fields. Parnes and Noller did a series of studies of
the effectiveness of CPS methods in improving student creativity. A summary of their
findings as outlined in their three part study suggested that creativity was improved when
using applying their creativity tools to particular problems and puzzles in their
workbooks (Parnes & Noller, 1974).
In view of the limitations of creativity assessment, is it possible that these limited
scope tests that Parnes & Noller have used to justify an increase in activity are teaching to
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the test and not measuring real creativity gains in specific domain areas? This can only be
tested by looking at instruction in specific domain areas and developing a battery of
creativity and ideation enhancing exercises based on CPS and design and prototyping
principles specific for that domain area.
The problem solving aspects of many sciences is algorithmic based with
established protocols and often a single correct answer. In fields such as physics,
engineering, chemistry and forensic chemistry, this is particularly so.
The field of forensic science and criminal investigations uses rather prescriptive
methodologies that limit ideation but work well to converge on a single suspect. How can
one introduce creativity into such areas? Creativity in practical law enforcement can be
characterized as avoiding premature closure. Current creativity assessments place a high
premium on remaining open to new ideas in addition to idea fluency or number of
responses to a given idea, idea originality or the uniqueness and usefulness of ideas, idea
flexibility or the number and/or uniqueness of categories of responses to a given stimuli
and elaboration or the extension of ideas within a specific category (Kaufman, et. al,
2008, p 13).
The purpose and significance of this project was to focus the creativity tools
toward a specific prototype device and/or process to reproduce a bloodstain pattern given
to the student as a photograph that documents the appearance of this stain at a particular
time and location at a crime scene. Students were taking an upper division forensic
chemistry class, FOR 312 Chemistry and Criminalistics. The class is a general
introduction to crime scene processing and chemistry applicable to a number of forensic
techniques, taught as the primary entry level course into the forensic chemistry series at
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Buffalo State College. The class has topics in general forensics and modules in bloodstain
pattern interpretation and accompanying lab exercises. Students went through a similar
set of exercises and testing in Fall 2016 and the results of their performance were
matched against a groups of students in the Fall 2017 class with the same types of
individual and group bloodstain pattern assignments but now supplemental by lectures
related to problem solving and design theory and reconstruction relevant to the bloodstain
pattern project and a series of intermediate exercises intended to assess and refine student
creative problem solving skills directed specifically to enhancing creativity in the
completion of the bloodstain pattern exercises. The lectures and interim exercises are
listed in the Appendix and will be discussed individually later.
Project Questions
Specific questions that were initially contemplated for this study were:
•

Will the successful completion of a device and/or process for interpretation of
student bloodstain patterns lead to an elevation in test scores between a pre-test
and final test at the end of the semester related to bloodstain pattern interpretation
and will the superiority of the model be correlated with a greater final test score?

•

Will the addition of exercises to enhance creative problem solving related to the
bloodstain project enhance the creative aspects of the project beyond presentation
of information related to bloodstain pattern interpretation?

•

What visualization or other approaches can give direction to stalled idea
generation without providing too many hints and how might questioning of
students in discussion guide their ideation?
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•

What is more likely to result in the most creative design—the generation of a lot
of simple designs and working models or concentration on one carefully crafted
project?

•

What is the effect of group vs. individual effort on project design and
development?

•

Can organized approaches such as intelligent fast failure or ideation methods lead
to accelerated model production?

•

How can the grading rubric be improved to reflect the model design and its
relevance to the specific problem and can this rubric have general applicability for
the evaluation of commercial science kits with an extension of Besemer’s
Creative Product Analysis Model but geared toward grading items such as:
simplicity, relevance to the scientific question, enhancement of understanding of
the physical phenomenon and lesson (and the applicability of the design as an aid
in explaining the scientific principles to others), comprehensiveness, ease of
adaptability to different environments (such as the courtroom) which may have
different levels of resources, etc.

•

Are there aspects of work space design within the classroom that can be used to
facilitate creative prototype development?
Definitions

Creativity research and bloodstain pattern interpretation and crime scene
reconstruction, like any other specialized area of study, has developed its own
vocabulary. The following is a list of key terms whose definitions are important for a
better understanding of the goals of this project:
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•

Accelerated: Application of aids to speed up the creative problem solving process
in arriving at a final, finished product.

•

Active learning: Hands-on supplemental instruction beyond traditional lectures
that permit students to engage in real-life applications that enhance knowledge
and learning in specific domain fields.

•

Bloodstain pattern: A static pattern on a surface that reflects the flight dynamics
of blood in motion by which activities of participants in a blood letting event can
be fixed in time.

•

Constraints: Limitations that need to be considered when constructing a device in
order to more accurately reflect the events that occurred at a scene (velocity,
gravity, blood properties, etc.)

•

Cues / clues: Hints, idea sheets, any demonstrable aid to help students jumpstart
stalled ideas relating to their projects or forces them to consider alternate
possibilities that can be explained by the same set of physical events.

•

Creative Product Analysis Model: an instrument designed to evaluate a product
based on its novelty or uniqueness, inventiveness and newness and functionality.

•

Experimental devices: A device capable of interacting with blood to put blood in
motion to simulate the actual physical event recorded in a crime scene photograph
or on an object without using the actual weapon (e.g. generation of high speed
blood spatter without the use of firearms).

•

Insight development: Methods to study and enhance the utilization of that region
of incubation just before the development of the “Aha!” moment in problem
resolution.
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•

Job aids: Simplified instruction sheets and worksheets.

•

Prototype: Experimental device may be several models before final form is
adopted.

•

Reconstruction: Based on physical evidence, determining past activities, events.
SECTION TWO: PERTINENT LITERATURE
Summary
This section describes literature that has been reviewed as part of the background

development of this project. My literature review centered on assessments of creative
products, the creative workplace, classic creativity literature, as it relates to thinking
creatively and in particular the development of insight and various sources related to
design thinking. As action research was a new research area for me, I looked at some
background literature related to this process, especially as it relates to research in
education.
The literature related to bloodstain pattern interpretation is rather specialized and
the general mechanics of the reconstruction process and the development of apparatus to
replicate bloodstain patterns is not something that has been addressed in this literature in
a systematic way, particularly within an educational or training context. Some of the
literature that was helpful came from unexpected areas. One of these areas was the
specialty field in nursing education known as medical moulage. This is a full time
discipline in many nursing programs where a practitioner creates medical simulations of
injuries and clinical conditions that includes the simulation of blood, blood clots and
other bleeding simulations to enhance the realism of training for medical professionals.
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The reference by Bobbie J. Merica, Medical Moulage: How to Make Your Simulations
Come Alive (2012) was particularly helpful.
References related to basic logical constructs such as deductive, inductive and
abductive thinking provided some insight into the generation of creative ideas. I had not
appreciated the possibility of using abductive reasoning to come up with creative
solutions but the reasoning process at its simplest, presents a problem or an observation
and a method for determining whether or not a possible solution might work in that
instance.
I also reviewed some of the work related to group dynamics. Students had two
separate types of assignments; one where they worked independently of four bloodstain
images of varying complexity and one where they worked in a group of three people to
prepare an apparatus to create a bloodstain pattern or examined a more complex
bloodstain pattern (multiple events happening, overlapping events, environmental
alterations, etc.) presenting a generally wickeder type problem than in any individual
photo in their individual projects. This arrangement was hoped to provide some insight
into group dynamics and if multiple contributors of CPS novice students could
successfully pull their mental resources and be in a position to tackle these more difficult
projects. The literature reviewed was on general collaborative research as seen in
academic environments.
Some of the literature was a little more difficult to assess or to find specific areas
that might have special relevance to my research questions. The topic of accelerating
ideation was a particularly difficult one to find material. There are business models such
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as intelligent fast failure and models where group problem solving is reduced in time
frames but nothing that revealed a novel way of speeding up insight and ideation.
Acceleration of ideation in the literature was centered on reducing the time for the
various CPS components and methods such as accelerated fast failure. A standard
reference in the area of fast failure is Jack V. Matson (1991) How to Fail Successfully: A
Bold Approach to Meeting Your Goals through Intelligent Fast Failure.
A related problem, getting over mental ruts was also short of literature but this
problem is somewhat related to methods for ideation acceleration as a stumped idea could
lead to excessive delays in problem solving. Here, a combination of literature review and
some personal insight can lead to ways to overcome mental blocks, many of which are
domain specific.
There was additional literature that was looked at such as the role of play in
ideation, and various modes of research design theory with no particular end in mind. All
aspects of the design process were looked at including marketing and customer
satisfaction as it was felt that these bloodstain re-enactments would eventually find
themselves going to court to present local reconstructions based off the attempted
simulations. Hand-in-hand with methods of ideation, was the introduction of ideation tool
kits and scenarios that would help create cooperative design thinking in students when
they worked in groups for their individual projects and when given time to work on their
group projects.
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Review of the Relevant Literature
One of the most common types of evidence in crimes of violence is the presence
of blood. Blood is not deposited randomly but often forms a pattern that can be used to
recreate positions of victims and assailants, their actions and other aspects of the scene
events that may be helpful in a reconstruction of what took place (James, Kish & Sutton,
2005).
When looking at a stain pattern, the forensic scientist may be presented with
alternate possibilities as to how a bloodstain pattern may have been produced. In order to
resolve this dilemma, the reconstructionist may need to conduct experiments with blood
in an attempt to recreate some of these patterns. This experimentation may involve the
use of models and devices that can simulate some of the events suspected of disrupting
the source of blood in order to produce the observed pattern (Wonder, 2007; Williams &
Taylor, 2013).
The research looked at the cognitive and performance aspects of device
construction that would be of use in generating bloodstain events that would simulate
some of the conditions that created bloodstain patterns at the crime scene. It is important
that the likely mechanism behind the generation of a bloodstain pattern be verified or
validated in order to more accurately determine what transpired at a crime scene. This
information can then be compared with witness accounts, suspect statements, pathology,
crime scene and forensic reports and thus provide an objective, independent assessment
of the crime. Such corroborating evidence is of critical importance within the criminal
justice system for the prosecution of crimes of violence.
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The study, addressed the cognitive elements behind model building, i.e. will
specific guidance vs. general guidelines on model development have an effect on
originality, flexibility, practicality, ease of conceptualization and actual applicability to
the simulation of the bloodstain pattern to which they are trying to duplicate? As one
measure of the utility of their model in addressing the bloodstain pattern they are trying
to simulate, will the superior model lead to improved understanding of the process of
bloodstain pattern recreation which will be reflected in improved scores on written
examinations related to bloodstain pattern interpretation, and fluid dynamics and physics
related to bloodstain production under various situations?
Mental Ruts, Constraints and Prototype Design
The most original and innovative designs for models or apparatus designed to
serve a specific function come about when people are engaged in free thinking with little
limitation. Recent research has suggested that the imposition of some constraints can
actually provide an incentive for renewed effort to solve problem, provided that people
have sufficient domain knowledge and expertise and are motivated (Medeiros, Partlow,
& Mumford, 2014).
When a reconstructionist crafts a piece of apparatus to recreate a bloodstain
pattern, the analyst must take into account the force and velocity used to create the
pattern. There are also issues related to fluid mechanics, density and gravity that need to
be taken into consideration in order to create an authentic pattern. The effect of these
restraints should be measured in some fashion. There is a danger that with too many
restraints, attempting to put together a functional prototype will be inhibited. People tend
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to employ the same methods that may have been useful in a similar situation but are no
longer supplying the same physical forces under the new conditions of the present
situation.
Providing students with a clue such as a similar piece of apparatus may have a
deleterious effect on creativity. Previous studies (Smith, 1995) have demonstrated that
people tend to have a fixation on a prior design that they have been exposed to and
subsequent prototype models lack originality. This can result in a constraint to
subsequent creative thinking and greater difficulty in moving out of conceptual ruts.
The application of creative problem solving to the creation of prototype models
has been studied by Finke (1995). Divergent thinking (the generation of novel ideas) and
convergent thinking (the evaluation of ideas for suitability to a problem at hand) are the
two key attributes of creative thinking and Finke has studied their applications to
generating useful models. By using only a few fundamental shapes and forms and giving
participants no prior instructions, they have been able to generate a host of original and
useful invention designs.
The work by Finke could serve as a model for designing an idea cart of useful
tools and gadgets that can be modified and rearranged to produce the contraptions needed
to duplicate blood spatter events. An alternate approach would be to have drawings or
shapes as part of a design template by which students could assemble practical devices
for duplicating the bloodstain patterns. These “pre-inventive forms” as Finke refers to
these simple shapes, foundational to more complex designs, were incorporated into
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Interim Assignment 4, Appendix K, page 216 and a list of components in a supply cart
for bloodstain pattern recreations listed on page 13 of the course syllabus, Appendix C.
Smith and Linsey (2011) have developed a scheme for the removal of mental
blocks and design fixation that impede development of prototypes. Their method relies
on forgetting counterproductive solution attempts by putting them out of one’s mind and
finding something more appropriate; redefining problems by coding objects in many
different ways and by using analogies to provoke new ideas. A worksheet or training
module with instructions along this line might be useful for getting over design ruts. A
supplemental worksheet could provide information about the fluid dynamic and other
properties of blood and how this fits into a reconstruction. Interim Assignments 4, 6, and
10 and Lab Lectures 2, 3, 4, and 6 were my attempts to provide counter measures to
stalled ideas. I adapted the concept and modified it to the Four Ds: Defocus or take time
off from your activities for doing something else involving little mental demand such as
going for a walk. Defer judgment: by not being overly critical, we open up new ideas.
Distancing / stepping away: look at variations of the problem from different angles
(forced connection with random images, SCAMPER). Drill Down Deeper or look at the
subject at its core elements and see if that provides insight (Lab Lecture 4, Appendix
AA).
General aspects of prototype design will draw upon previous work of Besemer
(2006). Besemer looked at consumer products, old and new and came up with an
objective method of evaluating the creative and useful aspects of a product using a
Creative Product Analysis Model and rating scale. With some modifications, this could
serve as a method for assessing some of the creative aspects of student apparatus design.
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According to the Creative Product Analysis Model, a product is judged by its
novelty or uniqueness, inventiveness and newness. A second criterion is resolution or
functionality and performance of a product. This is judged by four factors: if the design
and product is logical, useful, and valuable (i.e. how well does it work), and is its
operation easy to understand. The third criterion is style or how the product is presented
to the consumer. For this there are three criteria which are how well-crafted the product
is, is it organic or user friendly and its elegance or degree of refinement.
Science Kits to Aid in Understanding Underlying Principles and Their Evaluation
The science kit provides a method to compartmentalize specific concepts to be
taught in a lesson plan. The kits promote conceptual understanding of underlying
scientific content, have self-contained material that explains the lesson and basic concepts
to the instructor, promote hands-on learning and provide an alternate means by which a
student can demonstrate his or her grasp of the concepts (Dickerson, Clark, Dawkins &
Horne, 2006).
Although the applicability of science kits in teaching general science concepts has
been recognized, the innovative thought that has gone into their construction has not been
well documented. The majority of these kits are domain specific and focus on a narrow
range of conceptual elements. As this project proceeds, documentation related to the
development of the bloodstain apparatus into a possible commercial kit will be kept in
mind.
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Accelerated Insight and Creative Problem Solving
Insight is viewed as an unconscious leap in thinking that short circuits the normal
thought process leading to a sudden realization of a problem’s solution. No clear cut
mental pathway has been discovered regarding how insight works but some researchers
have, after examining the discoveries made by eminent scientists, concluded that insight
is based on selective encoding or recognition of important features that may not seem
obvious to others--selective combination of ideas, and selective comparison between new
information with old information acquired in the past (Davidson, 1995).
Insight is considered a part of incubation whereby a problem is worked on
without resolution and suddenly, when engaged in an unrelated activity, the solution to
the problem appears. Methods by which this process can be accelerated have received
little attention in the literature. Brophy (1998), suggests that a persons’ ability to switch
between divergent and convergent thinking can accelerate the creative problem solving
process but offers no general means of stimulating and accelerating the process. The use
of cues provided during incubation has not yielded consistent results in quickening the
solution of problems or design of prototypes (Dodds, Smith & Ward, 2002).
Despite the lack of literature, the ability to come up with creative ideas quickly
can provide competitive advantage. In a learning environment, one can more rapidly
abandon designs and theories that are not suitable. This idea of stimulating innovation
through intelligent fast failure can serve as a means of more rapidly going through
scenarios and designs that don’t work until the more desirable solution, the one that more
closely matches your reconstruction, is achieved (Tahirsylaj, 2012).
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Using methods to speed up the creative problem solving process is not new.
Osborn had speed CPS guided by asking a client a series of questions: “(1) Why is it
necessary? (2) Where should it be done? (3) When should it be done? (4) Who should do
it? (5) What should be done? (6) How should it be done? (Osborn, 1963, p 230).”
Learning CPS takes time but once that is done, you can attain problem solving resolution
rapidly in some situations. In general, it is possible to speed up the thinking process once
the subject area is mastered.
Where do we get hung up in the CPS process? It is often in the initial problem
recognition phase. We need to consider constraints. Logical constructs have been thought
to provide clues to some problems. Students in one exercise are asked to develop a
method for high velocity blood dispersion (the type typically found after a gunshot
wound) but without the use of firearms. They need to think in terms of high pressure
rather than high velocity and this sometimes provides the clue that they need to get over
this hurdle. In another assignment, students are asked to simulate a bleeding person
walking at variable speeds. Most students think of a device attached to a cart or miniature
race car with a blood dripping apparatus. The resulting bloodstain patterns could just as
easily be duplicated if the dropper apparatus is held stationary and a movable belt is
placed underneath and run at different speeds. We need to encourage tentative as well as
alternate explanations among our students.
We require CPS the most when we are uncertain. Sometimes we have to test
tentative solutions. Charles Pierce introduced the concept of abductive reasoning (Eco &
Sebeok, 1983). Abductive reasoning puts forth a tentative hypothesis and then one can
use a more solid form of reasoning such as deductive reasoning to go forward or perhaps
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inductive reasoning with further testing. It is the only one of the three logical arguments
that generates new ideas (Sosa, Connor, Corsor, 2017, p 488).
A deductive argument is an argument in which we expect the conclusion to follow
necessarily from the premise; i.e. we expect the premises to support the conclusion in
such a way that if they are assumed true, it is impossible that the conclusion be false:
•

If a substance is a noble gas it is inert. Since argon is a noble gas, it is inert.

These are the types of arguments we strive for. It is a purely logical construct based on
established rules.
An inductive argument is an argument is which we expect the conclusion to
follow only probably from the premises; i.e. we expect the premises to support the
conclusions in such a way that if they are assumed true, then based on the assumption, it
is only probably that the conclusion is true:
•

Neon has unstable isotopes. Therefore, since argon is similar to neon in many
ways, it probably follows that argon has unstable isotopes too.

This is the type of argument often seen in scientific research when a number of
hypothesis are being tested based on tentative initial observations and one is trying to
make a generalization based on these observations. One must recognize that not all
instances of a particular phenomenon can be observed and hence we must draw
inferences about whether or not a particular proposed rule is applicable in all situations.
An abductive argument is a hypothesis or presumptive inference or a conjecture
about reality that needs to be tested.
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•

All noble gases have unstable isotopes. This gas has unstable isotopes. This was a
noble gas.

Abductive reasoning is closely related to creativity and design because it is about
inventing a possible solution for a problem. Abductive reasoning is about finding an
explanation, not necessarily the only one. Unlike deduction and induction where the
conclusion follows from the inputs, creativity is an abductive process of finding a new
and possibly fitting solution from “somewhere” (Sanders & Stappers, 2012, p 60).
Deductive Reasoning
Before

After

Inductive Reasoning

Abductive Reasoning

Shops sell goods only from 9 to 5 and
this cake was bought in a shop

I looked at many ways of making A birthday cake should be sweet
cakes and always the cake was
and honey can make things
made of flower
sweet
Therefore, cake was bought between 9 Probably flour is a necessary
Perhaps this birthday cake could
to 5
ingredient for making a cake
be made with honey
Table 1 Creativity Related Examples of the Three Reasoning Processes
Another means of accelerating the creative problem solving process is by
reducing some of the cognitive load on students. If there was an atlas or app of basic
bloodstain patterns that students could refer to then this might reduce some of the
processing time. The pamphlet by Judith Bunker (2001). Bloodstain Evidence Manual: A
Practical Guide to Examination of Bloodstains and Patterns Volume 3—Identification
Stain and Pattern Characteristics is the closest source that might fulfill that requirement.
When teaching students systematic observations, they need to determine also, what
information is relevant and if the solution fits the current need. Perhaps the most fruitful
and simplest method of generating novel ideas is by emergence or combining opposites
(Kelly & Kelly, 2014, pp. 101-102). Lowering the floor sufficiently so that all students
can get into the problem space will make the process more democratic and will not
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impede the creativity aspects. Bottlenecks or points where students might get hung up on
some of the concepts need to be addressed. These can often be identified by appropriate
testing.
The study looked at the type of creative problem solving tools applicable to
creative product development as applied to prototype experimental devices to replicate
bloodstain patterns in a bloodstain interpretation class that can generate new ideas
quickly, provide insight into the workings of fluid dynamics and physics in the
production of bloodstain patterns, that can validate reconstruction efforts, while
overcoming conceptual blocks rapidly. Issues regarding the amount of support to provide
the students in developing their models and an assessment of how the novelty, usefulness
and relevance of their models translates into increased learning regarding bloodstain
pattern analysis (through objective testing) was focus of this research. It is hypothesized
that too much guidance can reduce the number of novel ideas and it is further
hypothesized that students who demonstrate understanding through their apparatus design
will show improved scores on subsequent testing of their knowledge of bloodstain
application principles. It is also believed that if students are provided sufficient support to
recognize specific bloodstain patterns, this will help reduce the cognitive load and speed
up their ability to focus on design issues. Office consultation with students were part of
this process in addition to specific lectures related to bloodstain pattern interpretation and
exercises that combine CPS and bloodstain pattern interpretation, one example of which
is found in Appendix E, page 158. Exercises encouraging fast prototyping were devised
to aid students in formulating initial designs (e.g. Interim Assignments 2, 3, 4, 6, and 10).
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Lectures wee introduced during the lab period to facilitate the transfer of creative
problem solving. When providing creative problem solving instruction it is important that
they be focused on the cognitive aspects of problem solving, the lectures and exercises
should focus on discrete cognitive skills, there should be plenty of case-based
opportunities to illustrate the principles and domain-specific practice opportunities should
follow the instruction, focusing on more than one divergent thinking or idea generation
skill (Medeiros, Watts, Mumford, 2017, p 28).
SECTION THREE: SAMPLING AND EXERCISES
Methods
The subjects for this study were students who were took FOR 312 Criminalistics
and Chemistry in Fall 2016 and students who were enrolled in the same class in Fall
2017. The FOR 312 class is a core introductory class in crime scene processing and basic
laboratory methods and principles for forensic chemistry majors. This is an upper
division course, so students will have satisfied pre-requisites in general physics, calculus,
general and organic chemistry and instrumentation. There were 12 students who
completed the Fall 2016 class and 12 students who completed the Fall 2017 class.
There was the same core lecture material that encompassed general criminalistics
techniques and the bloodstain pattern material was in one lecture in the crime scene
processing part of the course material. The difference between the 2016 and 2017 classes
was the addition of 9 lectures related to patent searching, creative problem solving and
design theory that were supplemented in the laboratory session (see Appendix D). There
were 14 interim exercises to further develop creative design and observation abilities of
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the students, each of which will be discussed in detail. The age range is about 19 to 21
with junior or senior standing. Most are from within a 50 mile radius of Buffalo, NY and
are representative of the racial demographics of the area.
Students were randomly assigned by lot, four 8 x 10 photographs out of a series of
52 that dealt primarily with a single type of bloodstain pattern although some were more
complex, involving multiple patterns. Some photos illustrate the same type of
phenomenon only in different ways. Complexity of the patterns varies and assignment
from simple to complex is rather subjective. Each student created project designs around
their four photographs. The Fall 2016 group had two photographs picked at random for
their individual projects while the Fall 2017 class had four photographs picked at random
for their individual project. The ideal classroom goal would be a series of preliminary
sketches followed by a model or working device accompanied by a short write up of their
development process and a Power Point that can explain the function of their devices or
the accuracy of the reconstruction to the rest of the class.
The second part of the project involves the random assignment of students into
three teams. The intention was to build a working prototype or at least a number of
working designs and some functioning model of the salient points of the bloodstain
scene. In the Fall 2016 class, one group was tasked with developing a device which can
recreate high velocity (> 100 ft. / sec) blood spatter without the use of a firearm or air
pellet gun. The second group was asked to construct a device that would illustrate the
flight trajectory of blood droplets vs. size. The third group was asked to work on two
projects: one is a portable grid device for the measurement of bloodstain volume and the
development of a method to simulate dripping blood while walking at a variable pace. In
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the Fall 2017 class, the first and second groups had the same assignment as the previous
year; the third group project was to simulate blood dripping from an open wound of a
passenger in a moving car but without the actual use of a full-scale car based on Group
Photo 3 of project photos in Appendix H. In the Fall 2017 class was also added a fourth
group which involved the construction of a portable measuring grid and the development
of a device or process to distinguish spatter onto a vehicle (model) and distinguish
between blood due to impact with a blood-filled object or blood that has been dispersed
onto a stationary car (based on Group 4 Photo, Appendix G). The completed projects
were presented as Power Points documenting the reconstruction for class presentation as
well as a detailed write-up.
There were some potential limitations to this study. This was a convenience study
consisting of all of the students enrolled in the class and all participating in this design
project. Students signed a waiver to participate and had the option of opting out at any
point (see Appendices A and B). The small size did not permit randomization or division
into different groups. The Fall 2016 class, which did not have the nine lab lectures and
the 14 interim assignments to supplement creative thinking and design skills, served as a
control group. The students were of similar background academically and socially with
about a roughly equal mix of males and females and ethnic group characteristic of the
campus as a whole. All students in both the 2016 and 2017 classes were forensic
chemistry majors. Previous studies in the creative studies field have relied on college
students as part of their study and there is nothing in the student backgrounds that would
lead me to exclude a participant. All students enrolled in the Fall 2016 class (12) and all
students who completed the Fall 2017 class (12) chose to participate.
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One of the research instruments consisted of a questionnaire that provided me
with background information regarding each of the students regarding major, class
standing, career aspirations, previous science classes, hobbies, previous experience with
tools and designing, arts and crafts, etc. as part of the syllabus contact information. This
survey was on the last two pages of the class syllabus, Appendix C. No distinct pattern in
the responses was noted and these results have not been included in the study.
Another instrument I attempted to use was to encourage students to record their
problem solving strategies in the construction of a prototype where they would outline
their visualization process to the construction process and how well they felt the model
could fulfill the requirements of pattern generation—how well they could theorize a
practical device application from a bloodstain pattern and their conceptualization of how
that pattern was created incorporating known physical laws of flight, fluid dynamics and
how they could work that into a practical application. To this end, I encouraged students
to keep a notebook. I provided general information on the maintenance of a notebook on
page 119 of the syllabus. Unfortunately most students used the notebook for conventional
laboratory assignment data and did not maintain sketches related to the development of
their project ideas. The interim assignments captured some of this data which will be
illustrated as the assignments are discussed individually.
Guilford’s Test of Divergent Thinking (i.e., Alternate Uses Test) or a variation of
it was used to get an idea of the students’ current creative potential. This was adapted to a
question on the pre- and post-tests “Think up as many creative uses for an ordinary brick
(besides use in construction) as possible. For example, one creative use would be as feet
for a snowman.” The other question was “Think up as many creative uses for an ordinary
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paper clip (besides typical use as fastening papers together) as possible. For example, one
creative use would be as a template for drawing small circles.” The question was
alternated between the pre-and post-tests as an extra credit question with points awarded
for each answer. Results are tabulated and found in Appendix F.
A comprehensive pre- and post-test exam, related to bloodstain pattern
interpretation, was given to all students in both classes. It was a combination of multiple
choice, fill in the blank, matching test to measure the students understanding of
bloodstain pattern patterns, and the physics principles behind blood spot trajectories and
their influence in producing bloodstain patterns that are predictable and reproducible. The
test, with results from both years tabulated, is found in Appendix F.
The 12 students in my Fall 2017 study class were given the 14-question Basadur
Test For Measuring Preference for Ideation in Creative Problem Solving (Basadur &
Finkbeiner, 1983, pp. 14-15) on September 25, 2017 and again on December 6, 2017. An
example of the questions are found on pages 266 (open to ideation) and 267 (avoiding
premature closure) of the Interim Assignment 14, Appendix W. The class average for
each answer hovered around the neutral range “Neither Agree Nor Disagree.” There was
no significant difference between the September and December scores.
The 52 photographs used in this study were printed in color on 8 ½ x 11" white
card stock with the photo number printed on the back of each photo. At the beginning of
class, students drew numbers from 1 to 52 between the 12 students and were given the
corresponding numbered photograph. Students likewise drew numbers to determine into
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which of the four numbered groups they would be assigned. The same arrangement had
been used in the Fall 2016 class.
Students were provided some general guidance in terms of how they wanted to
work within their groups. Elizabeth Cohen (1994) has done extensive research on the
dynamics of small groups in educational environments. Students in the Fall 2017 class
were encouraged to work cooperatively within their groups so that everyone could
contribute and perform their design tasks without my direct supervision. To reduce the
level of my intervention, I only required that each group have a facilitator who could
direct and assign activities within the group (e.g. note taker, resource person, etc.) as they
saw fit. A Group Facilitation Directions sheet that outlined these instructions is
reproduced in Appendix W, page 273.
The cooperative interaction of the group members did not work well, with no
individual within any of the four groups taking responsibility. The effect of group vs.
individual effort could not be ascertained from this unsuccessful first attempt. The
problem likely stems from the fact that these were random groups and students did not
have the opportunity of going through the stages of group formation (Jones, 1983).
My first supplemental lecture was on how to conduct patent searches as Interim
Assignments 1 and 3 would involve looking at patent designs and patent literature. This
lecture and these two exercises were introduced in the hopes that exposure to related
patents related to impact and motion devices might spur some associations leading to
ideation of other devices more aligned with their particular projects or at least provide
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them with key word search terms that might enhance their literature search in the patent
literature and elsewhere.
Interim Assignment 1, Appendix H, pages 229-230, Comparing Patent Designs,
has two different designs for a golf ball retriever attached in different ways to a golf club.
The two illustrations are taken from (Kivenson, 1982). Students did not have any
difficulty with the assignment and below is a typical response:
Advantages of design 1:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Allows user to scoop the golf ball off the ground without bending over.
No need to flip club upside down to use.
Can be used to scoop balls out of water.
Can be easily attached without bolts.
Can be adjusted to height preferred by user.

Disadvantages of design 1:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Extra weight on golf club.
Must be taken off to play.
Fairly bulky.
Can fall off since it’s not bolted on.
Can scoop up dirt when scooping off dirt/sand

Advantages of design 2:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Streamline design.
Can be left on to play.
Doesn’t require any skill to use.
Bolted on securely.
Can hold an extra golf ball if needed.

Disadvantages of design 2:
1. Adds weigh to golf club.
2. Manufacturing requires bolts which cost extra to make.
3. Cannot be easily adjusted or removed
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4. Golf club has to be flipped upside down to use.
5. Adds extra length to handle which may not be comfortable for user.

Interim Assignment 2 is where students first got together in groups for discussion and
brainstorming of their group assignments. I had students try to come up with at least three
designs and use the best of these to start to put together a physical prototype. There was
limited success with this assignment, most likely because it was still relatively early in
the semester and other class priorities may have been an issue. In the Fall 2017 class the
14 interim assignments were additional work assignments that students needed to
complete in addition to their non-bloodstain pattern interpretation, regular forensic
science lab reports and exercises. The class met on Mondays and Wednesdays from 2:00
to 2:50 pm for lecture on the regular course material and the lab was on Wednesday from
3:00 to 5:45 pm. There was usually time at the end of each lab for 45 to 60 minutes of
lecture related to design and creative problem solving. Below are some sample designs,
Interim Assignment 2:

Fig. 11. Representative Group 3 Project Diagram, Interim Assignment 2
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Fig. 12 Representative Diagram of Individual Projects, Interim Assignment 2
Interim Assignment 3 was a more extensive review of the patent literature and
included an exercise using SCAMPER (Substitute, Combine, Adapt, Modify, Put to
other uses, Eliminate, Rearrange) a method devised by Osborn to rapidly come up with
new configurations for a product and one might also use additional verbs such as add,
subtract, multiply, divide, eliminate, subdue, invert, separate, transpose, unify, dissect,
distort, rotate, flatten, squeeze, complement, submerge, freeze, soften, fluff-up, by-pass,
lighten, repeat, thicken, stretch, extrude, repel, protect, segregate, integrate, symbolize,
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abstract, light-up, etc. (Koberg & Bagnall, 1991, p 89). Students did not have difficulty
completing the assignment or using the SCAMPER method. Examples of student outputs:

Fig. 13 Example of SCAMPER Re-Design of a Fork.

Fig. 14 Example of SCAMPER Re-Design of a Hairbrush
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Interim Assignment 4 was based on the research of Fink (1990) with pre-formed
geometrical shapes. For the purpose of adapting it to equipment available for bloodstain
pattern recreations, the following components were added: SPONGE, SCREEN/GRID,
EYE DROPPER, FUNNEL, WEDGE/INCLINE, PLASTIC BAG, COCONUT,
KNIFE/SPIKE, SPRING, SQUEEZE BULB, POSTER BOARD, FAKE BLOOD. In
addition, there was an exercise using a biomimicry web site: http://asknature.org/ and
the use of collaborative sketching based on the work of (Shah, et .al, 2001). Students in
general were not very responsive to the pre-inventive forms and likely did not know what
to make of these even though they were explicitly covered in Lab Lecture 2. Student
examples are included below:

Fig. 15 Representation of Pre-Inventive Forms, Group 3 Project
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Fig 16 Representation of Use of Pre-Inventive Forms, Individual Projects.

Fig. 17 Example of Interim Assignment 4 Collaborative Drawing, Group Project 3
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Interim Assignment 5 involved Internet research related to their projects. Students
were to provide me with at least 15 key word search terms related to sources of supplies
and general construction guidelines and videos and other documentation relevant to
producing their devices and facilitating their re-enactments. Students responded with
appropriate references.
In Interim Assignment 6, students were given a simple rubric based on a concept
introduced by Dr. Steve Macho in Dr. John Cabra’s CRS 594 Design Thinking Field
Course which allows inventors to consider constraints in their apparatus. The example
used in the paper:
Design a (n) [device, process, etc.] ___e.g. catapult_______________________ that
(does something) ___projects blood variable distances________ within the constraints of
__a motorized device that permits variable speeds; a device within an enclosed area that
prevents blood from flying all over the room but only in one direction; a device small
enough to be carried by one person_____________________.
The second part of the assignment involved constructing a rating system involving at
least five variables related to the construction of their device. The ideas were rated by
their subjective evaluation of the novelty of the modification and the feasibility of
constructing it with available materials. These two factors were given a numerical value
and used to rate the device. Students seemed to understand the rating system but did not
pay particular attention to it when making design modifications.
Interim Assignment 7 provided a modeled assessment of a typical bloodstain
pattern image of comparable complexity but not included in the student problem set. This
exercise provided more of a scripted protocol for how they might analyze their
photograph and use the information to then do a reconstruction and then evaluate the
results. The assignment led to some additional refinements of their projects although
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students concentrated on individual projects rather than group projects so whether or not
this project initiated additional ideation was difficult to assess. Samples of student’s
sketches are shown below:

Fig. 18 Samples of Interim Assignment 7 Individual Project Sketches
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Interim Assignment 8 I had students look at the Ames research center MFRC
Blood Pattern Analysis Videos at https://www.ameslab.gov/mfrc/bpa-videos. These are
high speed videos of blood being spattered by many different methods. It provides
students with a visual means of analyzing their proposed blood spatter events in greater
detail. The second part of the assignment was to go online and find Internet images
related to their projects. Not everyone appreciated the value of this exercise. Students
with Macintosh personal computers were not able to get the downloads but made no
attempts to switch computers in order to view the high speed videos.
Interim Assignment 9 was a test I devised related to pattern recognition. Part 1
dealt with finding a star shape inside a complex pattern, all students were successful with
this exercise. The second part involved looking at an image based on an actual crime
scene photograph and finding a lost item of evidence. About one-third of the students
were able to find the ring on the floor, lower right side of the photo. The third part
involved two crime scene photos, one before and one after disruption by emergency and
law enforcement personnel. Students were asked to find at least 15 items that were
missing or displaced between the two images. Students had no difficulty finding at least
15 differences. The fourth part involved reproductions of two paintings by Bev Doolittle
an artist of Western Americana subjects who places hidden images and faces in her
drawings. The two images are of varying degrees of complexity. Most students could find
the appropriate number of images. The final part of the assignment involved finding
discrepancies between two DNA electropherograms. There is a subtle difference in
numbering because of slight fluctuations in DNA migration between the
electropherograms resulting in a one unit difference in one of the alleles. Because of lack
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of knowledge on how to read the electropherograms, students were keying in on the
wrong values in the charts and did not produce a correct answer among any students in
the class. I gave this assignment as a subjective test of student’s powers of observations.
Whether or not this test is truly diagnostic of any innate superiority in ability to see fine
details in crime scene photographs is open to debate, I don’t think it establishes anything
either way, not with the limited sample I had.
Interim Assignment 10 is where students had a chance to create actual prototypes.
The assignment layout is based on a merging and modification of handouts provided by
Deborah Madelaine and Sari Gluckin for their respective design thinking workshops
(based on An Introduction to Design Thinking Process Guide, Standord University
School of Design) and given out at the Creative Problem Solving Institute, June 2017 in
Buffalo, NY. The assignment was given out the week before and students were asked to
obtain simple construction material from home for making simple prototypes. No one
responded to this request.
The students were given the entire session to create prototype models. They were
asked to share information with someone not in their group with this person serving as an
outside advisor. This did not go well. Students with one or two exceptions were
concerned about working on their own projects and did not appreciate the concept of
getting independent feedback from parties not part of their group. Students were also
hesitant to utilize some of the assembled materials. The prototypes that were developed
were relevant but not novel or sophisticated. Photos of some of the supply setups are in
Appendix Q after Interim Assignment 10. Supplies were in a small cart next to the large
laboratory light table. Some high pressure devices such as the garden spray unit which
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was used by a group in an advanced bloodstain pattern course to simulate high velocity
gunshot wounds were left conspicuously on the table but did not seem to spark any
interest in any of the students who needed to simulate high velocity blood spatter within
their groups. This assignment provides a lead into the modification of working spaces to
facilitate design processes.
Modification of Workspaces to Facilitate Design and Creative Prototyping
A fair amount of time was spent over approximately two years to assemble
materials that would be suitable for projects related to bloodstain pattern reconstructions.
These were assembled in a three drawer office stationary cart. Other specialized items
such as five to six foot lengths of PVC pipe and connector Ts were obtained from Home
Depot to construct make shift rooms over which butcher paper could be draped to capture
blood spatter. Squares of side wall, tile samples and various types of fabrics have been
gathered by students for their projects. A simple tool kit is handy and some students have
brought in their own power tools.
Some designers (Doorley & Scott, 2012, p 211) have recommended prototype
carts with supplies stocked in five categories:
1. Pliable materials: rubber bands, modeling clay, tin foil, and paper.
2. Structural items: craft sticks, tongue depressors, foam spheres, pipe cleaners, and
wire.
3. Connectors: painter’s (blue) tape, white glue, staples and binder clips.
4. Utensils: scissors, staplers, hole punches, pens and pencils and Sharpies.
5. Miscellaneous: decks of cards, toys, hats, stickers, balloons, artificial wigs.
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6. Basic tool kit: screwdriver with various heads, Allen wrenches, small files,
jeweler’s saw, hammer, crescent wrench, etc.
There should be mock up and drawing material available for sketching and
assembling simple prototype devices. McKim (1980, p 35) acknowledges that mock up
material is not as well developed by manufacturers as drawing materials. The soft
plasticity of clay tends to limit or even define the types of forms that can be visualized
but provides good visualization if just surface features are under consideration.
Styrofoam is an important alternative to clay it that it is relatively stiff, can be easily
formed into a hollow structure and can be glued. Styrofoam heads can be obtained
cheaply in boxes of six. More sophisticated heads that have clay cavities for blood,
appear more life like and rigid and come in two different orientations are about $250 each
from some specialty crime scene supply vendors.
Geometric forms are usually best developed with sheet material. Sheet thermoplastic
(such as Plexiglas or styrene) is easily cut by scoring and breaking and can be formed
with heat and quickly joined with plastic solvent. Poster board or foam core is a
laminated paper and Styrofoam sandwich that comes in various sizes and thickness and
provides a stiff and light sheet material that cuts easily and is good for large mockups.
Classes for the prototype and other work were held in the Science and Math Complex
on the Buffalo State campus. It is a large studio like room with adequate overhead
lighting and movable large tables to work on.
I felt that students had optimum conditions and adequate supplies for prototyping but
did not appear to be in the spirit of working with their hands. I have no ready explanation
other than the students were not particularly high in ideation.
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Early in the semester, students were provided with a lecture related to creative
problem solving, the Kirton Innovation and Adaptation Inventory and details regarding
the FourSight preferences in lab lecture 1. Students were asked to take a post it note with
their name and place it on a chart with the divergence and convergence continuum
vertical and the ask vs. tell continuum laterally. Students were provided with the web site
for taking the FourSight exam but no students participated. This simple key chart
provided a rough estimate of student preferences. There were two implementers and the
rest of the class was roughly equally divided between clarifiers and developers with no
ideators in the group.
To further reinforce the use of creative problem solving methods, I had a
supplemental problem solving—bloodstain pattern analysis case where students could
practice some of the creative problem solving methods (see Appendix E, page 158). The
worksheet had the ground rules for divergent and convergent thinking and we did a
warm-up exercise where students came up with as many possible ways to describe a leaf
as they could. Choices tended to focus on shape and color. We next went over a
facilitation client worksheet that had been modified for law enforcement/crime scene
examination use. They were then introduced to the creative problem solving thinking
skills model and the FourSight preferences and how this related to teams and problem
solving. An evaluation matrix was part of the worksheet that was a little difficult to
integrate into this particular exercise but some students were able to utilize it in their
interpretations. A brain writing worksheet was provided for those students who wanted to
do some collaboration with fellow students. The crime scene reconstruction consisted of
a scene diagram and seven photographs of a simple blood letting event that they were
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asked to reconstruct using the CPS methods if possible. This supplemental project was
given to both the 2016 and 2017 classes. Little difference was noted and both classes
demonstrated comparable skill in interpretation.
Interim Assignment 11 was an attempt to gauge the student’s abilities to recognize
fine detail and distinguish artifacts from important features and attempt to get some grasp
of what students saw when viewing a photograph. I filled out the form as well for all 52
photographs and found that students were observing traits in the same direction or on the
same half of the Lickert scale as me only their average values tended to drift more toward
the central values. No discernible pattern was noted. No pronounced indication that
students were consistently misinterpreting a feature.
Interim Assignment 12 introduced two concepts related to the project. One was what I
called the Desert Island Test. If one was on a desert island and needed to construct the
apparatus or duplicate a bloodstain pattern, what three elements would be most crucial for
completion of the project (assuming that blood would be readily available)? This would
provide me with information about how attuned the student was to the essential
components of the reconstruction. The other part was the courtroom introduction—if they
had to explain the operation of their apparatus to a lay jury and set it up in court, how
would they explain the operation, how would they explain the validation protocol and
how would they explain the science and physics behind the mechanical blood creating
event so that a lay audience could understand it? Students, who took the time, did
reasonably well in answering.
Interim Assignment 13 dealt with wound correlation, i.e. based on the photograph,
what could be said about the likely wound that caused the bleeding? This exercise was
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linked with lab lecture 8 that dealt with wound characteristics. It was hoped that looking
at this aspect would promote additional ideas and other ways of thinking about the
photograph. Student response was mixed as some photographs simply did not provide
enough information to make a solid determination of wound characteristics.
Interim Assignment 14 contained an end of the year course evaluation related to the
bloodstain pattern interpretation project and interim exercises along with the second
Basadur Preference for Ideation in CPS. Results have been tabulated and appear
immediately after Interim Assignment 14 in Appendix U). Results are mixed and show
no general trend other than that the design and creative problem solving aspects were not
well received. A number of students expressed adamant opposition to the spirit of using
creative approaches to practical problem solving at least related to the bloodstain pattern
problem. The one student who provided glowing remarks attended on average only about
1/3 of the class sessions.
The average number of re-designs was three according to the survey. I do not have
direct verification for that number in any of the returned assignments so I believe this
number is inflated for most students. Few of the students in either the 2016 or 2017
classes submitted multiple attempts—I could not verify that students with multiple
attempts would create more novel designs or achieve higher scores on the tests. When
there were modifications, the changes were trivial (pulling a cart by hand vs. letting it roll
down an incline to create variable motion) and did not reveal any radical changes in
thinking. Students were largely fixated on the first design that seemed to work for them
even if it was an inferior design. My conversations with students during one-on-one
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meetings as documented in Appendix F, page 152 were largely unsuccessful. Examples
of multiple prototype designs for Group 3:

Fig 19 First Design for Group 3 Project
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Fig 20 Second Design for Group 3 Project
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Fig. 21 Third Design for Group 3 Project
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Some examples of completed individual projects from design to final bloodstain
pattern are illustrated with earlier design attempts illustrated in Fig. 18:

Fig. 22 Photo 5 Pre-Planning
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Fig. 23 Photo 5 Experimental Results
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Fig. 24 Photo 13 Pre-Planning
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Fig. 25 Photo 13 Experimental Results
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Fig. 26 Photo 19 Pre-Planning
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Fig. 27 Photo 19 Experimental Results
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Fig. 28 Photo 42 Pre-Planning
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Fig. 29 Photo 42 Experimental Results
Results
At the end of the course, a post-test related to bloodstain pattern interpretation was
administered during finals week. The pre- and post-tests were identical except the extra
credit ideation assignment was switched between multiple uses for a brick on the pre-test
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vs. multiple uses for a paper clip on the post-test. This was done with the Fall 2016 class
as well except that the order of the ideation exercises were reversed. The results between
the two exams for the Fall 2016 class with no special intervention in creative problem
solving showed about a 30% increase in test scores and about a 196% increase in ideation
as measured by the multiple use test. The Fall 2017 class with nine intervention lectures
related to design and creative problem solving and 14 interim assignments related to the
design project showed about a 16% increase in test scores and about a 271% increase in
ideation as measured by the multiple use test. Even though the Fall 2017 class showed a
higher score in terms of number of ideas in the post-test, I felt that the answers given by
the Fall 2016 class in their post-test were more novel.
The measure of creativity related to projects was somewhat subjective and based
largely on the grading rubrics attached to the course syllabus. I was the only person
judging the projects. With the Fall 2016 class, the average of the individual projects, as
measured by the final PowerPoint and written assignment, was 91% and 91% for the
group projects (all members of each group received the same score). In the Fall 2017
class, the average of the individual projects was 92% and the average for the group
projects was 91%.
The use of specific course material and exercises related to creative problem solving
and design had no measured effect on the novelty or quality of presentations and no
effect on the post-test vs. pre-test scores or degree of ideation. Neither class had a distinct
design that would cause any particular project to stand out; there was too little difference
in project scores to assess any correlation between project quality and differences in preand post-test scores other than the observation that if the project photo was directly
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related to a test item, the student would get that item correct and there would be a slight
increase in the rest of the class scores as well for that item. Questions were developed for
the nine lectures and these are compiled in Appendix Z. These questions were scattered
in midterm and final exams covering the conventional course material and student scores
indicated that the material was read.
SECTION FOUR: KEY LEARNING
Key Learning
Throughout the three years that I have been involved in creative studies, I have felt
the energy of people involved in collaborative work who are using daring methods to
solve difficult and exceedingly complex problems. I have also been impressed with their
motivation. This leads me to ask the question, why was my attempt at introducing
creativity so unsuccessful and what can explain the lack of any demonstrable
improvement in student performance? Part of this may be relevant to the types of
problems faced in business and social settings vs. those faced in science.
The paper by Rittel & Webber (1973) describes two types of problems. There is the
tame problem that is well-defined and has one ultimate solution. Problems in science,
engineering fall into this category, even if the solution has not been discovered. The other
type of problem is the wicked problem where even its basic definition is hard to grasp.
Many societal ills such as poverty, global nuclear disarmament, terrorism, etc. fall into
that category. Wicked problems are difficult to define, difficult to locate the problem
points and difficult in identifying how one might narrow the gap between what is and
what needs to be. Rittel and Webber point out 10 key characteristics of wicked problems:
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1. There is no definitive formulation to a wicked problem and understanding a
wicked problem is based on one’s idea for solving it. Problem understanding and
problem solving are intertwined.
2. Wicked problems have no defined solution or end point where one recognizes that
the problem has been solved. A wicked problem is terminated not by any logical
stopping point but because one has run out of patience, money or ideas.
3. Solutions to wicked problems are not true-false but good-or-bad. There are no
objective criteria for determining whether or not the solution is appropriate as
there is for determining a chemical structure and confirming it by testing or
instrumentation.
4. There is no immediate and no ultimate test of a solution to a wicked problem. Any
solution will have consequences that may radiate out and affect people for years.
With increased industrialization we are now realizing the long-term effects of
pollution and global warming.
5. Every solution to a wicked problem is a “one-shot operation” because there is no
opportunity to learn by trial and error as every attempt has a significant impact. In
mathematics or design, if one design is not satisfactory, it does not adversely
impact subsequent designs but if a freeway is built and it gives unsatisfactory
performance, the repercussions can be felt for a long time.
6. Wicked problems do not have a set of well characterized solutions nor are
permissible operations easily incorporated into any particular action. There are no
criteria for proving that all solutions have identified. The sciences have well
defined rules. How does one solve the problem of police brutality?
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7. Every wicked problem is essentially unique. There are no classes of wicked
problems that can be solved as a general class as each has its own nuances.
8. Every wicked problem can be considered to be a symptom of another problem. In
other words, it can be part of a higher level problem just as crime in the street may
be related to social ills such as poverty.
9. The same phenomenon can be explained in multiple ways.
10. Refutation of a theory is not the end goal. It is a principle of science that solutions
to problems are only hypothesis offered for refutation. The aim in social
enterprises is not to find the truth but to offer some improvement for a social ill
and in many cases, being wrong cannot be tolerated.
Bloodstain pattern interpretation lies somewhere in between the spectrums of truly
scientific, “tame” and “wicked” problems. There is an underlying mechanism for a
bloodstain pattern but it is multifaceted, often dependent on interaction with other
conditions that are not well characterized but there is one ultimate mechanism by which
the blood had been shed. There is a defined end point in the interpretation to a single
event, but how this relates to previous and subsequent interactions of participants at a
crime scene may be difficult to pinpoint. Bloodstain patterns can be tested but there are
numerous conditions that need to be considered, some of which, although a different
underlying mechanism can produce the same or nearly the same type of pattern. I believe
that bloodstain pattern interpretation would offer the degree of complexity that would
benefit from the use of creative problem solving methods.
If CPS and design theory can offer solutions, why were students so resistant to
using them? I believe that students need to recognize the value of a procedure and its
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relevance before attempting to use it. With CPS, it is not just a set of tools; it is a way of
thinking. In an educational setting, where students are faced with additional work, they
need to see the value of the method. Motivation is an important aspect of any training
program and is more important for students in the hard sciences with well-defined
problems who have little need for CPS methods.
One researcher who has focused on motivation in instruction is John M. Keller
using his ARCS model approach (Keller, 2010). Motivation is essentially what people
desire to do, choose to do and commit to do. Attention getting, other than through
practice exercises, is not a component of the creative problem solving process. In many
systems of instructional design, getting the learner’s attention is one of the first goals
before starting the lesson plan.
Keller’s ARCS model relies on (Keller, 2010, p 45):
•

Attention: Capturing the interest of the learner and stimulating the curiosity to
learn.

•

Relevance: meeting the personal needs or goals of the learner, making the
instruction valuable to the learner.

•

Confidence: helping the learner to believe that they can succeed in the new task
and allow them to control their success.

•

Satisfaction: Reinforcing accomplishments with rewards, both internal and
external or helping students feel good about their learning so that they will want
to continue it.

The lectures related to design and CPS differed from the content of the rest of the course.
Even though important for the project, which was the most valuable item in the course in
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terms of points, students felt that they had come to the course to learn science and not
CPS or design theory so it was something that was of no particular value to them. The
lectures were at the end of a long lab session and there was no time for de-briefing at the
end of the lecture. The material was dry and there was no entertaining segway into the
lecture material. I relied on the interim assignments to help generate interest as they
would need to know some of the rudiments of the lab lectures in order to most
successfully complete these assignments although with this class, that alone was not
sufficient motivation. Students can be introduced to CPS methods but they cannot be
forced to use it if they have no interest in it or do not see the value. This leads to a third
point: Were appropriate problem solving tools being introduced into the class that could
help provide insight into better equipment and process design related to bloodstain
pattern generation? McFadzean (1998) did research relating the particular problem
solving method with a particular type of problem category.
Brainstorming is a method that was developed in the Buffalo area and has been a
favored technique within classes in the creative studies program but as a technique,
brainstorming does not produce many breakthrough ideas. This method, especially when
performed in a group tends to preserve the prevailing paradigm rather than break away
from it. Other paradigm preserving techniques are force field analysis and progressive
degrees of abstraction (Anon, 2006).
Creativity is enhanced when experience, ideas and diverse elements are mixed
together to arrive at new combinations. This is known as association and is the basis of
many creative problem solving, paradigm stretching and paradigm breaking techniques.
These methods have the common characteristics of (McFadzean, 1998, p 135):
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•

Presence of unrelated stimuli.

•

Forced association of stimuli.

•

Use of multiple stimuli.

•

Use of collective memory (more than one person working on the problem).

•

Not using any idea-filtering rules, i.e. disallowing evaluation

•

Presence of an unusual mode of expression, e.g. dancing, singing, drawing, etc.

Paradigm preserving techniques do not require experienced groups to use them and tend
to be easy methods to master such as brainstorming and brain writing. Paradigm
stretching methods involve prototyping and use of metaphors and analogies. Paradigm
breaking methods involve techniques such as fantasy and wishful thinking.
Paradigm stretching and paradigm breaking methods are more applicable toward
ill-structured, wicked type problems whereas paradigm preserving techniques can be used
for more structured problems that require less imaginative solutions. In the future, my
adjustment of the CPS method to the problem type and the capabilities of the student
audience might ensure a greater chance of success.
SECTION FIVE: CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH
Conclusions
The use of creative problem solving and design methods supplemented by interim
assignments that integrated these methods into solving a particular problem, a bloodstain
pattern reconstruction and design of a process or method to validate the pattern, had no
measurable effect on test scores, ideation or prototype design compared to a control
group.
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There was very limited creative output from the students and I felt that none of
the research questions other than CPS having no effect could be adequately answered.
Future research projects with more students may permit some of these questions to be
answered.
Students who have no interest in CPS or design theory will not use these methods
if they perceive no value. Just because there are opportunities for creativity in a class
does not mean that students will embrace it.
Future Research
If this class is offered again, it will be configured so that students will have a
choice between a traditional case study and a bloodstain pattern / design type of
assignment. The students will select their own photographs and be given more case
information up front. If it is part of a case with multiple pictures, they will all be
included. It will be worked more in the context of an actual case than just a single
photograph. The emphasis will be on case resolution and reconstruction and not just
identification and validation of a particular bloodstain pattern. Hopefully, by making the
learning scenario more like an actual case presentation, this will generate more interest
and student buy-in.
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Appendix A

INFORMED CONSENT
The Use of Accelerated Creative Problem Solving and Creative Product Improvement as
Applied to Prototype Experimental Devices in a Bloodstain Pattern Interpretation Class—
Exploring the Role of Insight Development Tools as A Generator of New Ideas in Novel
Situations
NAME AND TITLE OF RESEARCHER: MR. DOUGLAS A. RIDOLFI, COORDINATOR OF FORENSIC CHEMISTRY
Department/Room Number: Chemistry Department, SAMC 223
Telephone Number: (716) 878-3067
Email: ridolfda@buffalostate.edu
STUDY LOCATION(S): BUFFALO STATE COLLEGE, SCIENCE AND MATH COMPLEX, ROOM 223

PURPOSE OF STUDY
The purpose of this research study is to explore the use of prototype design as an active learning
component in a class exercise related to bloodstain pattern interpretation and determining if there is a
correlation between the novelty and creative design of the prototype and the student’s score on a preand post-test of their knowledge of bloodstain pattern interpretation.
SUBJECTS
Inclusion Requirements
You are eligible to participate in this study if you are enrolled in FOR 312 Chemistry and Criminalistics. If
you do not wish to participate in this study, you will be given alternate assignments of equivalent point
value. You must be 18 years of age and older to participate in this research study.
PROCEDURES
The following procedures will occur: You will be given photos or descriptions of a bloodstain pattern, one
set for your group project and one set for your individual project. You will be given lectures and short
assignments to provide practice in group interaction and design as it relates to the bloodstain pattern
assignment. You will consult with the professor as it relates to your progress on the device. You will be
given a pre-test the first week of class and a post-test during finals to test your knowledge of bloodstain
pattern interpretation.
RISKS AND DISCOMFORTS
Some of you may be working with hand tools when building your prototypes. You may also be working
with cattle blood or artificial blood you create or acquire online.
BENEFITS
The possible benefits you may experience from the procedures described in this study include a greater
appreciation of the dynamics of how bloodstain patterns are produced and how the hypothesized
creation of particular bloodstain patterns can be validated. You will have a better understanding of group
dynamics and be provided with lectures, instructions and exercises on how to work more effectively in
creative teams, how to design apparatus to simulate bloodstain patterns and come away with a better
understanding of how to maximize information from photos for the purpose of crime scene
reconstruction.
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CONFIDENTIALITY
Data Storage
Your research records will be stored in the following manner:
• Exams will be stored in a locked cabinet in my locked office. Scores will be on a spread sheet on
my computer which is password protected.
• Summaries of conversations relating to your projects will be kept in a word document on my
password protected computer.
•
Individual assignments upon grading will be returned to the student but I will scan the work
product before grading and maintain an electronic copy on my password protected computer.
•
Any diagrams or exerts from conversations will be redacted of all student identifying
information if used in my final write-up.
All data will be retained for at least three years in compliance with federal regulations.
IF YOU HAVE QUESTIONS
If you have any comments, concerns, or questions regarding the conduct of this research, please contact
the researcher at the top of this form. If you are unable to contact the researcher or have general
questions about your rights as a participant, please contact Gina Game, IRB Administrator, Sponsored
Programs Office/SUNY Buffalo State at gameg@buffalostate.edu.
VOLUNTARY PARTICIPATION STATEMENT
Participation in this study is voluntary. You may refuse to answer any question or discontinue your
involvement at any time without penalty or loss of benefits to which you might otherwise be entitled.
Your decision will not affect your future relationship with Buffalo State.
SIGNATURES
Your signature documents your permission to take part in this research.
__________________________________________________
Signature of participant

__________________
Date

___________________________________________________
Printed name of participant

I certify that the nature and purpose, the potential benefits and possible risks associated with
participation in this research study have been explained to the above individual and that any questions
about this information have been answered. A copy of this document will be given to the subject.
___________________________________________________
Signature of researcher

___________________________________________________
Printed name of researcher

__________________
Date
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Appendix C
Course Procedure and Grading Policy
COURSE Name: Chemistry and Criminalistics
NUMBER & TITLE: FOR SCI 312, Fall 2017
General Information
Instructor: Douglas A. Ridolfi, M.S.
Day/Time/Place: Monday, Wednesday, Friday 2:00 to 2:50 (lecture) SAMC 223
Wednesday 3:00 to 5:40 (laboratory) SAMC 223
Office Hours: Monday and Wednesday 1:00 to 2:00 and Tuesday and Thursday 2:00 to
3:00 pm or by appointment.
Office: 377 SAMC Building
E-mail (my preferred method of communication): ridolfda@buffalostate.edu
Office phone: (716) 878-3067
Course prerequisites: CHE 102, CHE 201, or CHE 321 or CHE 100 with instructor
permission.
Course Text: Bell, Suzanne (2013). Forensic Chemistry, 2nd Ed. New York, NY:
Pearson Education, Inc. ISBN: 978-0-321-76575-8. This is a good introductory text for
applications of chemistry and criminalistics.
Young, Tina and P.J. Ortmeier (2011). Crime Scene Investigation: The Forensic
Technician’s Field Manual. New York, NY: Prentice Hall ISBN: 978-0-13-512712-4.
This is a good introductory text related to crime scene processing and evidence
documentation and collection.
Credit Hours: 4
COURSE DESCRIPTION:
This course is an introduction to the application of chemistry in criminalistics.
Students will learn basic methods of crime scene documentation and evidence collection.
Students will be introduced to the theoretical principles of evidence screening and will
learn the foundational principles of separation and purification methods, basics of
microscopy and instrumentation and some basic categories of evidence and how the
crime laboratory may help to enhance criminal investigations. Students will learn the
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importance of validation of alternate explanations of physical phenomena such as
bloodstain pattern interpretation through the use of experimentation and modeling.
COURSE OBJECTIVES:
This course will focus on the principles and applications of chemical analysis as
applied to evidence in criminal investigations. Primary emphasis will be placed on
examination of major categories of evidence from initial recognition and collection at the
crime scene to preliminary examination and principles of instrumental analysis using a
problem solving approach where by evidence is analyzed by a battery of methods to
achieve the maximum amount of information with the least amount of alteration.
Presumptive chemical tests and their chemistry will be emphasized in this course.
Teaching Goals and Philosophy:
The course will focus on a number of key concepts. Among these is that the
subsequent case outcome often depends on the quality and thoroughness of the crime
scene processing. To ensure a positive outcome, the crime scene processing needs to be
systematic and must focus on items of true evidential value. By the end of the course you
will be able to recognize evidence, record it and properly recover and preserve it.
Students will also be able to recognize the relative value of evidence and be able to
systematically process it to obtain maximum information while minimizing alteration and
consumption.
A second key concept is that chemical presumptive tests are a means to aid in the
identification and characterization of physical evidence. Individualization or assignment
to a unique source is, in most cases, the ultimate goal of forensic analysis. The student
will recognize that physical and chemical properties can be used to narrow down the
possible universe of items into categories. Logical classification schemes can be used to
help narrow down the categories of items. The student will understand the concept of
class characteristics and individual characteristics as applied to a broad range of
evidence.
A third key concept is that materials can be characterized by comparison to
known standards and minute variations can have an effect on the interpretation of
whether or not two materials could have shared a common origin. Students will be able to
recognize variation in manufactured and natural materials. Students will be able to
properly interpret the significance of this variation in the identification process. Students
will distinguish between individual and manufactured variation in practical samples or on
written exams. They will understand the concepts of class, subclass and individual
characteristics through a comparative process with known samples.
A fourth key concept is that physical and chemical properties of materials need to
be taken into account when devising analytical methods for separation and purification.
Solubility, pH, density, optical characteristics while useful for the separation and initial
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characterization of materials is also a reflection of their molecular properties and can be
utilized to aid in the identification and individualization of materials.
A fifth key concept is that evidence left at a crime scene can sometimes provide
information that permits the reconstruction of events. Bloodstain pattern evidence can
provide a static representation of events in motion and can be used to determine what
may have happened at a crime scene. More than one type of event may explain a
particular bloodstain pattern and the ability to generate multiple theories of what occurred
and being able to systematically test these hypothesis can be of great value. Hypothesis
generation, hypothesis testing and validation and use of models to duplicate bloodstain
pattern events will be introduced.
The purpose of FOR SCI 312 is to increase the degree to which students
recognize, process, interpret and report on physical evidence being mindful of the
concept that with a sufficient degree of observation at a small enough level that all
materials can be individualized to a unique source. How physical properties as
determined by preliminary chemical testing and
instrumental analysis contributes to this will be explained in this course through lectures,
demonstration, laboratory exercises, class discussion, reading and assessments through
quizzes, examinations, practical’s and writing exercises.

EVALUATION: Grades for the course will be calculated as follows:
Lab write-ups
Interim Project Assignments
Midterm
Midterm
Final
Bloodstain Pattern (individual)
Bloodstain Pattern (group)
Total
A = 100-94%
B+ = 89-87%
C+ = 79-77%
D+ = 69-67%

300 points
150 points
50 points
50 points
250 points
100 points
100 points
1000 points

A- = 93-90%
B = 86-84% B- = 83-80%
C = 76-74% C- = 73-70%
D = 66-60% E = below 60%

Point values are estimates for the entire course. Point values and assignments may be
adjusted throughout the course at the instructor’s discretion but letter grading will be
based on a percentage of the final total.
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Extra points assignment: Any student can submit the following assignment anytime
during the course to receive up to 25 points. This can be done to help make up for poor
quiz scores, lab write ups, poor attendance or to ensure a better grade if you are already
doing well in the course. Select a relevant, forensic science related book which must be
read from cover to cover. The book report cannot be substituted for lack of
completion of any of the above assignments.
Using a book related to forensic science or some aspect of forensic science (ask
instructor), write a book review (6-page minimum and 7-page maximum, 12 point font,
double spaced), including:
• The author, the full title, the publisher, the place and date of publication, edition.
You can then…
• Outline the contents of the book, providing your comments of what you have
read,
• Evaluate and make critical comments on the book,
• Use quotations or references to new ideas in the book to illustrate a theme you
think is important (cite references appropriately using American Psychological
Association format),
• Identify the author’s qualifications, and any other personal information you think
is relevant to your discussion of the book,
• Compare the book with a similar work by a contemporary or peer or with the
author’s other writings (if any),
• Point out the author’s intentions, including the audience for which the book is
intended,
• Comment on the book’s over-all organization and/or your feelings about the
content.
COURSE POLICY
The classroom environment will promote respect for others and yourself as this is a
course that will prepare you for a future career:
• No inappropriate dress will be allowed.
• Cell phones are to be turned off and placed out of sight
• Texting (reading and sending) will be delayed until the end of class.
• No sandals or open toed shoes.
• Do not eat or drink in the laboratories or classroom.
ATTENDANCE: Regular attendance is required. Each student is expected to attend all
scheduled classes. Please e-mail the instructor prior to any scheduled absence. The
student will be responsible to make up all missed assignments.
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PLAGARISM: Plagiarism means the offering of another’s work as your own. Please
adhere to the rules of copyrights and practice proper citing procedures.
SAFETY: The student understands that they will be working with chemicals. All proper
laboratory safety procedures will be adhered to including but not limited to safety
equipment, proper use of chemicals and the absence of any type of horseplay while in the
laboratory. This institution conforms to and makes allowances for students with
disabilities. There will be no make-up laboratories.
GUIDELINES: These guidelines are subject to change relative to course progress,
equipment and instrument availability, etc.
Bloodstain Pattern Exercise
The bloodstain pattern homework project has two parts. One part will be done as an
individual project and the other will be done as part of a group. For the individual project, each
student will randomly be assigned photographs depicting bloodstain pattern. Each pattern will
depict one primary mechanism of production. It will be the student’s task to analyze the
bloodstain based on knowledge provided in the readings, lecture and additional library and
Internet research conducted by the student.
During laboratory there will be weekly exercises some of which will have direct bearing
on the project. At the completion of each lab there will be a mini-lecture that will deal with
aspects of the project, team building, creative problem solving and the invention process. Small
research projects, preliminary sketches and prototypes in teams and individually will help to build
the technical foundation for successful completion of this project.
Based on the category of bloodstain pattern and possible method of deposition(s) the
student will hypothesize various bloodstain pattern production scenarios, document the reasoning
and produce model devices or scenarios that will allow the student to simulate the pattern using
an apparatus or method of his or her own design. The final model, bloodstain pattern generation
process or model design will be presented during the last week of class in the form of a working
model or model sketches and/or process steps and a Power Point presentation illustrating the
method by which the bloodstain was simulated. A paper of three to five double spaced pages and
three to five references will explain the conceptual development of the models, relevant
observations and hypothesis considered and how these were brought together to produce working
models and/or demonstrated activity that replicates a bloodstain pattern..
Final working models that illustrated the greatest student knowledge of bloodstain pattern
flight characteristics and creative design accompanied by a Power Point that best explains the
operating principles of the devices and the method by which the patterns were duplicated will
receive the highest grade. Instead of one finished project, a student may opt to present many
well-conceived designs of high detail for appropriate apparatus without production of a working
model but the designs must be accompanied by a Power Point presentation (10 to 15 minutes,
maximum) that would explain the operating principles of the device and the student’s proposal
for duplicating the pattern. Producing a model or kit of the highest quality suitable for marketing
should be the goal.
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The second part of the project is a group project. The student will be part of four working
groups that will design a working model of an apparatus. One apparatus will be used to re-create
high velocity bloodstain spatter (> 100 ft. / sec.) without the use of firearms or air rifles or similar
devices. The second apparatus will be a device for the high speed dispersal of blood droplets to
illustrate the correlation between blood size and distance traveled. The third project will simulate
blood dripping from an open wound of a passenger in a moving car but without the actual use of a
full-scale car. The fourth project will be the construction of a grid to measure blood volume on
various surfaces and a device or process to recognize spatter on a vehicle (or model) and
distinguish between blood due to impact with a blood-filled object or blood that has been
dispersed onto a stationary car. The constructed device will be presented as a demonstration to the
class. Individual & group projects due and presented during the final week of class.

DATE
08/28-09/01

09/04-09/08

09/11-09/15

09/18-09/22

09/25-09/29

10/02-10/06
10/09 –
10/13
10/16-10/20
10/23-10/27

10/30-11/03

11/06-11/10

11/13-11/17
11/20-11/24
11/27-12/01

TENTATIVE LECTURE SCHEDULE
TOPIC
Introduction to Forensic Science
Forensic Photography
Crime Scene Diagrams
09/04 Labor Day, no class
Evidence Collection
Fingerprint Processing
Crime Scene Processing
Impression Evidence
Forensic Mind-Set
09/15 Guest Lecture, Patent & Scientific Literature
Measurement, significant figures, uncertainty
Quality assurance/quality control
Sampling, uncertainty
Partitioning, equilibria, acid-base chemistry
Instrumentation (microscopy)
Instrumentation (spectroscopy)
Monday, 10/02 Midterm 1
Wednesday, Guest Lecture on Resumes
Friday, Guest Lecture on Networking
10/09 Columbus Day, no class
Drugs, presumptive testing
Drug analysis, drug classes, synthesis
Drug distribution
Forensic Toxicology
Combustion chemistry
Arson Investigation
Explosives
Firearms and associated chemical evidence
Chemistry of color and colorants
Applications of colorants
Monday, 11/06, Midterm 2
Chemistry of polymers
Property of polymers
Finger print processing
Chemistry of caustic chemicals
Glass composition & Glass fracture analysis
Thanksgiving holiday, no class 11/22-11/24
Serological Evidence

Reading/Descriptions
Young, Chapter 1, pp. 1-17
Young, Chapter 2, pp. 18-48
Young, Chapter 3, pp. 49-71
09/04 Labor Day, no class
Young, Chapter 4, pp. 72-95
Young, Chapter 5, pp. 96-134
Young, Chapter 6, pp. 135-169
Young, Chapter 9, pp. 234-262
Bell, Chapter 1, pp. 1-11
Butler Library
Bell, Chapter 2, pp. 14-41
Bell, Chapter 3, pp. 42-73
Bell, Chapter 4, pp. 74-98
Bell, Chapter 5, pp. 100-139
Bell, Chapter 6, pp. 140-155
Bell, Chapter 6, pp. 155-205

Bell, Chapter 7, pp. 207-250
Bell, Chapter 8, pp. 251-230
Bell, Chapter 9, pp. 301-329
Bell, Chapter 10, pp. 330-355
Bell, Chapter 11, pp. 360-378
Bell, Chapter 11, pp. 378-392
Bell, Chapter 12, pp. 393-419
Bell, Chapter 13, pp. 420-441
Bell, Chapter 14, pp. 443-467
Bell, Chapter 14, pp. 467-480
Bell, Chapter 15, pp. 481-498
Bell, Chapter 15, pp. 498-515
Bell, Chapter 16, 00. 516-535
Bell, Chapter 17, pp. 536-580
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12/04-12/08
12/11-12/15

DATE
08/30

09/06

09/13

09/20

09/27

10/04
10/11

10/18

10/25

11/01

11/08

11/15

11/22
11/29

Prepare for Presentations
Questioned Documents
Class Presentations
Final, Wednesday, Dec. 13th 1:40 pm – 3:30 pm

TENTATIVE LABORATORY SCHEDULE
ACTIVITY
HOMEWORK
Crime Scene Sketching Exercise
Crime scene write-up due
Extra credit pre-test
09/06; Interim assignment due
Lab lecture: Group Problem Solving; notebook
09/06
requirements
Interim Assignment: Research an invention
Crime Scene Photography; alternate light source
Crime scene photo write-up due
Lab Lecture: Invention and Design process
09/13; Interim assignment due
Interim Assignment: Simple project prototype
09/13
Latent Print Processing & Lifting; bullet trajectories;
LP, Trajectory, bloodstain
bloodstain pattern fundamentals
pattern lab due 09/20; Interim
Lab Lecture: Inventor’s notebook documentation
assignment due 09/20
Interim Assignment: Sketching Exercise
Impression and Striated Evidence; bloodstain pattern
Impression, BP lab due 09/27;
fundamentals
Interim assignment due 09/27
Lab Lecture: Intro. to process of invention
Interim Assignment: Patent research
Bloodstain Pattern Reconstruction and Instrument
BP reconstruction and
validation
validation lab due 10/11;
Lab lecture: Problem-finding, criterion list development
Interim assignment due 10/11
Interim Assignment: Group & individual project criterion
list
Resume exercise on own or with group
Resume, qualifying questions
due 10/11
Partitioning, acid-base chemistry, TLC of inks
TLC of inks lab due 10/18;
Lab lecture: Generating solutions
Interim assignment due 10/18
Interim Assignment: Internet research
Drug color tests, microcrystal tests, MSP
Color & microcrystal tests,
Lab Lecture: Evaluating solutions
MSP lab due 10/25; Interim
Interim Assignment: collaborative sketching
assignment due 10/25
Field sobriety tests, ethanol metabolism
FST, Ethanol metabolism lab
Lab Lecture: Model development; rapid prototyping
due 11/01; Interim assignment
Interim Assignment: Material acquisition, project
due 11/01
planning
Explosive analysis and presumptive tests
Explosives lab due 11/08;
Lab Lecture: Marketing and product evaluation
Interim assignment due 11/08
Interim Assignment: Project notebook assessment
Firearms, ammunition
Firearms lab due 11/15; interim
Lab Lecture: Apparatus for BP pattern validation
assignment due 11/15
Interim Assignment: Alternative prototypes
Distance determination, paint solubility
Distance determination, paint
Lab lecture: Re-enactments, medical moulage
lab due 11/29; interim
Interim Assignment: Simulated blood formulations
assignment due 11/29
Thanksgiving Recess, No Classes
Synthetic fibers, indented writing, printing
Synthetic fiber, indented writing
Lab Lecture:
lab due 12/06; interim project
Interim Assignment
due 12/06
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12/06

12/13

Chemical print processing, caustic chemical ID
Lab lecture:
Interim Assignment:
Final, Wednesday, Dec. 13th, 1:40 pm to 3:30 pm

Notebook Review. 12/06;
caustic chemical lab due 12/13,
Interim assignment due 12/13

Bloodstain Pattern Interpretation Final Group and Individual Project Grading Rubric
Category
Emerging
Meets Standard
Above Standard
Analysis of the Poor, superficial,
Has identified main
Has identified main features and has identified nuan
situation
evaluation of
features or
or features that can be adjusted to give more flexibi
situation; insufficient mechanisms which are to reconstruction and permits further illumination o
for creating a suitable adequate for making
blood pattern creating event
model or
an initial model or
demonstration
process
Understanding Does not demonstrate Can identify basic
Can identify multiple, overlapping processes,
underlying
understanding of
bloodstain patterns
understands effects of substrates, environmental fac
principles
basics of fluid
and how generated,
on bloodstain patterns
dynamics and identity adequate for accurate
of bloodstain pattern
reconstruction
Literature
Unfocused,
Adequate search of
Extensive review, wide and appropriate choice of k
review
inadequate literature
relevant literature,
words, diversity of resources consulted. Proper citat
search, outdated
peer-reviewed
in APA format.
references, too few,
journals, and multiple
too narrow scope
sources consulted.
Sources appropriately
cited.
Organization
Project, write-up,
Project completed,
Project, write-up, PowerPoint completed on time w
presentation poorly
write-up completed
no errors after detailed examination, practiced withi
focused, unorganized, and PowerPoint
time limits
little planning evident completed, scanned
for errors, well
organized.
Preliminary
No sketches or
Adequate preliminary
Detailed sketches, good prototype design,
development
models, no attempt at sketches and models.
documentation in notebook which is well organized
of prototype
pre-conception of
More than one
multiple design attempts with all preserved
device
attempt.
Reconstruction Has little conception
Understands how
Understands how events occurred and can develop
of event
of how bloodstain
events occurred and
alternate scenarios and has contemplated ways to
event occurred or
can chronicle them in
resolve which event is more likely
incorrect
proper sequence
interpretation
Originality
Unimaginative
Have put their own
Has original design, displays elegant solution, is
design, copied
spin on design making adaptable to various conditions with thorough
directly from source
it a unique prototype
documentation of all development stages
or process
Care, attention Sloppy, poorly
Model is detailed
Exemplary in quality and design, shows a degree of
to detail
constructed and
sufficiently and
craftsmanship consistent with professional model
conceived, little care
functions looks
builders
displayed in
attractive and well
construction or
made
appearance
Refinement
Sloppy, unoriginal,
Has some unique
Elegant, well proportioned, stylish, of commercial
little thought or care
features that enhances
quality
in construction
appearance and
functionality
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Preparation of
presentation

Lacks preparation,
unorganized and
unfocused

Well prepared,
rehearsed, well written

Exemplary presentation, spent time gathering
illustrations and care in preparation of diagrams, ma
use enhanced presentation methods such as video

Bloodstain Pattern Interpretation Final Group and Individual Project Grading Rubric
1. Preparation: The nature of the project indicates a high level of preparation on the part of
the student.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
2. Organization of Presentation: The project presentation was coherent, orderly, easy to
understand and follow.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
3. Originality of project: The project shows originality in construction and concept that
goes beyond course material.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
4. Underlying principles: The project and apparatus reflects an awareness and understanding of
the primary concepts of blood flight dynamics with appropriate background and related research.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
5. Analysis of the situation: The presentation and project adhere to the requirements of the
assignment and show a well-researched and in-depth analysis of all relevant hypothesis.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
6. Literature source: The paper reflects accurate research and appropriate citation to relevant
and up-to-date literature sources and Internet search of relevant resources helpful in design of
apparatus.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
7. Mechanics: Power Point and write-up with no grammatical errors with paragraphs that include
introductory sentence, explanation of details and concluding statement.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
8. Quality of information: Information clearly relates to the project design with details that
clarify main concepts applied to hypothesis of pattern generation.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
9. Diagrams, illustrations, and models: Diagrams, illustrations and photographs are neat and
simple and add to the observer’s understanding. Models accurately reproduce the bloodstain
pattern.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
10. Reconstruction of the event: Recognition of relevant aspects of the bloodstain pattern.
Choosing appropriate tools and models to create event. Adequate documentation demonstrating
knowledge of workable, suitable model that will answer relevant questions related to the pattern.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
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LABORATORY REPORT FORM
TITLE OF LAB EXERCISE
YOUR NAME
ABSTRACT:
This section should include your topic. It should provide some background on
your topic area and a short history on the development and need for this type of forensic
analysis. Explain how this technique is used as related to the application of forensic
science. That is, how this technique may be used for the solving crimes.
Key words: Some relevant key words and their meanings (if necessary).
Methods and Materials:
Unless the methods and materials you use are not in the handout, just type “refer
to written laboratory exercise sheets.” Note any modifications.
Procedure:
Unless the procedure you use is not in the handouts, just type “refer to written
laboratory exercise sheets. “Note any modifications to procedures.
Results:
Show or explain results in simple terms with the conclusions in an organized
format. Charts are often good way to visualize results. Photo documentation with scale
and descriptive caption.
Discussion:
This is the most important part of the report. Some research should be shown in
this section. This section can compare and contrast techniques, explain the results, and
show weaknesses and strengths of the procedure. List other techniques which will
enhance your work. List other techniques which can complement your work or list other
techniques which are the next step in the orderly analysis of your samples. Also the
outcome of your work in establishing individual, sub class or class characteristics. A
summary of the lab results should be included. If there are unexpected results,
contamination, etc., then this should be noted and explained.
References:
You should have references which come from the Internet, relevant text books, or
other reliable references such as journal articles, encyclopedia, etc. Use American
Psychological Association writing style guidelines for citations. All statements of fact
must have some supporting evidence, either from experimental results you have
conducted or documentation from literature review. APA guidelines at
https://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/resource/560/01/
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LABORATORY NOTEBOOK FORMAT
Why keep a notebook?
The written information in a laboratory is used for several purposes but most important it
is used to record your experimental observations and data as part of any scientific investigation.
The notes must be clear, concise and complete. Experiments that fail, that have contamination or
unexpected results must be recorded as faithfully as those that were successful. The overriding
criteria for successfully recording information are that another scientist can pick up your
notebook and reconstruct what you did.
Layout of notebook
The notebook will be bound rather than a loose-leaf or spiral bound with pages
permanently and strongly attached together. Pages will be numbered sequentially. The first page
will be used for a table of contents. Each page will be numbered and dated and will contain
experimental protocols, data, calculations, observations while experiments are in progress and
your evaluation and interpretation of data. It will contain copies of charts, print outs and other
instrument-generated material. Each lab experiment will generally have an introduction,
experimental plan, observations and data section, conclusions/reflection page. Charts and prints
outs are pasted in notebook pages at their appropriate locations.
A proper notebook page
The essential parts of a notebook page include:
• The entry was written during or immediately after the observations was made.
• The author has initialed and dated the entry.
• Each laboratory experimental section has a clear, simple, descriptive heading.
• The writing is legible, grammatical and expressed in complete sentences.
• The use of the active voice in the first person indicates exactly who did the work.
• If for clarity, it is desired to start a new entry on a new page when the previous page has
not been entirely filled, draw a diagonal line across the unused portion of the page.
• Avoid stating conclusions, particularly of failed experiments—let the results speak for
themselves.
Notebook entries
Notebook entries shall be written in ink. Corrections shall be made by passing a single
line through the middle of the corrected entry and will be initialed and the correct entry will be
made. Sketches of equipment or drawings may be made in pencil. If data is collected on scraps of
paper when the notebook is not immediately accessible, the piece of paper shall be dated and
initialed and taped to the note book page. Entries should be made directly into the notebook
whenever possible. Avoid uncommon abbreviations. If abbreviations are used, include the
definition at the bottom of the page or in a table of abbreviations. Notebook review 12/06/16.
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CRIME SCENE REPORT FORM
CRIME SCENE EXERCISE
DATE YOUR NAME
Description of Evidence:
Use this section to give a general overview of the crime scene. You will most
likely have an initial walk-through of the scene with the lead detective or officer at the
scene who will point out evidence that has been discovered so far, perhaps relay
information observed by witnesses related to point of entry, number of suspects, exit
route and other information that may be of importance. You will also use this section to
provide the address of the location, who was involved with processing the scene, weather
conditions or other factors that may have influenced evidence recovery. Indicate the time
you arrived at the scene.
Evidence Recovery:
Use this section to record the recovered evidence section by section or room by
room or interior of a vehicle vs. exterior, etc. Describe the evidence as it was collected, in
order, with the corresponding marker number. Describe physical features of the
surroundings if they may have some bearing on the evidence, e.g. broken window in
bedroom, front door forced open or front door unlocked, lights on or off when you
arrived, etc.
If there are numerous items of evidence, you may want to consider creating an
evidence table that correlates an item to an evidence number and to a location based on
measurement coordinates. It should be sufficiently detailed and accurate so that the object
can be placed in the same location in the room at a later time. If using an outdoor fixture
for a reference point, ensure that it is sufficiently permanent (e.g. utility pole with number
or other fixed reference).
For certain types of evidence you may want to provide a summary of that
evidence type, for example a summary of bullet trajectories. This would be in addition to
a table of bullet holes location. From at least two bullet holes, one may be able to
determine a trajectory.
Description of Packaging:
Use this section to summarize the items collected as evidence. If it is not obvious,
indicate why an items was collected (e.g. for latent prints, DNA, trace, etc.). Indicate how
the items were packaged and their final disposition (e.g. given to Officer Smith of the
Niagara Police Department or not collected or taken into evidence and logged into the
property room of ABC Police Agency).
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Supplemental Material:
Indicate what other material is part of your report such as crime scene sketches,
evidence logs and handwritten notes or finished diagrams who prepared each item.
List of Supplies for Blood Spatter Project
Miscellaneous
-Foam Core
-Tool kit
-IV bag/tubes/bulb
-Brass lamp base
-Assortment of plastic funnels
-Cutting board
-Model race car
-PVC pipe & connectors
-blender

Three Drawer Cart
-hand held fan
-sponge
-small basket ball
-Different color tape
-modeling clay
-tea strainer
-two, one foot high wood manikins
-mouse traps
-folding cm/inch ruler
-2, two oz. syringes
-assortment of hose clamps
-six clip boards
-hand pump
-turkey baster
-foot pump
-plastic water pistols
-balloons and hand pump
-manikin drawing template, one foot
-flexible, black cord for stringing trajectories
-assorted 10 ml syringes
-small plastic fans
-articulated wood hand, life size
-assortment of whoopee cushions
-tile squares
-hand gas pump
-bread knife
-X-Acto knife set
-assortment of wire grids
-package of Styrofoam heads
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Bevel, T. & Gardner, R. M. (2008); Bloodstain pattern analysis: With an introduction to
crime scene reconstruction. Boca Raton: CRC Press.
Bunker, J.L. (2002). Bloodstain evidence manual: Practical guide to examination of
bloodstains and patterns, volume 3—Identification stain and pattern characteristics.
Evanston: Northwestern University Center for Public Safety.
Chism, W. J. & Turvey, B. E. (2011); Crime reconstruction 2nd ed. San Diego: Academic
Press.
Eckert, W.G. & James, S.H. (1989). Interpretation of bloodstain evidence at crime
scenes. New York: Elsevier.
Gardner, R. M. (2000); Practical crime scene processing and investigation. Boca Raton:
CRC Press.
Gardner, R. M. & Bevel, T. (2009); Practical crime scene analysis and reconstruction.
Boca Raton: CRC Press.
Haag, M. G. & Haag, L. C. (2011); Shooting incident reconstruction. San Diego:
Academic Press.
Horswell, J. [Ed.] (2004); The practice of crime scene investigation. Boca Raton: CRC
Press.
Houck, M. M.; Crispino, F.; McAdam, T. (2012); The science of crime scenes. San
Diego: Academic Press.
James, S. H.; Kish, P. E.; Sutton, T. P. (2005); Principles of bloodstain pattern analysis.
Boca Raton: CRC Press.
Laber, T.L. & Epstein, B.P. (1983). Experiments and practical exercises in bloodstain
pattern analysis. Minneapolis: Callan Publishing, Inc.
Lee, H. C.; Palmbach, T.; Miller, M. T. (2001); Henry Lee’s crime scene handbook. San
Diego: Academic Press.
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MacDonell, H.L. (1993). Bloodstain patterns. Corning: Laboratory of Forensic Science.
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interpretation of human bloodstain evidence, 2nd ed. Corning: Laboratory of Forensic
Science.
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Australia: Hale & Iremonger, Ltd.
Ogle, R. R. (2012); Crime scene investigation and reconstruction 3rd Ed. New York:
Prentice Hall.
Osterburg, J. W. & Ward, R. H. (1997); Criminal investigation: A method for
reconstructing the past. Cincinnati: Anderson Publishing Company.
Parker, N.L. (2014). Crime scene bloodstain pattern analysis notebook. Bloomington:
Author House, LLC.
Piotrowski, Eduard (1895). Origin, shape, direction and distribution of the bloodstains
following head wounds caused by blows (English translation by Ellen Parikh), Reprinted
1992, Elmira Heights: Golos Printing.
Rini, G.A. (1998). Basic bloodstain pattern interpretation training manual. Elkhorn:
American Institute for Police Science.
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Columbine Book
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Wonder, A.Y. (2007). Bloodstain pattern evidence: Objective approaches and case
applications. San Diego: Academic Press.
Wonder, A.Y. (2015). Bloodstain patterns: Identification, interpretation, and
application. San Diego: Academic Press.
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B. Internet Resources
Scientific Working Group on Bloodstain Pattern Analysis http://www.swgstain.org/
International Association of Bloodstain Pattern Analysts http://www.iabpa.org/
STUDENT CONTACT INFORMATION
Each student will fill out this page and give it to the instructor by the second day of class.
[ ] I have received and read a copy of this syllabus for Fall 2016.
[ ] I understand that I will be held accountable for following the procedures and meeting
the standards outlined in this syllabus.
Student name (print) _____________________________________________________
Signature ___________________________________ Date ________________________
Student Contact Information: Phone _________________ Banner # ________________
E-mail _________________________ Major __________________________
1. What are your career goals? ___________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
2. What would you like to learn from this course? ___________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
3. What instructional methods help you learn best? __________________________
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________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

4. Is there anything not in the list of topics that you would like to see taught or something
emphasized more? _________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

5. What hobbies do you have that might be applicable to model building?
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
6. What three questions regarding general forensic science would you like to see
answered?
a) __________________________________________________________
b) ____________________________________________________________
c) ____________________________________________________________
7. What three questions regarding bloodstain pattern interpretation would you like to see
answered?
a) _______________________________________________________________
b) _______________________________________________________________
c) _______________________________________________________________
8. How proficient are you with hand tools? _____________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
9. What classes have you taken in introductory physics? __________________________
________________________________________________________________________
10. Which, if any classes have you taken in creative studies? _______________________
________________________________________________________________________
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Appendix D
Name ___FOR 312_Post_Test_______
Date ______12-13-17_____________
Pre-Tests 2016 & 2017 in red Post-Tests 2016 & 2017 in blue
FOR 497/598 Micro Course Bloodstain Pattern Interpretation
8-31-16 Ave. Test Score: 47 + Alternate Use Ave. Score: 6; 12-14-16 Ave Test Score: 62 + 19

Final Exam
8-30-17 Ave. Test Score: 51 + Alternate Use Ave. Score: 4; 12-13-17 Ave Test Score: 59 + 16

1. One of the earliest noteworthy pioneers in bloodstain pattern experimentation was:
a. Dr. Stuart Kind
2 correct / 12 17% 12-13-17
b. Ronald Linhart
5 correct / 13 38% 8-20-17
c. Dr. Malcolm McDonald 10 correct / 12 83% 12-14-16
d. Dr. Eduard Piotrowski 3 correct / 12 25% 8-31-16
e. Jackson Thibault
2. The following questions would be appropriate during a crime scene reconstruction
using bloodstain pattern analysis, except,
a. what occurred during the alleged incident
b. when did the purported events occur
12 correct / 12 100% 12-13-17
c. what was the justification for the assault 13 correct / 13 100% 8-30-17
d. what was the relative position of victim and suspect11 correct/12 92% 12-14-16
e. when and in what sequence did the events occur 12 correct / 12 100% 8-31-16
3. Reconstruction of an event by bloodstain pattern analysis may provide information
related to the following, except: 8 correct/12 67% 12-13-17 9 correct / 13 69% 8-30-17
a. positioning of objects, victim and assailant during blood shedding event
b. mechanism by which spatter pattern was produced 7 correct / 12 58% 12-14-16
c. additional criteria for estimating post mortem interval6 correct / 12 50% 8-31-16
d. assessment of items that were stolen
e. type and direction of impact that produced the spatter
4. The logical progression of fact finding in a bloodstain reconstruction case is
a. recognize as bloodassess blood appearancedetermine patternevaluate
mechanismreconstruct bloodshed event 10 correct / 12 83% 12-13-17
b. assess blood appearancerecognize as bloodevaluate mechanismdetermine
patternreconstruct bloodshed event 11 correct / 13 84% 8-30-17
c. recognize as blooddetermine patternassess blood appearanceevaluate
mechanismreconstruct bloodshed event 10 correct / 12 83% 12-14-16
d. assess blood appearanceevaluate mechanismrecognize as blooddetermine
patternreconstruct bloodstain event
11 correct / 12 92% 8-31-16
e. appearanceblood typepattern typereconstructmechanism
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5. Identify the energy forces involved in creating a blood pattern as to low, medium, or
high: a. impact with base ball bat __medium___7 correct / 12__ 58%
b. blood pool _____________low__1 correct / 13 8% 8-30-17_
c. stabbing _______________medium_12 correct / 12 100% 12-14-16__
d. gun shot wound _________high__2 correct / 12 17% 8-31-16_______
e. blood trail ______________low___________________
6. The minimum, entry level training in bloodstain pattern analysis is,
a. a 40 hour basic course
1 correct / 12
8% 12-13-17
b. a 40 hour basic class and 40 hour advanced course 1 correct / 13 8% 8-30-17
c. a basic and advance course and year of mentoring 2 correct / 12 17% 12-14-16
d. basic, advanced course, year of mentoring and year of experience 0 correct/12 0% 8-31-16

e. basic, advance, mentoring, experience and one year of supervised report writing
7 correct / 12
58% 12-13-17 1 correct / 13 8% 8-30-17
7. The IABPA and SWGSTAIN are two organizations involved in the furtherance of
bloodstain pattern analysis as a science. The (IABPA/SWGSTAIN) _IABPA_ was
established in 1983by state and local bloodstain analysis practitioners and
(IABPA/SWGSTAIN) SWGSTAIN_ was established by the FBI for creation of
guidelines for training and bloodstain nomenclature
10 correct / 12 83% 12-14-16
6 correct / 12 50% 8-31-16
8. Identify the following types of bloodstain patterns with their prominent characteristics:
a. arterial spurt _c_3_ 1. Dispersal of blood from a point source6 correct / 12 50% 8-31-16

b. cast-off __d____4___ 2. Blood blocked from reaching surface by intervening object
c. expirated blood _e__5_ 3. When artery is breeched, blood ejected under high pressure
d. impact spatter _a__1__ 4. Blood released from object experiencing change in motion
e. void pattern _b__2___ 5. Blood expelled from nose/mouth, injury to airway
8 correct / 12 67% 12-13-17 5 correct / 13 38% 8-30-17 8 correct / 12 67% 12-14-16

9. This pattern would be consistent with:
a. arterial spurt
b. blood dripping into blood
c. cast-off
d. impact spatter
e. projected volume of blood

9 correct / 12 75% 12-13-17
4 correct / 13 31% 8-30-17
8 correct / 12 67% 12-14-16
3 correct / 12 25% 8-31-16
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10. Determine which apparatus listed below would be appropriate for the replication of
low, medium, or high velocity impact spatter: 3 correct / 12 25% 12-13-17
a. blood dripping off a tool ___________low___0 correct / 13 0% 8-30-17__
b. modified mouse trap ______________medium_2 correct / 12 17% 12-14-16_
c. blood projected from spinning motor _medium_0 correct / 12 0% 8-31-16___
d. gunshot to blood soaked sponge ____high__________________________
e. striking a sponge with hammer _____medium______________________
11. What noteworthy legal case set the precedence for bloodstain pattern interpretation in
criminal cases in the United States?
a. Arizona vs. Andrew Mincie
4 correct / 12 33% 12-13-17
b. California vs. Robert Trombetta
4 correct / 13 31% 8-30-17
c. Michigan vs. Gregory Tyler
5 correct / 12 42% 12-14-16
d. Ohio vs. Sam Sheppard
0 correct / 12 0% 8-31-16
e. Virginia vs. John Swainburne
12. The primary categories of bloodstain classification that the text book uses are:
a. clotted, diluted, dried
10 correct / 12 83% 12-13-17
b. flowing, spurting, pooled
7 correct 13 54% 8-30-17
c. passive, altered, spatter
11 correct / 12 92% 12-14-16
d. swipe, wipe, impact
2 correct / 12 17% 8-31-16
e. cast-off, impact, secondary
13. From the stains listed below, determine if they fall under the category of altered,
impact or passive. 7 correct / 12 58% 12-13-17 6 correct 13 46% 8-30-17
a. pooled blood ____________passive_4 correct / 12 33% 12-14-16__
b. diluted blood ____________altered_1 correct / 12 8% 8-31-16____
c. struck with bat ___________impact_________________
d. gunshot wound ___________impact________________
e. blood transfer ____________passive________________
14. A transfer pattern occurs when an already bloody object comes into contact with
another surface. 12 correct / 12 100% 12-13-17 12 correct / 13 92% 8-30-17
a. True 12 correct / 12 100% 12-14-16
b. False 12 correct / 12 100% 8-31-16
15. A swipe and a wipe are subcategories of a transfer type pattern
a. True 12 correct / 12 100% 12-13-17 12 correct / 13 92% 8-30-17
b. False
11 correct / 12 92% 12-14-16 11 correct / 12 92% 8-31-16
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16. This pattern is consistent with what type of bloodstain pattern:
a. arterial spurt
12 correct / 12 100% 12-13-17
b. blood dripping into blood 8 correct / 13 62% 8-30-17
c. cast-off
12 correct / 12 100% 12-14-16
d. impact spatter
6 correct / 12 50% 8-31-16
e. projected volume of blood
17. The human heart has _____ chambers and ______ valves.
a. two; two
1 correct / 12 8% 12-13-17
b. two; four
0 correct / 13 13% 8-30-17
c. four; four 5 correct / 12 42% 12-14-16
d. four; two 1 correct / 12 8% 8-31-16
e. two; six
9 correct / 12 75% 12-13-17 8 correct / 13 62% 8-30-17
18. (Systolic / Diastolic) _Systolic__ is the pressure during the contraction of the heart
and (systolic / diastolic) _diastolic_ is the pressure during relaxation of the heart.
11 correct / 12 92% 12-14-16 9 correct / 12 75% 8-31-16
19. The blood constitutes what proportion of the body mass in an adult human?
a. 2 %
2 correct / 12 17% 12-13-17
b. 5 %
5 correct / 13 38% 8-30-17
c. 6 % 5 correct / 12 42% 12-14-16
d. 7 % 3 correct / 12 25% 8-31-16
e. 8 %
20. What characteristics would be consistent with capillaries, veins or arteries?
a. thick, muscular cell wall ____________arteries_4 correct / 12 33% 12-13-17_
b. lie close to body surface ____________veins_2 correct / 13 15% 8-30-17___
c. lie deeper in body surface ___________arteries_2 correct / 12 17% 12-14-16_
d. very small diameter _______________capillaries_3 correct / 12 25% 8-31-16_
e. return de-oxygenated blood back to heart and lungs _veins_____________
f. transition between arterial and venous system __capillaries____________
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21. (Bright red / Dark brown) _Bright red__ blood would be consistent with fresh blood
from a bleeding hemorrhoid from the rectum where as (bright red / dark brown)
_dark brown_ blood would be consistent with partially digested regurgitated blood
from an esophageal varices. 12 correct/12 100% 12-13-17 12 correct/13 92% 8-30-17

12 correct / 12 100% 12-14-16 12 correct / 12 100% 8-31-16
22. The physical properties of blood responsible for its flight characteristics and other
behaviors:
a. viscosity / surface tension
7 correct / 12 58% 12-13-17
b. relative density (specific gravity) 8 correct / 13 62% 8-30-17
c. optical reflectance / drying time
6 correct / 12 5-% 12-14-16
d. answer a, b
4 correct / 12 33% 8-31-16
e. answer a, b, c
23. Viscosity of a liquid (decreases / increases) _decreases_ as the temperature (decreases
/ increases) _increases_.6 correct/12 50% 12-13-17 5 correct/13 38% 8-30-17

7 correct / 12 58% 12-14-16 8 correct / 12 67% 8-31-16
24. Temperature changes have a greater effect on viscosity than pressure changes.
a. True 9 correct / 12 75% 12-13-17 10 correct / 13 77% 8-30-17
b. False
11 correct / 12 92% 12-14-16 9 correct / 12 75% 8-31-16
8 correct / 12 67% 12-13-17 7 correct / 13 54% 8-30-17
25. (Adhesion / Cohesion) _Adhesion_ is the attractive force between unlike molecules
and (adhesion / cohesion) _cohesion__ is the attractive force between like molecules.
10 correct / 12 83% 12-14-16
9 correct / 12 75% 8-31-16
26. Define the following related to Newton’s laws of motion: 4 correct / 12 33% 12-13-17

a. 1st Law 1_a_ 1. A body at rest tends to remain at rest unless acted on by external force
b. 2nd Law _2__b_ 2. Force = mass x acceleration 8 correct / 13 62% 8-30-17
c. Inertia _4__d___ 3. Any influence that can change the velocity of a body
d. Force _3_c_ 4. Resistance of a body to a change in velocity 7 correct/12 58% 12-14-16

e. Velocity _5__e_ 5. Relating to motion of a body 5 correct / 12 42% 8-31-16
27. Air resistance causes falling blood to assume a tear drop shape.
a. True 1 correct / 12 8% 12-13-17 1 correct / 13 8% 8-30-17
b. False
2 correct / 12 17% 12-14-16
4 correct / 12 33% 8-31-16
28. Blood falling off the end of a weapon with a large surface area will create falling
blood drops of larger diameter than if they were falling from a weapon with a smaller
surface area.
8 correct / 12 67% 12-13-17 6 correct / 13 46% 8-30-17
a. True
10 correct / 12 83% 12-14-16
7 correct / 12 58% 8-31-16
b. False
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29. All free falling bodies near the earth’s surface will fall with a downward acceleration
of ________ ft. / sec. For all practical purposes, there is little change in blood drop size
after falling a distance of about ________ feet.
a. 16 ft. / sec.; 10 feet
5 correct / 12 42% 12-13-17
b. 28 ft. / sec.; 15 feet
5 correct / 13 38% 8-30-17
c. 32 ft. / sec. ; 4 feet 6 correct / 12 50% 12-14-16
d. 28 ft. / sec. ; 6 feet 4 correct / 12 33% 8-31-16
e. 16 ft. / sec. ; 12 feet
30. Terms describing bloodstains are derived from, 3 correct / 12 25% 12-13-17
a. physical appearance of the bloodstain pattern
5 correct / 13 38% 8-30-17
b. mechanism by which the bloodstain pattern was produced
c. angle of impact by which blood strikes the surface
d. answer a, and b 3 correct / 12 25% 12-14-16
c. answer a, b, and c 4 correct / 12 33% 8-31-16
31. The flow of blood through the circulatory system is,5 correct / 12 42% 12-14-17
a. heartveinscapillariesarteriolesarteriesheart4 correct / 13 31% 8-30-17
b. heartveinuloesveinsarteries—>arteriolesheart 5 correct / 12 42% 12-14-16
c. heartarteriolesarteriescapillariesveinuloesveinsheart
d. heartarteriolesarteriesveinscapillariesheart 5 correct / 12 42% 8-31-16
e. heartarteriesarteriolescapillariesveinsheart
32. The rate of bleeding is the blood loss volume per unit of time within the circulatory
system. This blood loss is influenced by,
11 correct / 12 92% 12-13-17
a. type of vessel (vein, capillary, artery)
11 correct / 13 85% 8-30-17
b. diameter of the vessel
12 correct / 12 100% 12-14-16
c. pressure of blood in vessel 12 correct / 12 100% 8-31-16
d. if nicked or cut completely through
e. all of the above
33. The relative percentage of constituents in whole blood is approximately, 5 correct / 12 42% 831-16
a. red blood cells _________3___c__ 1. 55 % 7 correct / 12 58% 12-13-17
b. platelets & white blood cells _2_b_ 2. < 1 % 4 correct / 13 31% 8-30-17
c. plasma _______________1___a___ 3. 45% 7 correct / 12 58% 12-14-16
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34. Compare the amount of blood loss in an adult with effects:11correct/12 92% 2-13-17
a. normal blood donation _________1___a__ 1. 10 % 11 correct / 13 85% 8-30-17
b. limited activity but survivable ___2___b__ 2. 30 % 12 correct / 12 100% 12-14-16c.
will cause death in about one hour 3___c__ 3. 50% 9 correct / 12 75% 8-31-16
35. Describe the following characteristics of injuries that could lead to blood loss internal
or external: 7 correct / 12 58% 12-13-17 6 correct / 13 46% 8-30-17
a. abrasion _4_d_ 1. Skin torn by crushing or shearing force 3 correct/12 25% 12-14-16
b. gunshot _2_b_ 2. Most common form of inflicted fatal injury in USA5 correct / 12 42% 8-31-16
c. incised _5__e__ 3. Produced by cutting instrument, length greater than width
d. laceration _1__a_ 4. Friction on skin surface caused by sliding on rough surface
e. stab wound _3_c_ 5. Edges sharply defined, produced by cutting instrument
36. Categories of passive bloodstains include the following, except:
a. clotted
6 correct / 12 50% 12-13-17
b. drops
3 correct / 13 23% 8-30-17
c. flow
5 correct / 12 42% 12-14-16
d. transfer
1 correct / 12 8% 8-31-16
e. void
37. The diameter of a bloodstain that has freely fallen onto a surface will have a final
diameter dependent on the following conditions, except:
a. distance drop has fallen
8 correct / 12 67% 12-13-17
b. hematocrit concentration
10 correct / 13 77% 8-30-17
c. surface area of object from which it falls6 correct / 12 50% 12-14-16
d. surface texture of surface drop impacts 5 correct / 12 42% 8-31-16
e. volume of falling drop
38. Match the term for an impacted blood droplet with its definition: 9 correct / 12 75%
12-13-17
a. angle of impact 2_e_1. Pointed edges of stain that radiate out from parent drop
b. origin __3__a_2. Angle at which blood strikes a surface. 7 correct / 13 54% 8-30-17
c. parent drop _4_b_3. Place where blood spatter originated8 correct/12 67% 12-14-16
d. satellite spatter _5_c_ 4. Droplet from which other features originate 3 correct / 12 25% 8-31-16
e. spines ____1__d__ 5. Small drops of blood that break from parent stain on impact
f. tails ____6___f___ 6. Elongated projections from a stain impacting at sharp angle
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39. What is the direction of travel of this stain?
a. Left to right
9 correct / 12 75% 12-13-17
b. Right to left
10 correct / 13 77% 8-30-17
c. Top to bottom
8 correct / 12 67% 12-14-16
d. Bottom to top
7 correct / 12 58% 8-31-16
e. Cannot be determined
40. The appropriate formula for determining the angle of impact is:
a. Sin-1 = width / length
7 correct / 12 58% 12-13-17
-1
b. Sin = length / width
2 correct / 13 15% 8-30-17
c. Sin = width / length 10 correct / 12 83% 12-14-16
d. Sin = width / length 3 correct / 12 25% 8-31-16
e. Tan = width * length
41. When measuring the body of a bloodstain to determine the angle of impact, include
all features of the stain including spines and other projections.
a. True 9 correct / 12 75% 12-13-17 3 correct / 13 23% 8-30-17
b. False
8 correct / 12 67% 12-14-16 2 correct / 12 17% 8-31-16
42. The angle of blood impact can be reliably determined on all surfaces including fabric.
a. True 11 correct / 12 92% 12-13-17 10 correct / 13 77% 8-30-17
b. False
6 correct / 12 50% 12-14-16 8 correct / 12 67% 8-31-16
43. Identify characteristics that are consistent with dripped blood (consistent with falling
under the force of gravity) vs. splashed blood (consistent with having an additional force
applied to the volume of blood beyond that of gravity). 10 correct / 12 83% 12-13-17
a. regular, smooth edges to parent pool _dripped_10 correct / 13 77% 8-30-17_
b. satellite drops elongated ___________splashed_10 correct / 12 83% 12-14-16__
c. irregular, jagged edge to parent pool _splashed_9 correct / 12 75% 8-31-16___
d. round satellite drops _____________dripped_________________
e. very elongated spines ____________splashed______________
f. symmetrical distribution of round satellite drops _dripped______________
44. The primary significance of blood flow pattern is,
a. will change path when it meets an obstruction 8 correct / 12 67% 12-13-17
b. may have a number of parallel paths
8 correct / 13 62% 8-30-17
c. can indicate if a body has been moved 9 correct / 12 75% 12-14-16
d. can determine sequence of events
6 correct / 12 75% 8-31-16
e. can be used to estimate volume of blood lost
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45. Define the following terms related to blood transfer: 6 correct / 12 50% 12-13-17
a. Drag 1_a_1. Existing source of blood altered by movement of body 5 correct/13 38% 8-30-17
b. 2° transfer _4_c_ 2. Bloody object moving against non-bloody surface 5 correct/12 42% 12-14-16
c. Swipe _2_d_ 3. Non-bloody object moving against blood on a surface 4 correct/12 33% 8-31-16
d. Wipe _3_b_ 4. Two fabric layers in contact, one bloody, transfer of blood pattern

46. Determining direction of a transfer stain swipe or wipe is difficult but there tends to
be a reduction in the concentration of blood as the sample moves from initial point of
contact to termination point of the stain transfer.
a. True 11 correct / 12 92% 12-13-17 11 correct / 13 85% 8-30-17
b. False
10 correct / 12 83% 12-14-16 9 correct / 12 75% 8-31-16
47. What will have the greatest influence on the appearance of a falling blood droplet,
i.e., the degree of spatter of a falling blood drop? 6 correct / 12 50% 12-13-17
a. area of implement from which drop falls
5 correct / 13 38% 8-30-17
b. hematocrit concentration of blood
7 correct / 12 58% 12-14-16
c. height from which drop falls
1 correct / 12 8% 8-31-16
d. surface texture on which it falls
e. volume of blood in drop
48. The length of this stain is being incorrectly measured:

a. True 9 correct / 12 75% 12-13-17 6 correct / 13 46% 8-30-17
b. False
4 correct / 12 33% 12-14-16 5 correct / 12 42% 8-31-16
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49. Is the blood pattern consistent with,
a. blood dripping from a bloody weapon
9 correct / 12 75% 12-13-17
b. blood from source moving rapidly
10 correct / 13 77% 8-30-17
c. blood dripping from a person who is injured
d. blood from an arterial spurt
6 correct / 12 50% 12-14-16
e. blood cast-off from a blood weapon
10 correct / 12 83% 8-31-16
50. An accumulated pool of blood next to a body most likely indicates,
a. that the blood has only recently been shed and is still flowing out the body
b. that a shooting is the most likely cause
11 correct / 12 92% 12-13-17
c. a vein, permitting slow leakage of blood has been damaged 9 correct / 13 69% 8-30-17
d. the body has remained in that position for awhile 10 correct / 12 83% 12-14-16
e. that head trauma is the most likely injury
12 correct / 12 100% 8-31-16
51. This transfer pattern in blood was most likely produced by blood on a,

a. awl
b. baseball bat
c. claw hammer
d. knife
e. wrench

10 correct / 12 83% 12-13-17
10 correct / 13 77% 8-30-17
12 correct / 12 100% 12-14-16
10 correct / 12 83% 8-31-16
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52. The direction of travel of these footwear impressions in blood is,

a. left to right
4 correct / 12 33% 12-13-17
b. right to left
4 correct / 13 31% 8-30-17
c. top to bottom
7 correct / 12 58% 12-14-16
d. bottom to top
7 correct / 12 58% 8-31-16
e. cannot be determined
53. The greater the energy used to impact a blood-filled object, the (smaller / larger)
_smaller_the size of the resulting bloodspatter droplets. 12 correct / 12 100% 12-13-17
8 correct / 13 62% 8-30-17 10 correct / 12 83% 12-14-16 6 correct / 12 50% 8-31-16
54. Identify the following blood drop size range with the likely mechanism that produced
it:
a. Diameter of 5 to 6 mm and force of 5 ft. / sec._3_b_1. Beating / stabbing 12-13-17
b. Diameter of > 1 to 3 mm and force of 25-100 ft. / sec._1_c_2. Gunshot11 correct/12
c. Diameter of < 1 mm and force of > 100 ft. / sec.__2__a_3. Dripped blood 92%
10 correct / 13 77% 8-30-17 12 correct / 12 100% 12-14-16 8 correct/12 67% 8-31-16
55. Impact spatter forms a conical projection of blood droplets from the point of impact.
The individual bloodstain impacts on a near-by surface can be projected back to a two
dimensional space called (area of origin / area of convergence) _area of convergence__.
From that point, a three dimensional location or a point above can be determined and is
called the (area of origin / area of convergence) _area of origin_.7 correct/12 58% 12-13-17

6 correct / 13 46% 8-30-17 8 correct / 12 67% 12-14-16 2 correct / 12 17% 8-31-16
56. The importance of properly identifing the mechanism creating the spatter is,
a. it helps to identify possible weapons
11 correct / 12 92% 12-13-17
b. it helps to locate victim position
12 correct / 13 92% 8-30-17
c. it helps to sequence possible events
12 correct / 12 100% 12-14-16
d. it helps to trace movements of victim and suspect 10 correct / 12 83% 8-31-16
e. all of the above
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57. This pattern is an example of
a. arterial spurt
3 correct / 12 25% 12-13-17
b. blood dripping into blood
1 correct / 13 8% 8-30-17
c. cast-off
1 correct / 12 8% 12-14-16
d. impact spatter
3 correct / 12 35% 8-31-16
e. projected volume of blood
58. Factors affecting the appearance of satellite spatter from projected blood would
include the following, except:
a. hematocrit concentration of blood
7 correct / 12 58% 12-13-17
b. target surface texture
9 correct / 13 69% 8-30-17
c. volume of parent stain / pool
8 correct / 12 67% 12-14-16
d. mechanism by which parent stain / pool produced 4 correct / 12 33% 8-31-16
e. distance traveled by blood prior to striking surface
59. Based on relative volume of back spatter vs. forward spatter, in what direction is the
bullet traveling ?

a. Left to right
8 correct / 12 67% 12-13-17
b. Right to left
10 correct / 13 69% 8-30-17
c. Front to back
6 correct / 12 50% 12-14-16
d. Back to front
5 correct / 12 42% 8-31-16
e. Can’t be determined
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60. The depth of penetration of blood inside of a gun barrel is influenced by a number of
factors. The most important factor in terms of a reconstruction is, 11 correct/12 92% 12-13-17

a. caliber of the weapon
8 correct / 13 62% 8-30-17
b. distance between muzzle and target
7 correct / 12 58% 12-14-16
c. obstruction by headwear, hair, clothing, etc.
8 correct / 12 67% 8-31-16
d. operation of the weapon (i.e., revolver with fixed barrel or semi-auto, blowback, etc.)
e. velocity of the projectile
61. A complex series of overlapping bloodstain patterns can be subdivided into more
manageable regions gridded off into a one foot square grid pattern with scales in a
process called,
a. arrow heading
5 correct / 12 42% 12-13-17
b. back tracking
4 correct 13/ 31% 8-30-17
c. road mapping
7 correct / 12 58% 12-14-16
d. spatial simplification
6 correct / 12 50% 8-31-16
e. zebra gridding
62. Which pattern is consistent with spatter of clotted blood?

a. Left
b. Center
c. Right
d. None
e. All

0 correct / 12 0% 12-13-17
1 correct / 13 8% 8-30-17
4 correct / 12 33% 12-14-16
3 correct / 12 25% 8-31-16

63. Factor(s) that can influence the appearance of blood drops from impact spatter:
a. Number of impacts
12 correct / 12 100% 12-13-17
b. Amount of force applied 12 correct / 13 92% 8-30-17
c. Direction of force 11 correct / 12 92% 12-14-16
d. Location of wounds 12 correct / 12 100% 8-31-16
e. All of the above
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64. In what direction are the bulk of these blood droplets traveling?

a. Left to right
11 correct / 12 92% 12-13-17
b. Right to left
11 correct / 13 84% 8-30-17
c. Top to bottom
9 correct / 12 75% 12-14-16
d. Bottom to top
6 correct / 12 50% 8-31-16
e. Can’t be determined
65. Identify which are examples of spatter caused by secondary mechanism, spatter from
impact, and spatter consisted with projected blood: 5 correct / 12 42% 12-13-17
a. satellite spatter from blood dripping into blood __secondary______
b. gunshot wound _______impact______ 1 correct / 13 8% 8-30-17
c. cast-off blood ________projected____ 5 correct / 12 42% 12-14-16
d. arterial blood spurt ____projected____ 2 correct / 12 17% 8-31-16
e. stabbing / beating _____impact______
66. The primary difficulty in accurately distinguishing between medium and high impact
spatter bloodstains is, 7 correct / 12 58% 12-13-17 8 correct / 13 62% 8-30-17
a. complications due to angularity of blood spatter drops
b. difficulty in measuring blood droplet size 8 correct / 12 67% 12-14-16
c. lack of standard nomenclature
8 correct / 12 67% 8-31-16
d. overlapping size of blood droplets between the two categories
e. energy overlap between a rapidly swinging bat and a low moving bullet
67. Satellite stains from dripping blood are of concern at a crime scene because they can,
a. be too small to notice and easily missed 7 correct / 12 58% 12-13-17
b. mimic bloodstains produced by impact spatter 6 correct / 14 46% 8-30-17
c. only travel short distances from the parent stain 5 correct / 12 42% 12-14-17
d. be easily removed because of their small size 5 correct / 12 42% 8-31-16
e. are a common source of blood contamination
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68. A common excuse that a suspect may have for explaining victim’s blood on his
clothing is,
a. he let someone borrow his clothing 9 correct / 12 75% 12-13-17
b. his clothing was stolen
10 correct / 13 77% 8-30-17
c. he rendered aid to the victim
8 correct / 12 67% 12-14-16
d. he previously had a fight with the victim 9 correct / 12 75% 8-31-16
e. he has an injury and it is actually his own blood
69. The physical property of blood responsible for its getting in between fibers in a
woven garment,
a. capillary action
6 correct / 12 50% 12-13-17
b. density
4 correct / 13 41% 8-30-17
c. flight characteristics
5 correct / 12 42%
d. surface tension
3 correct / 12 25% 8-31-16
e. viscosity
5 correct / 12 42% 12-13-17 3 correct / 13 23% 8-30-17
70. Smaller blood droplets tend to travel farther than larger blood droplets.
a. True 6 correct / 12 42% 12-14-17 b. False 3 correct / 12 25% 8-31-16
71. The following bloodstain mechanisms are classified under projection type spatter,
except,
a. arterial spurt
8 correct / 12 67% 12-13-17
b. cast-off
5 correct 13 / 38% 8-30-17
c. dripped blood
9 correct / 12 75% 12-14-16
d. expirated blood
7 correct / 12 58% 8-31-16
e. gush from breeched artery
72. The rate of blood loss increases from least lost to most lost in the following order:
a. nicked arterysevered arterycapillaryvein 1 correct / 12 8% 12-13-17
b. capillaryveinnicked arterysevered artery 0 correct / 13 0% 8-30-17
c. capillarynicked arteryveinsevered artery1 correct / 12 8% 12-14-16
d. capillaryveinsevered arterynicked artery 1 correct / 12 8% 8-31-16
e. veincapillarysevered arterynicked artery
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73. Which volume of projected blood displays more energy?

a. Left
7 correct / 12 58% 12-13-17
b. Right
12 correct / 13 92% 8-30-17
c. Both are the same
10 correct / 12 83% 12-14-16
d. Cannot be determined
10 correct / 12 83% 8-31-16
e. The images are different parts of same bloodstain
74. Expirated blood is blood that comes in contact with the mouth, nasal and pulmonary
system. When blood is expelled through the mouth, what would one likely see in this
type of bloodstain production mechanism? 2 correct / 12 17% 12-13-17
a. air bubbles
4 correct / 13 31% 8-30-17
b. mucous
2 correct / 12 17% 12-14-16
c. stains consistent with high velocity spatter
d. answers a and b
3 correct / 12 25% 8-31-16
e. answers a, b, and c
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75. What aspect of a cast-off spatter would suggest a long handled weapon such as a
baseball bat as opposed to something short handled such as a hammer?
a. Length of the pattern
0 correct / 12 0% 12-13-17
b. Number of parallel blood tracks 2 correct / 13 15% 8-30-17
c. Increased spacing between blood drops in a track
d. Height of pattern above the floor 4 correct / 12 33% 12-14-16
e. Increase diameter of spatter (greater centrifugal force) 1 correct / 12 8% 8-31-16
76. The following would be considered examples of altered blood, except,
a. cast-off
6 correct / 12 50% 12-13-17
b. clotted
11 correct / 13 85% 8-30-17
c. diluted
9 correct / 12 75% 12-14-16
d. insects
3 correct / 12 25% 8-31-16
e. voids
77. The drying of a bloodstain proceeds from the center and works outward.
a. True 11 correct / 12 92% 12-13-17 12 correct / 13 92% 8-30-17
b. False 12 correct / 12 100% 12-14-16 10 correct / 12 83% 8-31-16

78. These stains are consistent with:
a. Blood deposited on a dry fabric that became wet 7 correct / 12
58% 12-13-17
b. Blood deposited on an already wet fabric
8 correct / 13 62% 8-30-17
c. Blood deposited on a dry fabric over a period of time 9 correct / 12 75% 12-14-16
d. Blood on fabric after being washed in washing machine
e. Blood on fabric with low hematocrit content 7 correct / 12 58% 8-31-16
79. A bloodstain feature that might be of assistance in reconstructing the position of
objects that may have been on a surface during an incident and then moved,
a. cast-offs
8 correct / 12 67% 12-13-17
b. clotted blood
8 correct / 13 62% 8-30-17
c. dripped blood 12 correct / 12 100% 12-14-16
d. flowing blood 7 correct / 12 58% 8-31-16
e. voids
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80. When there are multiple, overlapping bloodstain production events on a location, an
important aspect of the overall bloodstain pattern analysis is,
a. noting direction of swipe patterns
11 correct / 12 92% 12-13-17
b. noting direction of wipe patterns
5 correct / 13 38% 8-30-17
c. calculating angles of impact
7 correct / 12 58% 12-14-16
d. sequencing of the patterns
8 correct / 12 67% 8-31-16
e. counting number of cast-off strokes
81. When making a distinction between a projected volume of blood vs. projected single
drops, the text book sets a lower volume for projected volume blood at,
a. > 1 ml
5 correct / 12 42% 12-13-17
b. > 3 ml
2 correct / 13 15% 8-30-17
c. > 5 ml
9 correct / 12 75% 12-14-16
d. 5 to 10 ml
5 correct / 12 42% 8-31-16
e. > 10 ml
82. Which volume of blood displays more energy?

a. Left
12 correct / 12 100% 12-13-17
b. Right
12 correct / 13 92% 8-30-17
c. Both are the same
12 correct / 12 100% 12-14-16
d. Cannot be determined
11 correct / 12 92% 8-31-16
e. The images are different parts of same bloodstain
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83. What type of altered blood would be expected to have high levels of saliva?
a. arterial spurt
12 correct / 12 100% 12-13-17
b. cast-off
12 correct / 13 92% 8-30-17
c. dripped blood
12 correct 12 100% 12-14-16
d. expirated blood
10 correct / 12 83% 8-31-16
e. gush from breeched artery
84. Based on the appearance of the large stain, the source of this blood is most likely,

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Arterial spurt
11 correct / 12 92% 12-13-17
Cast-off
10 correct / 13 77% 8-30-17
Dripped blood
12 correct / 12 100% 12-14-16
Expirated blood
9 correct / 12 75% 8-31-16
Impact spatter

85. In normal individuals, the time between the initiation of bleeding and the formation of
clots is about,
a. 30 seconds to 1 minute
7 correct / 12 58% 12-13-17
b. 3 to 15 minutes
6 correct / 13 46% 8-30-17
c. 20 to 30 minutes 3 correct / 12 25% 12-14-16
d. > 60 minutes
4 correct / 12 33% 8-31-16
e. > 90 minutes
86. Isolated blood spots about 1 mm in diameter seen near window sills and in areas not
consistent with impact spatter with irregular shapes are likely due to,
a. cast-off
3 correct / 12 25% 12-13-17
b. clotted
2 correct / 13 15% 8-30-17
c. diluted
3 correct / 12 25% 12-14-16
d. insects
4 correct / 12 33% 8-31-16
e. voids
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87. When processing a scene, determine the role of the following types of bloodstain
pattern evidence in answering the what or type of bloodstain generation mechanism
involved, the when or relative time interval and the where or position of individuals.
a. arterial ______what_________ 0 correct / 12 0% 12-13-17
b. cast-off _____where_______
0 correct / 13 0% 8-30-17
c. clotted ______when_______
0 correct / 12 0% 12-14-16
d. expirated ____what_______
0 correct / 12 0% 8-31-16
e. transfer ______what______
88. Forces that influence the appearance of a bloodstain pattern,
a. characteristics of the wound providing the source of blood
b. direction of the applied force 12 correct / 12 100% 12-13-17
c. obstructions, movement, etc. 12 correct / 13 92% 8-30-17
d. velocity of the impacting force
12 correct / 12 100% 12-14-16
e. all of the above
12 correct / 12 100% 8-31-16
89. Which diagram illustrates the area of convergence and which diagram illustrates the
area of
origin?

a. Right; left 7 correct / 12 58% 12-13-17
b. Left; right 8 correct / 13 62% 8-30-17
c. Both
6 correct / 12 50% 12-14-16
d. Neither
7 correct / 12 58% 8-31-16
e. Cannot be determined
90. The largest possible angle of impact that describes a stain striking a surface is:
a. 0° 10 correct / 12 83% 12-13-17
b. 45° 6 correct / 13 46% 8-30-17
c. 90°
10 correct / 12 83% 12-14-16
d. 180°
7 correct / 12 58% 8-31-16
e. 360°
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91. Based on this stain direction, in order to trace the stain path back to its point of origin,
a string layed down over the stain to trace its path of origin would travel from,

a. same direction of the arrow
6 correct / 12 50%
b. opposite direction to the arrow 6 correct / 13 46%
c. at right angles to the arrow upward
7 correct / 12
d. at right angles to the arrow downward
6 correct / 12
e. projected above the page

12-13-17
8-30-17
58% 12-14-16
50% 8-31-16

92. The formula for calculating the origin above the convergence point for an impact
spatter stain
a. Tangent (height) = impact angle * Distance to point of convergence7 correct/12 58% 12-13-17

b. Tangent (impact angle) = Height / Distance to Point of convergence
c. Sine (impact angle) = Height * Distance to point of convergence1 correct / 13 8% 8-30-17
d. Sine (height) = impact angle / distance to point of convergence 7 correct/12 58% 12-14-16

e. Arc tangent (height) = distance to point of convergence / impact angle 4 correct / 12 33% 8-31-16
93. When documenting bloodstain patterns at a scene, indicate which patterns are more
consistent with cast-off vs. impact spatter and which type of documentation is more
appropriate for impact vs. cast-off. 3 correct / 12 25% 12-13-17
a. travels in a conical mass ___________impact_0 correct / 13 0% 8-30-17_
b. determine beginning and end stroke _____cast-off_4 correct / 12 33% 12-14-16_
c. stains are more circular in the beginning _cast-off_0 correct / 12 0% 8-31-16___
d. determine area of convergence ________impact__________________
e. travels in an arc or linear fashion ______cast-off_________________
94. Estimating the extent of blood loss can be of particular importance in cases where,
a. body is not recovered, need to know if extent of blood loss is survivable
b. demonstrating the extent of trauma is important3 correct / 12 25% 12-13-17
c. determine if victim had been moved after susbtaining injuries
d. answer a and b 4 correct / 13 31% 8-30-17
e. answer a, b, and c 3 correct / 12 25% 12-14-16 5 correct / 12 42% 8-31-16
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95. A difficulty with the estimation of dry weight of blood to estimate blood loss is,
a. there is no set constant for the dry weight of blood 0 correct/12 0% 12-13-17
b. health conditions, hematocrit concentration, etc. greatly effect dry wt. constant
c. it is difficult to measure the blood weight separately from substrate weight
d. it is easier to estimate liquid blood volume 1 correct / 13 8% 8-30-17
e. it is difficult to ensure that all blood has been collected1 correct / 12 8% 12-14-16
2 correct / 12 17% 8-31-16
96. With a blood pool, one is likely to see clot retraction with clot and serum separation
along the edges of the blood pool after about,
a. 1 minute to 5 minutes
2 correct / 12 17% 12-13-17
b. 5 minutes to 30 minutes 5 correct / 13 38% 8-30-17
c. 30 minutes to 1.5 hours
5 correct / 12 42% 12-14-16
d. 1.5 hours to 3.0 hours
4 correct / 12 33% 8-31-16
e. 5.0 hours to 10 hours
97. Documenting bloodstains associated with a body of assistance with reconstruction,
a. from around nose and mouth (expectorated blood) 11 correct / 12 92% 12-13-17
b. from feet or shoes (to show moving about)
12 correct / 13 92% 8-30-17
c. from hands to show backspatter (from firing a gun) 11 correct / 12 92% 12-14-16
d. such as flow patterns (to demonstrate change in body position)
e. all of the above
12 correct / 12 100% 8-31-16
98. Sometimes there may be alterations to a scene that can have an influence on the
bloodstain pattern interpretation. A good report to have to assess this variable is,
a. Crime scene report 5 correct / 12 42% 12-13-17
b. Emergency medical technician’s report 6 correct / 13 46% 8-30-17
c. Forensic laboratory report 3 correct / 12 25% 12-14-16
d. Medical examiner’s report
2 correct / 12 17% 8-31-16
e. Investigator’s report
99. Distribution of blood on the cut sweatshirt indicates that,
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a. bloodstaining shows serum and blood clot separation 3 correct / 12 25% 12-13-17
b. bloodstaining shows a reduced hematocrit concentration 0 correct / 13 0% 8-30-17
c. bloodstaining occurred at two or three separate time intervals 0 correct/12 0% 12-14-16
d. bloodstaining occurred after victim was rescitated
3 correct / 12 25% 8-31-16
e. bloodstaining occurred in affected areas after sweatshirt was cut
100. Defense criticism of bloodstain pattern interpretation includes, 9 correct/12 75% 12-13-17
a. it’s an art more than a science like profiling or wilderness tracking 9 correct/13 69% 8-30-17
b. classification of blood spatter impact is arbitrary derived from experience 12

correct/12 100% 12-

14-16
c. different surfaces and curvatures can create vastly different appearing stains
d. BPA relies on many outside reports and experts before drawing conclusions
e. all of the above
10 correct / 12 83% 8-31-16
Bonus question (one-half point for every valid answer): Think up as many creative uses
for an ordinary brick (besides use in construction) as possible. For example, one creative
use would be as feet for a snowman. Post-test 12-13-17
_Use as a weight_

_use for criminal purposes_ _for decoration____ _length of

brick__to measure an objecr_ _of same size____

_paper weight___

stopper__paint canvas___

_door

__paper weight__

top_________table____________weapon_____

_book end___

_weight_____decoration_ ___stencil_tile_______Stamp_trap__
fitness_______

_(weight lifting)__

texture_____ _arm rest_______
something up__

__door

_physical

_in a pully___for art_____ _ _to create

_separator____to keep your seat__

_keep

_prop something up__phone stand___recreate blood spatter__for

paper mache_ _to create shape/mold__block a pipe__weigh down table_ _create garden
fence _ _make a barrier wall________garden wall___

_water well wall__garden

statues_

_pathway___ _place

straightner

_keep door open_____paper weight___

on white hot fire ring wall_Weigh down boeys__

_in
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water__brick_with holes can be a

_planter for succulants____balance table on _

_uneven ground___plant pot _____ _(if it has holes)______________murder
weapon____ _Parking spot ____ _indicator (tire stop)__Backsplash in kitchen_
_Outline of fire pit_ _Brick paths______ _Use as a hammer_ _Build shelving________
_Build chairs______ _Painting them____ _for lanscape____ _decoration____________
Door stop________ _Paper weight______ _Sanding block____ Landscape
outline______Holding a tarp____ _over a mulch fire___ _Level a wobly____
_bench_____Teather a dog leash_ _Breaking & entering_ _Hide a spare key_
_Decoration________To prop an object up_

_To break glass_ _Create a hole____

_Weight_____Barrier___Use as a flower pot_ _Stop a car from rolling_ _Weights to
keep down_ _a tarp______Tiered planter____ _Create a door stop____ _Light
holder____ _Flatten a chicken____Recreate impact__ _spatter________ _Create an
outdoor_____ _stove_____________Holders for books _Create a limbo stand_ _Bed
risers__Create_ _a golf hole________Have as a pet___ _Hold up a car______ _Drop
in blood_____ _Use as a void_______Use as an obstruction_ _Break a window_
_Weigh down a car _in winter________Put out a fire___ _Makeshift fire pit___ Block
writing in _____ _snow_Use as chair__Paper weight__ _Door stopper______ _Hold a
window open_ _Outline for a garden__Defense____ _Paper weight______ _Weight in
car for____ _icy weather___________Door holder__ _Paper weight____ _Door
stop__Weapon__ _Hammer___Bed raisers__Decoration__ _Block wheels from_
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_rolling___Hold____

_house keys__________Balance uneven_ _table___Grind__

_things (mortar & pestle) _________Attach item so it is_ _not lost or stolen___ _Paint
& imprint on___ _paper to make patterns__Edging of flower bed _Obstacle course for_
_RC cars / toys____ _Fire pit walls_________Weight for_working_
_out__Cracking___ _nut shells__Mold for_ clay/ceramics projects____Block holes in a
__ fence (keep animals in)_ _Add wheels (homemade_ _car)____Book ends for book_
_shelves__Weigh___ _down tarp)__Blood_ _spatter project____Base for object_____
_attached on top____ Marker to identify___ particular place/area____Soften & distress
jeans_ _Door stop_______ _Parking brake____ _Weapon___Decoration__
_Weigh down yourself_ _for scuba diving__ _purposes__Body of a__ _model car____
_Teeth in sculpture___ _Grind it down to pebbles_ _for gaining traction_ on slippery
road___Fish tank decoration_ _(home for fish)_Weigh_ down car in the winter_ _(in
trunk)__Carve into utensils__ _Carve into tools_______ _Hammer in a nail_Break_
_open coconut___Heat (rubbing bricks_ _together)__Path
or___walkwway___Table____ _Chair______Scrape bark off a__ _tree___Beat
together__ _to scare predators_____ _Book ends_________Weights for exercise_
_Hold open door____ _Drop into pool_of____ _blood for spatter_____
_Stop rolling wheels_ _Step stool to reach__ _something__To raise__ _a table_Paint
them!____To smash something_ _To grind up something_ _into smaller bits__To_
_make a platform___To hold down papers_ _in wind__To outline_ _a plant bed__to
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keep_ _something underwater __To hold down picnic_ _blanket__To break a__
_window__To flatten a_ _flower______To smear blood___ _Body of a statue______
_Build a toy house____Hold down leash of_ _small pet__Raise up a_ _computer
monitor____ _Flatten out clay_____Make imprints onto_ _a surface_______ _Scratch
a surface______Make indents____ _into a surface_____
Bonus question (one-half point for every valid answer): Think up as many creative uses
for an ordinary paper clip (besides typical use for holding papers) as possible. For
example, one creative use would be as a template for drawing small arcs. Pre-Test 8-3017
_Sketching a blood_ _spot; sketching____ _multiple blood____ _spatters__________
_Use to make a ____ _circle around a____ _fixed point on a___ __sketch_________
_Opening locked___ __doors__________ _lock pick_______

_________________

_Comparing sizes of _evidence to the___ _paper clip for____

_pictures_________

_Scrape evidence __ _into proper_______ _storage (bin, cup,__ _bag)____________
_Holding hair up if_ _investigator______ _forgot/lost_______ _bobby pin________
_Make small dots__ _Draw small lines__ _Make a circle to___ draw blood spatter__
_Mark more precise_ _spots___________ _Pick locks________ _________________
_Pick locks; hair pins; _jewelry; needle;__

_chip bag clip/fastener; wall hook________

_Eye liner stencil;___ _bracelet; ring; lock_ _pick; pencil holder;_ _coil into spring____
_Drawer handle;___ _mini tourniquet;___ _hold favric together; business card holder_
Pop out sim card;__ _suture a wound;___ zipper handle; _blow dart_____________
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_Making measurements_ _Drawing a straight line;________ _Making points________
_Unlocking a door_ _Scraping off evidence_ _scraping beneath fingernails__________
_Template for____ _drawing;______ _weapons; make shift _pins_________________
_Picking a lock__ _Use as a ruler___ _for straight line_____ Create patterns like dots_
Hold back hair__ _Could use like a_ _safety pin; Remove___ food from teeth________
_Scraping material_ _in a small location;_ _Cutting paper__
Bonus question (one-half point for every valid answer): Think up as many creative uses
for an ordinary paoer clip (besides typical use as fastening papers together) as possible.
For example, one creative use would be as a template for drawing small archs. Post-Test
12-14-16
Creating a chain____ __picture hanger____ _pinning hair______ _cleaning tool_____
_using it as a screw_ driver for glasses___opening sim card slot Use as jewelry clasp_
Use as a book mark_ _unclog a spray can_ _key chain__ _opening an envelope_
_lock picker_______ _ornament holder___ _earrings__________ _lottery scratcher___
_money clip_______ _make a compass___ _guitar pick_______ _clean keyboard____
_sun dial_________ _use as florist wire__ __etching tool_____ _________________
_writing__________ _hanging objects___ _opening things____ _piercing tool______
_tattoo needle_____ _mixing / stirring___ __cutting_________ _________________
_lock pick________ _cleaner__________ _tie things together_ _key ring_________
_zipper handle_____ _weapon__________ _________________ _________________
_clothes hanger for_ _doll’s clothes_____ _to help find the end of_tape to put______
_paper clip through__ __earring________

_cut clay________

__bppk mark_____
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_jewelry (nose ring__ _necklace)________ _lottery ticket scratcher_ hair clip________
_tattoo gun________ _pop zits__________ _hold tea bag to side_ _of cup___________
_pierce ears_______ _scratch tool_______ _clean under nails__ _hole maker_______
_a stencil_________ _pick dead skin____ _meat / food skewer_ __key____________
_hold back straps of_ _bra together______ _paint brush (dip in__ _paint and dab)_____
_weapon to stab___

_someone with_____ _guitar pick_______ _remove dry skin___

_to break inside a _

_house—pick a lock_ _golf tee__________ _zipper tab________

_quill to write_____ _with ink_________ _sundial__________ _clean ear wax_____
_diaper pin________ _use as a button____ _snow shoes for mice_ mini slingshot_____
_remove hair from__ _brushes_________ _remove pits from fruit_ hold flowers
together_
_twist tie for______ __bracelet_________ _________________ _________________
_picking locks_____ _hooks___________ _connect them to form_ _chain_________
_push small buttons_ _to reset electronics_ _clean / scrape dirt_ from under things__
_pop bubble wrap__ _unclog spray bottles_ _ __________Xmas tree ornament_
_necklace________

_hold up muffler___ (need giant one)___

_bend to unclog a __ _glue bottle_______ _bobby pin for hair__ _soldering metals___
_unlock a door____

_use for drawing___ _use tip for nail____ _paint design______

_unbend to use like_ _a toothpick______

use like a safety pin_ _________________

_something to hold_ _while making a _ _speech (distraction___ _from nerves)______
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_Use to scratch____ _lottery tickets_ _object to pick up__ _with magnet___________
_cufflink__________ _hold tie to shirt____ _fish hook________ _key chain________
_money clip_______ __pipe cleaner_____ _________________ _________________
_picking locks_____ _spray bottle______ _unclogger___Xmas_ _ornament holder___
_calendar holder___ _belt holder_______ _diaper pin_______ _hem holder_______
_eye glass repair___ _cigar filter unstopper_ _hair barette____

_minature sling shot_

_minature catapult__ _pry bar_book mark_ _necklace clasp____ _pipe cleaner______
_chain link________ _fuse replacement__ _lottery ticket_____ _scratcher_________
_money clip_______ _wire tightner______ _make paint dots___ _stiffen wicks_____
_clean pencil______ _sharpeners_______ _reset electronic____ _devices__________
_badge holder______ _roach holder_____ _roach stabber_____ _etching tool______
_blow gun dart_____ _lightening rod for__ _elves (maybe not__ _this one)_________
_pierce ear______get _something out of a _ _crack__hold shirt in _ __place with hole__
_get stuff out from__ _under fingernails___ _take nail polish off_ (pick at nail polish)__
_use as template to_ _put on eye shadow __ _Use to pick key hole_ ____________
Use to open super glue_ (have to bend it__ _to get snap part of it_ _to poke in)____
_Hold hair into_____ _place (like a ______ _bobby pin)_______ _________________
_Put holes in something_ _(paper towel)__ _to ventilate______
_type of contraption_ _for mosquitos)___

_(making some____

_Sterilize end after_ bending (pop blister)_

_Carve something__ _into clay or on__ _smooth surface______ _________________
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_make a necklace with _ _connected paper_ _clips__________
_Blow bubbles_____ _through it after___
_Pin for cloth_____

_________________

_putting it in solution_ ___________

_diapers for babies__ _open a bottle_of__

_wine____________

_scratch head with__ _use to hang ______ _ornaments on a___ _Xmas tree_______
_earring__antenna__ _lock pick________ _hair clip_________ _key chain________
_keyboard cleaner__ _cuff link_________ _book mark_______ _tongs___________
_tweezers_________ _pipe cleaner______ _rings__tooth pick__ _hole puncher_____
_bracelet_________ _fish hook_________ _polka dot maker___ _zipper tab________
_pop pimples_____

_declogger________ _skewers_______ ornament holder_______

_belt holder_______ _picture hanger____ _twist tie___reset___ _electronic devices__
_corkscrew________ __mixer__________ _________________ _________________
_picking a lock_____ _a hook__necklace__ __ear rings________ _key chain________
_screwdriver_______ _clean under fingernails_ _scratch a car___ _pop a balloon_____
_hair clip_________ __antenna_________ _________________ _________________
_fix a zipper_______ _unlock a door_____ _hold things together _ _________________
_a hanger a key___a hook to keep____zipper from opening_ _thumb tack / push pin_
_diaper fastener___

_key chain________ _jewelry fastener___ _a skeaver________

_a nail___fork____

_a pick__an unclogger_ _small chopsticks_ _(4 broken in half)_

_toe nail cleaner__

__ear ring________ _an antenna_______ __a tweezer_______

_a hook snake___

_(to unclog drain)__ _hole creator______ __a stencil________
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_Use to pull a__ _black head____tattoo gun_ _piercer________

_________________

Bonus question (one-half point for every valid answer): Think up as many creative uses
for an ordinary brick (besides typical use as building material) as possible. For example,
one creative use would be as feet for a snowman. Pre-Test 8-31-16
Door stopper______ _Weapon_________ _Exercise____Hold _ car from rolling____
_Shot put_________ _Fire pit__________ _Weigh down balloons________________
_Decoration (border_ _around plants)____ _Paper weight_____ _Weights_________
_Door wedge______ _Weapon_________ _Flooring_________ _Stove___________
Weights (lifting____ _working out)_____ _Something to paint_ _on (art)__________
Shelf____________ _Paper weight_____ _Door stop_______

_Table coasters____

_Plate___________

_Red raisers (put___ _underneath bed frame_to raise it higher__

_Make a picture___

_frame___________ Ping pong paddle__

_________________

_Anchor for a _____ canoe or boat_____

_Blood spatter____

reconstruction_____

_Door stop_______

_Block the tires of_

_a vehicle to keep_ it from rolling_______

_Hold down a ____

large piece of _____ _fabric___Weapon_ _to break window__

_Weapon________

_Standard of _____

_measurement___ Door stopper__________

_Hammer__________ Use as a weight__ _for lifting purposes__ __Step
stool_______Stop a car from____ _rolling__________ _Hold down a ______ _piece of
paper________As protection_____ (burglary)_________ _(self-defense)____
_As a table_(putting_ _a drink on it)_____ _Use as a door_______stopper________
_Put on edges of pool_ _on top of pool cover _in weinter / fall__ _season________
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_Use as balance____ _beam_Use as a _____ _”rock” for ________ _hopscotch___
_A “base” for tables_ _instead of wheels____ _Exercise_________ _Hammer______
_Paper weight______ _Door stopper_____ _High velocity____ blood spatter recreation_
_Weights______ __Murder weapon____ _Nut cracker_______ _a pet “brick”_______
_Many could be used_ _as a stool_______ _Door stop___ _Step stool__Paper weight_
_To lift (for________ _exercise)_______ _Sand something____ _down__________
_Flatten crinkled ____ _paper_Stop car_____ _from rolling down__ _hill________
_Door stop_(keep____ _door open)____Fix_ _table with leg_that___ _is really uneven__
_Murder______Break window to get_ _into locked car_or___ _house___Gloves______
__Rake___Sand bags_ _Paper weight_____Door stop_____ ______________
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Appendix E
FOR 312 Chemistry & Criminalistics
Creative Problem Solving Exercise Applied to Bloodstain Pattern Interpretation
Purpose: This laboratory session is designed to introduce you to the use of problem
solving methods to help clarify the thought processes involved in analyzing complex data
often associated with a crime scene reconstruction. The session will illustrate some of the
creative problem solving tools that can help resolve many of the conflicting issues that
make final determination of a crime scene scenario difficult. I will be facilitating the
session and guiding you through some of the question and answer sessions and idea
generation methods to enhance your group’s ability to organize data and come up with a
better idea of what could have happened.
Ground Rules—Brainstorming
Divergent (Hypothesis Generation)
Defer Judgment
Strive for quantity
Seek unusual ideas
Build on other ideas

Convergent (Hypothesis Evaluation)
Be affirmative
Be deliberate
Check objectives
Improve idea
Consider novelty

Warm-up Exercise
Come up with as many descriptive categories as possible to describe a leaf. Try to come
up with at least 35 ideas within five minutes.
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Crime Scene Evaluation Worksheet
Victim ________________Suspect_____________Agency______________Case
No._________
Possible crime type (homicide, burglary, sexual assault, kidnapping, etc.)_____________
Data
What background information is known?
Are there multiple scenes?
What documentation is available?
Can an activity timeline be constructed?
-Photographs
Relative diagnostic value of evidence?
-Crime scene diagrams
Is additional expertise needed?
-Investigative reports
-Witness statements
-Autopsy reports
Evidence/photo evaluation:
What is it? _____________Where is it?____________When did it
occur?________________
What function did it serve? ________________________________________________
What does it tell us about timing/sequence? ___________________________________
What interrelations does it hold to other items of evidence? _______________________
Initial problem statements: What evidence is present? Where did the activity originate?
Are there indications of more than one suspect? Where did the activity end? In what ways
does the scene evidence correlate with the victim’s injuries?
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
Purpose and desired outcomes of major case briefing?
_________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
Session Plan:
Problem solving stage: _____________________________________________________
Problem statements: _______________________________________________________
Initial tool selection: ______________________________________________________
Resources participants will bring (reports, computer software, evidence prioritization,
linkage charts, etc.) _______________________________________________________
Session date: Time __________________ From _________________to _____________
Location: __________________________ Logistic needs: ________________________
Major case review participants: ______________________________________________
Who will begin session?____________________________________________________
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General Notes:
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Brainwriting Exercise
1. Write question related to segment/evidence piece on top of brainwriting form.
2. Hand each participant, gathered around a table, a pen, a pad of sticky notes and a
brainwriting form.
3. Ask each person to silently reflect on the question and write three theories, one per
note, to stick on the boxes in the top row, that would be explained by the evidence.
4. When the top three ideas are filled in, toss the sheet to the center and grab a new one.
5. Build on previous ideas. Read all the theories on this new sheet and come up with three
more theories. Fill the next row with your ideas.
6. Swap sheets until all the boxes are filled in.
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Bloodstain Pattern Scenario Exercise
You have received a series of crime scene photographs and a crime scene sketch from an
outside agency that has requested your assistance in reconstructing a shooting incident. A
child is reported to have obtained a gun from his mother’s purse which was lying on the
side of the bed in this apartment, shooting himself in the head. The district attorney wants
to know what sequence of events can be reconstructed from the examination of the blood
patterns in the photographs. The mother was in the residence at the time of the shooting.

General view of crime scene:
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Based on these images, assume that the red stains are blood. Determine the possible
events starting with the shooting. Note relative location of activity and nature of the
activity based on bloodstain and other evidence in the crime scene photos. List the events,
determine the relative sequence using a time line and then establish a flow chart of final
sequence once all photos have been examined.
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Appendix F
Student Interviews
Approx. 20 minutes discussing each photo
FOR 312 Chemistry & Criminalistics
Interview with E. S.
September 7, 2016
What are the primary aspects or salient characteristics you noted for each of these blood
spatter events? Photo 21 showed a separation of patterns due to configuration on corner
of wall. Downward angularity, energetic pattern. May be due to cast off of blood from
knife due to large amount of blood spatter. Photo 22 may be a gunshot wound as there is
a large bit of bloody tissue in the center of the pattern.
Showed E. S. photo 16 which illustrates a GSW pattern. Close-up GSW often
accompanied by muzzle debris from the firearm as well as high velocity blood spatter. He
noted that the pattern in photo 22 seemed symmetrical but then on closer inspection, the
stains were a little more elongated (“narrower widths”) than bloodstains on the other side
of the pattern suggesting some directionality. Photo 22 has a large clump of matter
suggesting that someone was in direct contact with the wall. It may have been above a
bed “although a blanket should not look like a rug.” Head was probably close to the floor.
Was there more than one impact (Photo 22)? In a beating, need multiple impacts, the first
to release the blood and subsequent impacts to scatter the blood. The smooth, solid blood
staining next to the big clot suggests steady contact between surface and bleeding head.
How would you duplicate this pattern? Might prepare a sponge and throw it against the
wall at different angles to try to duplicate the angle.
How might one simulate the situation in photo 22? Might want to have a material that
simulates the human head like a watermelon or a coconut. What other property is seen
with the head? Hair. What appearance would bloody hair give against a wall? Voids,
“particulates”. Would a bloody sponge be the best way to simulate the condition?
How would you simulate a gsw type event without a firearm? Throw a bloody object
hard—you could simulate the speed of the bloody mass hitting the wall and not
necessarily the speed of the device that produced the initial bloodletting. Need to simulate
only a portion of the event, i.e. the impacting blood mass.
Photo 21 described as a high velocity in a corner. May be blood from a swinging knife
such as cast-off. Appeared to be more energy in the left hand portion of stain because of
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angularity of stains, the stains on the right-hand side of the pattern appear to have hit
head on. Downward trajectory. Might be a cut throat, arterial spurt.
How would you differentiate between blood from a swinging knife and an arterial spurt?
Pump to produce pressure. Showed E.S. photo 1 or arterial spurt. Pulsation suggesting
continuous rotary type of pulsation. His scenario might require just a single pressurized
event. How would you simulate this? Use of a spray bottle, pump, balloon. Have blood in
a tube under pressure, nick it and release the blood under pressure. The dimensions and
the downward angle suggests a body close to the ground or a cut low to the body such as
lower part of leg. Pattern, void created by gap, configuration of corner. Shadow present
but distance of gap not immediately ascertainable.
What materials would you need to duplicate pattern? Coconut, fake blood, knife. Hand
pump, bulb, balloon, some way to introduce pressure, maybe plastic squeeze bottle.
Meeting with the Three Groups
FOR 312 Chemistry & Criminalistics
Group 1 (high velocity without firearms). What mechanical device can introduce rapid
motion? Perhaps a toy. E.S. got the idea for a spinning device that is rotated and then
spins off a hand-held platform. It can be glued down so that it spins faster and faster.
Mouse trap? Might want to research the velocity of hitting a golf ball or striking a
baseball. Have a finished project that is marketable.
Group 2 (distance vs. size). Let group know that conditions not as bad as they seem, a
simple device such as a rotary motor could accomplish this. How far would blood
droplets must travel? Just need to travel six to eight feet. Need a rotary device, an arm to
absorb the blood and a means of containing the blood so that it goes through an exit port
onto a laid-out sheet of paper.
Group 3 portable device for recording blood volume. Could be of PVC pipe construction
with a grid in inches or other convenient scale that can be laid over a blood pool to
estimate blood volume loss. What device can travel at variable speed? Remote controlled
model sports car. Can have a car that travels at variable speed or a speed at one setting
then introduce a mechanical impediment to the wheels and it travels at another speed.
What speeds are you considering? Something consistent with human movement. When
you go to the gym, the treadmills have a rating of 2 mph for a slow walk, 4 mph to mark
transition between fast walk and run and 6 mph for fast run. What blood volumes need to
be released, e.g. single drops like from a nose bleed or larger volumes? I anticipate a
single drop at a time but I don’t want to impose any unnecessary constraints if you come
up with a method for dispersing variable blood volumes, use it. The more variability in
function of the design the better. You want us to build a model? You will have working
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diagrams and prototypes that you test but ultimately one polished working model.

FOR 312 Chemistry & Criminalistics
Interview with
V.E.
September 12, 2016
Photo 14 what did you see as the primary pattern? Flow pattern that went straight down
the body. If she was raped, there may have a wound and bleeding from the vagina. Can’t
make any inference along those lines based on just this photo. What type of surface was
body on? May be concrete. Look at the blood pool and less intense blood stains from that
pool. Would concrete leave that type of pattern? Maybe a rug. Stain above right knee has
a lack of staining. May be area where legs were together at the knees preventing blood
from flowing into that area. Asked her about the smear area on the lower left leg. Maybe
due to gripping the leg when bloody. I can see indications of a hand mark. There appears
to be two bloodstaining events. The stains on the upper left thigh are from a separate
event. How might the blood flow and smearing be connected? What is the significance of
the pooled blood? She may have been kneeling in that position for a period of time.
Photo 20 shows blood going in an upward direction. How far off the ground is the
pattern? May be about two feet because of the floor in the other part of the photo. There
is a light switch or socket on the wall with the pattern but these can be mid height. What
surface is this pattern on? It’s on a wall. What type of weapon may have produced these
large stains? May have been made with a baseball bat. Stains are definitely going in an
upward direction? What would you do to simulate these stains? Have someone run blood
down their legs and have situation with legs together and another situation where
someone is grabbing them by the leg. Can we simulate the flow pattern without the use of
a body? Can use a manikin or could use something cylindrical. For blood spatter, can
strike something at different heights. For the notebook can be cut out sections of our
reports and past them in the notebook. Yes, but I want it to serve as a means of recording
your ideas for your blood spatter projects.
FOR 312 Chemistry & Criminalistics
Interview with J.M.
September 12, 2016
Photo 29, where is the location of this scene? Appears to be in an office building because
of the file cabinet. Where did the victim receive the majority of blows? There is a blood
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pool near the bottom of the photo. You have two different types of stains between the file
cabinet and the projection on the wall. May be high velocity, may be due to stabbing.
Need to consider blood droplet size and distribution and whether the volume of blood
seen is consistent with a beating or a stabbing. For the structure on the wall, is there a
difference in pattern between the right edge and left edge? The right edge seems to be
more spatter straight on while the left side seems to be more at an angle. Looking at the
angular stains, can we say anything about the number of blows? We can say that there
were more than one, probably three. We can use them to determine sequence? How might
you do sequence? Would sequence be important or number of blows struck? Were all of
the blood spatters done at about the same time? What would you test for when doing a
reconstruction? The victim may have been at different heights when struck. Do you want
us to provide a right answer or just go through the thinking process?
Photo 25 appears to be in dining room / kitchen. There are two types of events, blood
dripping and something being dragged? The broad area at the right bottom of the drag
mark is going from left to right. Can you accurately determine swipe direction? What
would account for the large area of swipe vs. the smaller areas? Person may have been
dragged and we are comparing a limb vs. a body trunk. How would you simulate this?
Manikin, sack. Person may have crawled or person may have been dragged. Is there a
difference in drip pattern from one part of room to another? Would furnishings in room
account for the difference? You have blood drops in the bottom left corner and smear
marks over them, what occurred first? Sometimes there is not enough information to
decide one theory vs. another, sometimes the same pattern can be explained by different
events that can’t be definitively associated with one event vs. another. Look for the
obvious indications of trauma in the photo and the mechanisms that could have produced
it. See what types of experiments can resolve them. We are trying to determine if there
was more than one suspect. What other aspects of the scene should we be trying to
resolve?
FOR 312 Chemistry & Criminalistics
Interview with C.V.
September 14, 2016
Photo 24 what observations have you made so far? Blood pool on the floor in a separate
room. There are blood drips in another room. I don’t know what that thing in the center
is. (A heating vent). What are the main patterns you are seeing? Pool of blood, blood
drops, marks on the floor like shoeprints. There are some marks that look like shoe
prints? What type of shoes? They have these things on the sides that look like work
boots. They are going in the same direction but one is off to the side. There is a
bloodstain by the door where someone may have rubbed against it. How far off the
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ground is this rubbed stain? About a foot, maybe a baby’s height. Is the pool of blood
volume consistent with a baby or someone larger? More consistent with an adult. You
have a pooling of blood near the edge of the. Does this pooling of blood suggest slow
flow or could there be splashing or other activities? What type of surface is the pooled
blood on? Will this influence the nature of the blood pool? You have a serum and red
blood cell separation, what does that tell us about the time interval? The area with the
dripped blood, does this appear different from other areas in the room, such as volume of
blood lost? Would the volume of blood lost suggest blood dripping from a weapon or a
bleeding person? A bleeding person. This person may have been injured in another room
and they tried to get to another part of the house. Would the pool of blood suggest that
the person got back up again? No there is too much blood. Likely their final resting place.
The group of stains are more numerous in one location than the other so he may have
been standing there for a while. Do the small droplets around some of the bigger blood
drops suggest anything? What about an indicator of the height from which the blood had
dropped? What about the splashed blood around the corner of the door, could that be used
to evaluate the height of the blood being dropped? How would you evaluate or get an
estimate of the height? You would need to get the same type of tile like material to drop
blood on. How far the blood satellites are from the main stain may help tell us the drop
height. Is there a way we can establish a scale for the photo? What are the dimensions of
the tile squares? We have a door of a certain width and spanning about three tiles. We
also have the width of the floor heating vent and the squares in the grating.
Photo 15 where did this take place? In a car. Can you tell if it is passenger or driver’s
seat? Look at position of arm rest, window, and the locking mechanism. It’s probably the
passenger seat. What type of stain is this? It is high energy. Does this represent a single
or multiple energetic events? It’s confined to one area, there is no cast off, and it appears
consistent with a single event. The stains along the periphery and on the window, we will
need to account for them. How large are the stains? You have these stains along the edge.
What does this solid color suggest to you? Something with blood on it rubbed up against
the surface. Blood spray or mist due to gunshot type forces can produce a solid mist of
blood that appears solid if the surface is close enough. Is this what we are seeing here?
This decal that looks like a jaguar on the car seat, can this help tell us the make of the
car? Is there anything that might help give us a scale to items in the photograph? How
could you reproduce this stain? It looks like a gunshot but we can’t use guns so maybe
fill a balloon with blood and burst it in that area. What is the shape of the bloodstain? It is
“shrimp shaped.” Can that give us any clue about directionality? What part of the body
likely produced this stain? The head. There does not appear to be a bullet hole or any
gunshot damage unless bullet traveled at an angle and is outside the view of the photo.
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FOR 312 Chemistry & Criminalistics
Interview with A.B.
September 16, 2016
Photo 10 what do you think this represents. Looks like a bullet hole. If you look at the
smaller stains that appear to have dripped of the bat, they are in the 3 to 5 mm range so it
looks like this photo is close to 1: 1. Given that information, what is the size of that
central defect? About 1 ½ inches. On what type of surface? Looks like a wall. How can
you confirm that it is on a wall and not on the floor? The drip pattern. What is the shape
of the hole? It seems to have a somewhat rounded edge, not too sharp or too deep. What
type of instrument could have made that mark? Would a baseball bat can leave that type
of mark? How did the blood get there? Maybe a cast off of some type. Blood forcibly
ejected from an implement like a bat when it comes to a rapid stop is impact spatter. How
could we duplicate this? I don’t want to hit a wall and cause damage. You could simulate
the same type of effect by coming to a rapid deceleration such as hitting an intervening
object that could shield the blow such as a water bottle but still cast-off material from the
bat. Is there one part of the stain that seems to suggest greater energy was used to produce
the pattern? The part in the middle with the long stains. If you look at the stain pattern,
there seems to be three different groupings of stains arranged in roughly a straight line: a
series of dripped stains on the left, an impact in the middle and a series of stains
involving slightly larger volumes of blood that have impacted the surface to the right.
What could cause this differentiation of stains? The blood on the right might be partially
clotted and has slightly different flight characteristics. How would you simulate blood in
different clotting stages? You have blood staining along the inner periphery of portions
of the hole but not in other areas of the periphery of the hole. Is this of any significance?
Based on the pattern especially the center portion with the narrow spines of blood, can
you make any inference as to whether the person was swinging the bat and hitting the
wall was standing to the right or to the left? This may be another variable to research.
What volume of blood would you say was on the bat to give the patterns as large as they
are? Probably a lot.
What can you make of photo 26? I don’t know. What do you see in the center of the
blood pool? Could it be the outline of a body? You have pooled blood and there is
cracking? Could it have been there a long time? When do you think this photo was taken?
From the blood cracks, a couple of hours afterwards. What about the TV set in the
picture? When do you think this photo was taken? Maybe in the 80s. What important
areas do you see? The pooled blood and serum separation, the void areas to the right of
the major void area and the pattern on the wall from impact or a gunshot. Looking at the
center portion, how was the person positioned? On their side. What about the position of
their legs? They were folded up and this blood smear indicates one above the other
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resting on top of each other. The void area to the right, could that have been where the
head was when they started bleeding and then rolled to the final position? I can see the
head, an area for the shoulder and what looks like a shoe mark at the bottom of the photo.
You will have to imagine how they could have been positioned if their body position
changed at some point and would it fit the blood pooling and transfer stained areas? They
could have been on their back and their arm caused the smearing on the upper left by the
foot of the bed as they rolled over. What room of the house is this in? The bedroom.
What type of surface is the blood on? A tile floor but odd pattern. Can the size of the tiles
be used for a size reference? The bloodstain on the wall consists of a broad smear, some
spatter around the periphery and some stains that are projected onto the wall at an angle
and then blood flows down under the force of gravity. What body part was injured? The
head. How would you reconstruct something like this? I don’t know. You might focus on
the body outline, blood pool, and transfer and spatter stain and clotting and time of injury.
FOR 312 Chemistry & Criminalistics
Interview with A.N. on
September 16, 2016
Photo 8, what type of pattern is this? Appears to be a blood smear. What properties of
blood might explain this pattern? What about viscosity? What about capillary effects of
blood adhering to a surface that comes in contact with a pool of blood and is then lifted
up? What body part made this? Appears to be two overlapping hands, I can see what
looks like fingers at the top and the left side looks like the palm of the left hand. How
were the hands positioned? The right hand may have been curled on its side causing a gap
and a more intense flow pattern along the edge. The other pattern appears to be flat on the
surface. What type of surface is this? May be a smooth surface like tile. What direction
was the blood flowing? Looks like wave patterns in the palm indicating an upward flow
pattern. If you look at the palms of your hands, you will notice ridges and folds due to
natural ridges. The blood could have flowed underneath those surfaces to give a wave
like effect. If you look around the fingers, there is dark staining in the middle and weaker
staining along the sides, what could cause this? Could it be pressure effects? If the
periphery is wide or shallow, could that tell us something about the pressure? The more
pressure the wider. What type of force was used to produce these patterns? That is, was
there a steady pressure of the hands in blood or was there a slapping motion? Consider
the difference in pattern between wading in a puddle of mud vs. jumping or stepping hard
creating splashing. How would you simulate a pattern like this? Consider possible ways.
Photo 11 shows a drag pattern. At first, I thought they were being dragged from the
bottom of the picture toward the top but now I think it is from the top to the bottom. The
top bloodstain is bigger, body may have been there longer. The top bloodstain is bigger in
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terms of diameter or amount of blood deposited. Do you see the color transition? You
mean between the main blood area and the serum area? Between the main body of the
drag mark about midway there is a color shift from the dark reddish brown to a truer red.
This may have been a point where the dragging ceased for a period of time, or something
opened up in the body releasing fresh blood. Do you know what these dark areas are?
Larger bloodstains? These are likely areas of blood clots. There was a period before the
body was removed. Large clots formed around the body and became dislodged as the
body was dragged. Is the fact that the drag mark swings from side to side of any
significance? The size of the body and the configuration of the room. In what room did
this take place in? Likely the kitchen. Did the person crawl by themselves? No, there
would be hand marks along the side of the blood trail. How was the person dragged? By
their feet. Consider how you would simulate the dragging motion of a body and duplicate
it. Can you estimate the amount of blood lost and is there an internal scale? The empty
plastic water bottle may be of some help. You have counter heights which may be
standardized.
FOR 312 Chemistry & Criminalistics
Interview with A. R.
On September 19, 2016
Photo 6 I think that is blood dripping into blood. Look at Photo 3, which is actually a case
of blood dripping into blood. Which of the two, Photo 6 vs. photo 3 shows the higher
energy level? Photo 3 has an even distribution of blood drops. The drops are rounded in
photo 3 but what is different about the appearance of the satellite drops between photos 3
and 6? Focus on the edge between photo 3 and 6. Is the color important? The center stain
in photo 3 is redder. In photo 6 the edge is more irregular and the spines are elongated.
They are more elongated in photo 6. Elongated spikes in the satellite blood and along the
edge is reminiscent of stepping into mud vs. just dropping a rock from a small height.
How do we impart more energy to the blood pattern in photo 6 in order to make it appear
more energetic? We can use a pressurized force such as a syringe. We can modify the
height, i.e. blood squeezed out under pressure close to the surface will have more energy
than one squeezed out at some height above the surface where the force of gravity and air
resistance can mitigate some of the initial pressure. Is this on a horizontal or vertical
surface? Probably horizontal. Look at photo 10—this is an example of cessation cast off.
How can you tell if something is on a horizontal or vertical surface? You see run off (as
in photo 10). Do you see any indication of any run off in photo 6? It is therefore likely
that it is on a horizontal surface. Will the type of surface be important? Think in general
terms such as a smooth vs. rough surface. A rough surface may cause some of the stains
to sink in. The type of surface will be important when you do your reconstruction. You
could probably use butcher paper or lab coat, a type of waxed filter paper or a tile square.
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The blood volume will also be important. You can look at 1 ml, 3 ml, 5 ml, etc. and see
how the volume is comparable. Pour it out of a beaker from a height. Do we have to do
the re-enactment? You said we could draw designs. Yes, but for something this simple, it
involves pouring various volumes of blood from a beaker, there is not much design in
that type of set up.
Photo 6 looks like cast off, obviously on the ceiling. What can you say about the number
of events? Look at the blood patterns as individual entities. What is their primary shape?
Think of a simple geometrical shape—a line? How many separate lines can you find?
About six. Can you determine direction of the blood stains from this photo? It’s difficult
because of the pixilation but based on their position on the ceiling, they appear to be
moving down toward the bottom edge of the photo. I would be making a mess trying to
do this reconstruction. We have PVC pipe and connector T’s to construct a cabinet that
can be draped with the white butcher paper to capture stains. You could use the foldedout cardboard from a large box to serve as a witness panel. You might swing the weapon
while lying on your side and the witness panel above you—that would achieve the same
type of general motion. Some of the blood drop spacing differs—this may suggest
different length weapons but it would be something you might want to try out. How
rapidly swing and orientation of weapon are important as well as volume of blood on
weapon. Cessation cast off is when a bloody weapon experiences rapid deceleration as
when it strikes a shelf and blood is flung off. Photo 10 is a good example of that. You see
the hole in the wall where the weapon hit and the areas of bloodstaining throughout but in
a linear patter from the left where blood fell of the weapon due to gravity, the center
around the hole in the wall with elongated spatter stains and the clump of spatter beyond
the center hole, to the right but not terribly diagnostic.
Photo 28 shows impact spatter and a transfer stain. The transfer stain could have been
made by the swiping action of someone’s hair in blood against the wall. The impact
stains look like they are going in the same direction. The larger stains on the left side of
the wall seem to be running straight down. Those in the middle are going at an angle and
those to the far right are going off at even more of an angle so at least two direction shifts
and maybe three or four if you count the vertical stains. Some of the stains are impacting
at about 60° and others at 10 to 20° and in the three slightly different orientations. The
size of the stains suggests different distances of the bloodletting event from the wall. Can
you do sequencing of activities? You have two running blood droplets on the left side of
the transfer stain that have not been disturbed. There was blood letting, sufficient blood to
create a transfer when something was rubbed against the still liquid blood and then
additional blood was superimposed over the transfer stain—all suggesting at least three
separate events, confirmed by the differences in directionality and difference in size of
blood droplets. About how far off the ground is the blood smear? About a foot, it appears
a little above an apparent base board along the wall with the bulk of the bloodstains. I
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don’t know how I would reconstruct something like this. You would have a blood
receptacle off to the side (to the left) like a Styrofoam head filled with a blood substitute
that could be impacted at various times, directions, angles, distances from the wall. Then
experiment with fabric or hair from a wig or manikin to simulate the smearing.
Photo 12 illustrates a blood stain. There is no scale in this photo but it appears to be an
enlargement of a single stain. Roughly what is its length? About 1/ 4 inch. What type of
surface is this? Be aware that this is a magnified image and surface texture may appear
exaggerated. Might be a rug. A rug will have a pile and rough surface and would be
absorbent. Look at the stain edges, they are sharp including these fine satellite blood
streaks below the main body of the stain. What are these circular structures in the middle
of the stain? They are air bubbles. When blood comes in contact with blood it can create
bubbles in the blood stain. How would you duplicate bubbles? Think of common
applications like carbonated drinks. Putting blood in a syringe and shaking it up can
produce bubbles. Shooting blood through a screen can help to atomize it. You would also
need to consider how to duplicate the angle of impact. Different substrates might be
something you would want to test and how to distinguish between different surfaces.
FOR 312 Chemistry & Criminalistics
Interview with S. T.
On September 21, 2016
Photo 1, this looks like someone who was hit with a baseball bat. Do you think that you
would easily get this wave-like pattern if it was cast-off from a swinging baseball bat? A
baseball bat is swung rapidly and this would be difficult to produce, I would expect to see
straight rather than curved cast-off patterns. What about the size of the blood drops? They
look big, it looks like too much blood to be on a baseball bat. How far off the ground do
you think these bloodstains are? About five feet. Look at the size of the blood drops to
help you to get an estimate of height. Look at the corner in the wall and the amount of
offset. You can also see a hint of the ground in the middle of the photo. I can see
spattered blood there. Perhaps it is two feet maybe three feet off the ground. This would
tell us something about how likely it is that someone was struck with a baseball bat.
Could someone have been bleeding and they walked across leaving the stains. Maybe but
what would account for this sinusoidal pattern? Think of something pulsating, think of
pressure variation. What organ in the body could generate that type of action? Think of a
person’s beating heart. There may be a nick in an artery and blood is spurting under
pressure. Could the person have been moving around? The blood pattern apparent just in
this photo is consistent with a person in a single position. Based on similar angularity of
the impact stains, around 20 or 30°, the blood is projected from a distance and landing on
the wall at that angle, consistent throughout the pattern. You also see spatter near the
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ground. The subject is probably not too close to the wall since you need to get the
continuous pattern around the corner and the rest of the surfaces in the photo. How would
you generate this pattern? Could you fill a puppet with blood and swing it at the wall?
You might be able to paint a pattern like that in some fashion but the real mechanism of
arterial spurting is projected blood under variable pressure and your reconstruction model
would not address that. How detailed does the reconstruction need to be, do you need to
assemble apparatus or have a body in the re-enactment? Consider that you are trying to
explain your results to a jury. You believe that it is due to arterial spurting, so how would
you introduce variable pressure that is reproducible to produce this wave like pattern and
not involving a person? What can generate variable pressure? Tire pump? Swimming
pool pump? Rotary lawn sprinkler? Some blood pressure cuffs can be squeezed to higher
pressures with a bulb. You might be able to prick a hole in the cuff and bring it up to
pressure, but would you be able to reproduce this entire sequence of up and down waves?
You would want something reproducible? Do we have to reproduce the pattern in class?
No, you can produce the pattern and do your experimentation outside of class, just have
some demonstration available in your Power Point. You can explain your assumptions in
a little more detail in your written report. Your objective is to get as much understanding
of the causation mechanism as possible and try to duplicate that with some equipment
that illustrates your knowledge of blood properties.
Photo 12 looks like a footprint. You have to bear in mind that you are looking at a
magnified image. What is this round structure? It looks like a bubble. You can get a sense
of the degree of magnification by looking at the rough texture of the background which is
a stucco wall. Is this on a horizontal or vertical surface? Looks horizontal. Look at the
rough texture, this is more consistent with a wall. This is a single bloodstain impacting at
an angle. We can tell direction and we can estimate angle of impact. The bubble tells us
that is expirated blood. Why is it darker at one end? This is where an additional layer of
blood has accumulated producing a darker surface. If you look at other areas of the stain,
there are void areas where some of the blood has flaked off the surface. This will give us
some hint about length of time on the surface and drying time. We can reproduce
direction, and angle of impact and the fact that it is expirated blood. The discoloration of
the rest of the stain suggest some mixing with other types of material such as saliva. So
you would need to investigate properties of blood mixed with saliva.
FOR 497/498 Micro-Course: Bloodstain Pattern Interpretation
Interview with E.V.
September 27, 2016
Photo 22 There is a large mass of blood in the center. The person was close to the wall or
against the wall when shot. This is what a gunshot looks like. It has a limited amount of
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blood compared to what we are seeing here. You may also see some of the smoke or
powder residue against the witness surface. What type of weapon would generate this
much blood? Maybe a beating. What type of weapon? Maybe a baseball bat. How far off
the ground is the large volume of impacted blood in the center of the pattern? Maybe a
foot. Don’t know if the scale is in metric. It may be about 10 inches. What body surface
is being struck? Maybe the head. What position is the head? May have been low with
shoulders accounting for smeared stain. Does the stain indicate a single or multiple
event? The angularity of the stains on the left and the rounded stains on the right probably
more than one event and the large blood spot in the middle. What would cause the large
blood spot? Could the blood spot be due to clotting? If clotted what would that tell you?
It could tell you something about the time interval over which the incident occurred. You
have a large stain on the rug just under the pattern, could that help you isolate where the
head may have been? The person may have been kneeling or moving from one position
to another. Do you think a baseball bat to the head with the head in this low position and
the upward spread of bloodstains be easily done with a baseball bat? It may have been
something short handled such as a hammer. You have a large amount of blood, it
suggests something larger. What about a shoe? Could this represent kicking and
stomping? What type of shoe? Probably a boot, maybe something with a steel toe. That
would allow someone to continue to swing to the side getting the blood on the left side of
the pattern. You may have a combination of kicking and stomping causing squeezing of
blood out of a wound. This may be a little harder to demonstrate with a blood-filled
Styrofoam head. How could I build an apparatus that would duplicate this? You could
create something that would demonstrate certain aspects such as a drop and release
mechanism that could drop a weighted shoe from a height and a pendulum device that
would simulate a directional impact similar to the shoe. You would need some way to
simulate clotted vs free flowing blood. How extensive would the simulation have to be?
Would it involve other people? You are trying to demonstrate basic principles of the main
events that caused the pattern in a courtroom hopefully with simple apparatus that
reproduces a pattern. Document your observations and findings in a Power Point and
short paper. You don’t have to demonstrate it in class. There are more expensive heads
available for blood spatter work that might be more suitable than Styrofoam.
Photo 9 looks like some stains from a stabbing. Do you think a knife could carry that
much blood? It might be from a larger instrument. Does most cast-off come off a weapon
from the upward swing or does any come off in the forward swing too? You can have
cessation cast off when the weapon strikes a hard surface and comes to an immediate
stop. But most cast off is during the more rapid portions of the swing when the weapon is
nearly vertical above the head and centrifugal motion causes the blood to fly off toward
the ceiling with 90° impact stains. You can tell directionality and you can tell the number
of swings. The distance between the bat and the ceiling would not have much of an
influence on the pattern. You cannot make many inferences regarding the height of the
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suspect and the length of the bat based on the likely height of the ceiling—you are
assuming too much from this one photo. If you think these stains could have resulted
from a knife then you can do some experiments with that. There may have been blows to
the head and stab wounds in the chest. If you think those are possible you can create
scenarios and prompts that can test those possibilities.
FOR 312 Chemistry & Criminalistics
Interview with A.M. on
September 23, 2016
Photo 17 looks like someone was in a fight, they were in close proximity. You have
spatter that has little smearing, is that consistent with someone in a fight? It could be
from a gunshot wound. They shot someone close up. Look at the size of the stains. They
are small. They appear to be direct impact rather than angular. You have a heavy
concentration around their pointing finger and some on the side and some on the forward
part of the thumb. The pattern ends abruptly at the wrist. Is it possible that the person
could have shot himself? I didn’t think of that—that could explain the lack of disturbance
of the blood spatter. If you look between the thumb and the index finger, you can see a
void area. They may have been holding something. The heavy blood spatter on the tips of
the fingers puzzles me, you may have to consider several different hand positions in order
to replicate the spatter. The smear on the index finger tip may have been a result of the
gun falling from his grasp. Could the smeared blood, which looks like it might be a flow
pattern on the bottom of the hand, could that have resulted from coming in contact with a
pool of blood? What if the person shot himself and the gun just fell from the outstretched
arm at his side as he slumped over? The salient features you will need to address to the
jury in your reconstruction—your belief that it could be self-inflicted is explaining the
spatters on the hand and how they could be consistent with holding a gun in various
positions consistent with suicide. Bear in mind that the other hand may have used to help
position the shooting hand so these things need to be considered. The other factor is
distance from point on the body where the shot entered, it must be close enough to be
possible for a self-inflicted wound. You have spatter and apparent fine mist, how would
you duplicate this? I tried a balloon filled with fake blood but it didn’t work well, the fake
blood all settled on the bottom and the balloon did not burst with much force. You might
be able to use a spray bottle and squirt it through a fine cloth to simulate the smaller
stains. You could use a squirt gun to simulate a gun. You will probably have to use a real
hand to test the full range of motion and how it effects blood spatter pattern from
different distances with the gun held in different positions.
Photo 13 looks like expirated blood based on the bubbles. This was one of your photos in
the pre-test. Don’t know what type of surface this is, the photo is really magnified. Is the
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surface on which the blood is resting horizontal or vertical? It appears vertical as blood is
running down from a break in the patter. The expirated blood has a line of clotted blood
that is holding the rest of the blood back except for this break point where the blood is
flowing down. Don’t know what is causing this line at the bottom and what caused the
break in the blood “dam.” The straight flow pattern may be from a ridge between two
bricks or cinder board. What are some of the things you will be testing in your
simulation? Surface material. There may be a regular wall or the cinder blocks that you
see in some basements. I could do some of the building materials on brick buildings or
the concrete on the side of the side walk curb. To simulate expirated blood you could use
a syringe and shake up the blood vigorously to introduce bubbles. You can then somehow
direct it onto different surfaces. Different surfaces and their effect on the viscosity,
surface tension and other aspects of the blood should be tested. What type of enlargement
do you think we might be dealing with? The impact stains indicate a direction overall
from left to right. Their small size suggests an impact. Larger stains under flow of gravity
will be larger. A blood stain falling only under force of gravity would produce a stain of
around 5 or 6 mm. If we could correlate that diameter with the blood flow from the
expirated blood then it would suggest that this photo is about a three times enlargement.
This smaller pattern may be easier to reproduce on different surfaces. The major points
for testing would be surface effects and expirated blood as theorized by the presence of
bubbles. Based on the surface you might be able to determine what caused that line of
dried blood and the break in the line.
FOR 312 Chemistry & Criminalistics
Interview with H. A.
October 3, 2016
Photo 2 appears to be a couple of blood spots from a cut like a bleeding finger. What type
of surface have the blood drops fallen on? It looks like a rug. Why do you say it’s a rug?
It has that spread out appearance like blood falling on a rug. What are the size of the
blood drops? About 2 mm. If you look at this image, the stains appear roughly life size
and a little less than two cm in diameter. Is there anything unusual about the stains? They
appear to be close together as if someone was standing in one location. What else about
the appearance of the individual stain? It is deep red near the center. You are correct, the
stains are a uniform red and they are diffuse at the edge, what would cause that? Well if
they fell from a height. Yes, you don’t see much spatter and the stains are uniform in
appearance (color) and contour edge is smooth. Size might be due to height from which
blood was dropped, these may be close to the surface. True but what could cause stains to
diffuse? What is it about the surface? You may have something absorbent like filter
paper. I don’t see enough surface detail in the photo to suggest a carpet. It may be
something absorbent like thick filter paper. It could also be a surface that is wet. What
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about a wet T-shirt? That type of fabric could explain the featureless background white
color as well as filter paper. Is the amount of blood you see consistent with blood
dripping off a weapon or from a bleeding cut? There is too much blood to be from a
weapon. I would test blood falling from different heights. You could use a pipette to
disperse individual drops, just stay near the same location to get overlapping blood drops
as you see in this pattern. You might want to try different surfaces that have varying
degrees of absorbency. You might also want to drop blood on a wet surface and drop
blood on a dry surface, allow the blood to partially dry and then subject it to moisture to
see if there are any differences in the pattern. You may want to drop it from different
heights to see what effect height would have on the breakup and secondary spatter of the
stain on wet surfaces.
Photo 16 looks like high velocity like a gunshot. There is spatter. There is also a flow
pattern flowing off the face straight down. She probably didn’t move around much. This
is fairly clearly a high velocity, a.k.a. gunshot wound probably to the head. You can see
the solid misting of areas of blood nearby and the gray smoke-like material at 10:00
o’clock is the debris from the barrel of a gun after firing. Blood is radiating outward from
a central area. How would I simulate something like that? Perhaps something high
pressure. Could I use a balloon filled with blood? A balloon filled with blood—the blood
would tend to settle to the bottom and the balloon would burst at the top, you really can’t
get good directionality from something like that. A pressurized device through a narrow
opening or a fine screen might work. I have a friend who works at Home Depot and he
can loan me a stud gun. You can get a Styrofoam head a pressurize blood with a syringe
through a small opening. You would also want to simulate the flow patterns around the
face and you would need to investigate the effects of fabrics and positional blood flow in
simulating blood on victims clothing on her left collar and right center part of shirt. It
looks like the body is propped upward off the ground. Why do you think that is
important? It may affect the blood flow to other parts of the body. Not sure if there is
blood under the hair, photo too dark. So, you could simulate this with mannequin head,
some cloth material to simulate blood flow pattern and some pressurized device shooting
blood from interior of head outward to a poster board panel.
FOR 497/598 Micro Course—Bloodstain Pattern Interpretation
Interview with K. A.
On October 3, 2016
I think I know that photo 24 represents pooled blood and pattern impressions but I was
not sure about photo 21. What do you see in photo 24? There is pooled blood in the other
room. There may be two injured people. There appears to be dripped blood from a
weapon and footwear impressions. Do you think the amount of blood that you are seeing
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is consistent with blood dripping from a weapon? It’s probably from somebody who is
wounded and wandering from room to room. You do have those small smeared stains on
the edge of the door frame although they are somewhat close to the ground. You have
pooled blood in the upper corner of the photo in the room next door and there may be a
body out of view of the photo. Can you tell anything about the direction of walking? It
looks like they are walking toward the room (with the blood pool) because the curvature
of the shoe is becoming narrower. That may be true but look at the amount of blood on
the shoes, in out experiments today, this would represent a substantial amount of walking
if they had that little blood on their shoe and there is this much-dripped blood on the
floor. The Vibram sole pattern looks like it might be from a work boot—it may be from
an emergency responder such as EMT, fire, etc. What might be more helpful is to try to
determine the sequence—did the footwear impression come after the dripped blood and
the person walked on the blood drops or were the footwear patterns there first and then
blood dripped on top of the pattern? You may want to experiment with the sequence to
see if you can differentiate between these two possibilities. You also have small satellite
droplets or secondary patterns due to blood dripping into blood. You may want to verify
that blood falling on a tile surface that replicate that small drop pattern. Footwear
impressions in blood, the sequence of blood drops and footwear impressions, direction of
travel of the footwear impressions, amount of blood lost as one walks on a surface, the
effect of blood dropping on smooth tile and the generation of secondary drops and the
behavior of large volumes of pooled blood may be things you may want to investigate.
Beyond that, this pattern does not reveal much that would be of critical importance and
we would have to ask ourselves, does it have any information that we truly wish to
investigate and how would it help the case?
Photo 21 may be high velocity such as gunshot or a beating. Look at the size of the
bloodstain pattern overall and the size of the drops. You may also have a combination of
fresh and clotted blood. I find the narrow focus of the blood spray interesting. What type
of surface is this on? It looks like the stain (on the left) is on the side of door. If this
represents the side of a door, what does the structure just to the left represent? It looks
like the bottom edge of a door. If this blood is from a battering, what would explain the
low height of the stain? Maybe an arterial spurt of some kind. The stain pattern on the left
is angular and the stain pattern on the right is more of a perpendicular, 90-degree impact.
It has an odd, elongated, U-shaped pattern. You have a void pattern that is determined by
the door jamb and the overhang related to the wall. There is a baseboard between the rug
and the pattern on the right so they are low to the ground. You will need some means of
projecting a small volume of blood along the edge of a surface to re-create the void
pattern. We have poster board available for that type of model making. A syringe
pumping blood through s small orifice may be able to simulate this pattern.
FOR 497/598 Micro Course—Bloodstain Pattern Interpretation
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Interview with N. A.
On October 4, 2016
Photo 18 looks like a gunshot wound. The person’s head position is indicated by the
smeared stain in the center of the pattern. Do you think this is really form a gunshot
wound? Look at the amount of blood and the size of the stains? Photo 16 shows an actual
gunshot wound and as you can see, the amount of blood and the size of the stains are
considerably different. How many distinct traumatic events are represented in this
pattern? I can’t say. This photo is part of a series of photos from reconstruction three I
gave as a homework assignment. You can tell that there is blood on the edge of the door,
so the door was open at one point. What is the overall direction of the pattern? It’s to the
left and down. You have some stains that are large going to the left and down and you
have some smaller stains going to the left and down at a slightly steeper downward angle.
It may be that these smaller stains were delivered from another blow possibly at different
distance or force. Are the stains above the pattern due to cast-off? Difficult to say because
there are so few of them and they do not appear to be in a linear pattern. If we assume
that the red smear just above the center of the stain is due to bloody hair resting against
the side of the wall and based on the other features such as the chair and position of the
door knob, is it reasonable to assume that the victim was sitting down at this time when
struck? There may have been other blood shedding events leading to the hair being
bloodied that may have occurred elsewhere but additional blows appeared to have been
delivered when the victim was by the wall and close to the door. There are some small
blood spots on the back of the chair and some wrapping on the seat so it is not likely that
the victim was sitting there when struck. You also have smeared stains on the right arm
rest. The blood trail dripping directly down, might this also indicate her position? That is
correct. How would you try to simulate a pattern like this? I guess by filling something
with blood and striking it in that direction. You could use a Styrofoam head filled with a
plastic bag of blood. My mother works in a saloon and we have Styrofoam heads lying
around. Can you get a wig as well? It doesn’t have to be human hair; synthetic fabric
would work just as well. You could experiment by hitting a manikin with blood filled
head next to wall and varying distances from the wall to simulate the bloodstain size and
distribution and direction of the stains. You can produce more than one blow at different
distances of the manikin form the wall to simulate the different size blood drops. A
Styrofoam head can be attached to some old clothing stuffed with newspapers. You could
use fake blood from the lab or something that you produced. You might experiment with
different weapons. From the amount of blood spattered you might try a two by four or a
baseball bat.
Photo 20 looks like blood from a stabbing. If it is from a stabbing, what can you say
about the wound location on the body? In terms of damage to the circulatory system,
what are we looking at? An artery—could it be arterial spurt? We have large volumes of
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blood that appear to have been projected onto the wall and then run down under the
influence of gravity. Can you estimate the position of the injured person based on this
pattern? Is this plate part of a light switch? It might be a dimmer switch placed at roughly
the same height as one might expect to find a light switch? Victim was probably standing
up? Where was victim positioned relative to edge of door? Probably right next to it,
slightly in front of the pattern? The pattern starts at the top and moves down. Does that
reflect a change in pressure? You also have large drops that seem to be paired up. How
would you simulate this type of pattern? Maybe something with pressure like a balloon.
You would want to duplicate the pressure and you would want to duplicate the large
volume of projected blood. A squirt gun of fake blood through tigon tubing. You would
need to have something with variable pressure like a circulating pump.
FOR 312 Chemistry & Criminalistics
Interview with H.S.
October 5, 2016
Photo 5 where is this location, i.e. is it inside a residence? It looks like the base of a
staircase. It looks like a public access location. I recognize the rubber guards on the
footsteps, it’s like the stairs in the public access in my dorm. These are the handrails.
What type of stain pattern? At first, I thought it might be gunshot but the blood drops are
too big so I think it is medium velocity. Can you guess what type of weapon? I think
maybe something like a baseball bat. Could the pattern be consistent with something
falling down the stairs? I don’t think so, you have that big blood pool. Do you think there
were two bloodletting events or one? I think there were two—you have the pattern with
the small stains and then you have the larger stains (with directionality to the edge (by the
stairs). What would influence the size of the stains? The surface. What else? How about
distance between the bloodletting event and the surface? What other aspects of the
pattern do you see? There is a space between the big stain on the right and the smaller
stains on the left and a gap above the stains beneath the hand rail. The stains are down
low, what would account for that? Person may have been kneeling. What part of the body
do you think may have been injured? The head, maybe the torso. You have a couple of
events such as the pooled blood in the corner and the drag marks. What would account
for the narrow drag marks? Maybe something small that is bloodstained being dragged
underneath the body. You have some bloodstained items on the left corner of the photo.
Not much blood on the stair that is visible—probably did not fall down the stair case. The
floor appears to be concrete, probably a public access way or perhaps a basement if inside
a home. There appear to be large drops of blood on the floor. They may be due to arterial
bleeding. Photo 1 is an example of arterial bleeding you have large volumes of blood
projected and here you have a sinusoidal wave due to pressure variations. The blood on
the wall, how can you tell how recent it is? Could it be the color because older blood
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becomes brown? Yes, the blood is bright red so probably fresh. The large blood pool is
hard to say because it is so large and thick. Could a head wound produce that much
bleeding? Here in photo 26 is example of bleeding from a head wound—it can be quite
voluminous. How would you simulate something like this? Not sure. You might use a
manikin head or a sponge soaked in blood. You want to simulate these two types of
patterns on the wall. You also want to re-create the void area so you may want to change
positions. I would like to try to vary the amount of force. That might be an interesting
experiment but in a beating, people tend to use their maximum amount of force to
produce an injury. You might want to position the blood source at different angles or
distances from the wall to simulate the two different sizes of blood drops rather than
using varying degrees of force.
Photo 4 at first, I thought it might be high velocity—the stains are small and round and
have close to a 90 degree impact and they are on the inside of the shoe. Are you sure they
are on the inside? It could be a right shoe we’re looking at in which case this would be
the outer edge. What mechanism could produce stains like this? Not sure. It could be
blood dripping into blood? What type of variables would you want to test? Maybe the
blood volume. The blood volume would have some influence but once you reached that
threshold amount to produce these secondary spatters, the size would not have too much
influence. You might want to consider the height from which the blood drips into the
blood pool. Maybe how close the shoe is to the blood pool? Yes, that would be relevant
and you can see that the blood drips only reach a certain height on the shoe. Would you
want to use a blood substitute or real blood for this reconstruction? Real blood, it would
have the surface properties. It should not be too difficult to simulate once you know the
mechanism. I’ve taken a forensic class in high school and we did a reconstruction and
experiments with blood. We tested the diameter of blood falling from a height and the
angle of impact and another experiment that I don’t remember.
FOR 497/598 Micro Course—Bloodstain Pattern Interpretation
Interview with H.M.
October 6, 2016
Photo 5 might be from someone being shot. If you look at photo 16, it is an example of a
gunshot wound. Where is this scene located? It may be in a basement. You have a
stairway, and you have a concrete floor so it may be a public access location. There is a
blood pool and looks like drag marks. I’m not sure if this white material at the base of the
stairs is glass. It appears to be white powder or if it is glass it is very finely divided. From
the looks of the location, it appears to be used for illegal activity. The red item in the
corner is a dildo. The other package with bloodstains may be a drug package but it is very
large. There appears to be a lot of activity. How many bloodletting events do you think
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occurred? Might be two or three—you have large and small stains. You also have these
angular stains on the left side. What about these apparent void areas? Could this indicate
relative positions of people? What would be the position of the person? They could be
sitting up. They could also be in a kneeling position. Where would that place the striking
person in relation to the stairs? Do you think these bloodstains could be due to falling
down the stairs? No there is too much blood. Could a stabbing result in this blood
pattern? Possibly. Where on the body do you think the person may have been injured? In
blood spatter incidents like this, is it common for a person to be struck in the head? The
head is accessible and the musculature and skin is thinner and blood vessels are closer to
the surface. Photo 26 is an example of the volume of blood that can flow from a head
wound. How would you reconstruct something like this? Maybe use a brush with blood
on the end? You want to simulate a pattern that has some dynamics like what you are
trying to demonstrate. You are attempting to put together a simple demonstration that can
be understand by a jury. The physical dynamics should be like what you are trying to
demonstrate and the waving motion of the bristles would not be similar to what is
occurring from an impact although the pattern may superficially look the same. What
variables would you look at? The wall? The surface would be important but you would
also want to look at the distance between the bloodletting event and the wall and the
direction of impact and maybe the force of the blow. How would I present this? You will
do a Power Point that illustrates how you went about doing your simulation. You will
have a written explanation of your observations like we are going over today and how
that lead to your putting together the simulation you chose to perform.
Photo 29 where do you think this incident occurred? It looks like an office. It may be but
more likely a basement. Look at the items being stored in the corner. This device is
probably a heater, if it has a pilot light, some building codes require that the heater be
elevated about a foot off the ground. Where was the person positioned when struck? You
have pooled blood on the rug in front so he was in contact with that part for at least a
period of time. What can you say about the angularity of the bloodstains? If you look at
the corner, you have some bloodstains impacting on one face and other bloodstains
continuing onto the other face which suggests a position at the junction or corner of the
two surfaces. If you look at the base, you have bloodstains traveling nearly horizontally
across at the bottom of the heater and higher up they are more angular—this may suggest
the victim in different positions when struck. The blood on the file cabinet is straighter on
so he may have been a slightly different position there. Blood on the file cabinet looks
different, I don’t know where that could have come from and the blood is running. This
blood seems to have larger projected blood and may be clotted after beating has
continued for a while after one or two minutes. When you have these large volumes, it
would not be unusual for the blood to drain down. What would you want to duplicate in
this experiment? You will probably want to reconstruct the corners with poster board. It
does not have to be the same dimensions but should be in relative proportions. You may
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want to strike an object or a sponge at different heights to duplicate the upward and
horizontal blood spatter. With the angular blood at the top, the head was probably struck
at an upward angle, maybe at the base of the skull. More horizontal blood travel, he was
probably closer to the ground.
FOR 312 Chemistry & Criminalistics
Interview with J. C.
October 7, 2016
Photo 18 looks like medium impact from a stabbing or a blunt instrument. I don’t think
the chair was involved—I don’t think she was sitting in it. I see this blood smear on the
wall and I’m thinking that her head was there when she was struck. Am I right about this?
In photo 16 we have an example of a gunshot wound. Yea—I didn’t see that misting.
How many bloodletting events do you think there were? Probably more than one.
Anything about the bloodstain pattern that might clue you in to the number of impacts?
What about the size of some of the blood stains? You have those small stains up toward
the top, could they be due to cast-off? Possibly. We have some along the periphery with
good directionality and we have these much smaller stains. Maybe there were different
degrees of force. It may also be due to the extent to which the wound was opened up.
What part of the body do you think she was struck at? Probably the head. Maybe, the side
of her face was next to the wall and she was struck from the back with blood going
toward the front. The blood swipe may be due to blood on the hair, it’s possible that she
received injuries at some other location and she was already bloody when further struck
at this location. I see some other swipes, so she was probably moving around next to the
wall. If you look at the base board and blood on the floor you see where the blood drops
are heavy and where they are lighter. So that area might be a void? Could be and if you
look at the wall, the area to the right and just below the major stain has fewer blood drops
so maybe she was close to the wall but not touching against it so that some blood could
still flow. This big stain heading downward may be a fresher stain than some of these
smaller ones [appearing when there was less of a wound opened]. So, we’re agreed that
this is medium impact, probably a blunt weapon? How would you go about simulating
this type of pattern? I might use some type of container for the blood, something that has
some structural integrity so that it would not just explode like a balloon when hit. Maybe
a piece of fruit or something like a watermelon that could be propped up in that position
and hit at an angle. A watermelon may not have the same structural integrity. That’s right
you have bone in the skull—would need some type of containment. You could try a
Styrofoam head that has been carved out to hold a container of blood in a plastic bag. I’m
not sure where I would find that. You could look at arts and crafts stores like Michaels or
saloons or order them from Amazon and we have a couple in the lab. Halloween is
coming up and a few stores that specialize in costumes may have material that might be
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suitable for blood simulating or have head substitutes. You could still try a watermelon or
some type of fruit and see how well it fits the pattern but when you demonstrate
something in front of a jury, it needs to have some basis to what is happening with a head
filled with blood. You could attach a Styrofoam head to a manikin assembled from
clothes and filled with newspaper to provide some type of support and observe some of
the void areas. I will give you some other photos related to this case but just describe the
events depicted in this image.
Photo 23 I see a naked woman with some stab marks by the breast. There is some blood
that is close to the body but some areas where there is no blood flow, can’t explain that.
There is a cable in the blood that might be causing the void in some areas. The voids may
be just due to clotting of the blood creating void areas. Oh yea, I didn’t think of that.
There are stab wounds on the breast with blood flowing down—I think she might have
been stabbed on the bed. What about the small blood stains on the back? They seem to be
rounded and some seem to be angular, they might be from the blood coming off the
weapon. There are also some blood stains on the hands near her head. Was she injured on
the head? I can’t tell. This one stain looks like it is dripping down so the hands were in
that position. But what about the large smeared stain on the side of the mattress? Could it
be from a stabbing? If you look at photo 26 you can see the blood pattern from the other
victim the blood smear is similar pattern. It may be due to beating with some of the
splashing of blood falling on the back and legs and arms. Can you tell when she was
stabbed based on the amount of blood dripping from the wound? I don’t think so, I
suspect that all of these stab wounds occurred close to the same time. How would you
recreate a pattern like this? You might try to gather clothing and have a container with
blood and stab it through the material to simulate the blood flow. I would not worry much
about the pooled blood at this point. You might have a Styrofoam head and batter it over
a surface to try to simulate the blood distribution you are seeing on the back. Prepare a
Power Point for a group presentation of your set-up and experiments and a written
explanation of what you saw, like our discussion to hand in to me.
CHE 672 Forensic Molecular Biology (extra credit assignment)
Interview with J.S.
October 13, 2016
Photo 4 looks like blood was projected onto the inner edge of the shoe from a beating—
suspect may have been straddling the victim. I think it is a right shoe, inside (facing
sagittal plane of body). Are you sure? It looks like a left shoe in which case this would be
the outside. Would that change your version of what happened? What makes you think
this blood pattern is from a beating? How would you describe the blood spots? They are
circular, don’t have much angularity and they are spread out, this looks like high velocity.
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The blood spots are circular because of perpendicular impact on the side of the shoe.
These are small but they are low velocity. What could cause that? Take a look of photo 3,
what does that remind you of? It looks like blood dripping into blood. You will note how
they have similar rounded blood stains maybe a little bit larger but spaced further apart
like in photo 4. In contrast, the high velocity gunshot in photo 16 shows areas that appear
to be continuous spots of blood due to the high density misting of the blood. The patterns
on the shoe are likely due to blood dripping into blood from a nearby source that got onto
the side of the shoe. Could this be blood dripping off a weapon held to the side? A
weapon would not retain a lot of blood so it would not be continually dripping. Could it
be due to blood dripping from a wound from an arm hung nearby? It may be but we can’t
tell the source from the photo, only that it is dripping. The two photos 4 and 16 are from
different cases, they are not related to each other. What variables would you consider
when doing a reconstruction? The surface. You mean the surface texture of the surface
the blood is dripping onto? Yes. You also have this distribution—note that the blood
drops reach only to a certain height on the shoe. This could represent different energy
levels due to blood dropping from different heights. The blood may have reached
terminal velocity. That’s true but terminal velocity is reached at about four feet or so and
it seems likely that it would be lower at a scene. But the height of the dripped blood may
influence the relative energy level and the height to which the blood will splash as well as
distance of the shoe away from the source. Can I use a dropper to drop the blood or do I
need to control for the volume of the drop? The volume of a drop dripping into a pool of
blood will not be affected much by the volume of an individual drop. Do I have to use a
shoe or can I splash something against a piece of paper? A piece of paper will work fine.
When doing your reconstruction, you want to work in such a fashion that you can
validate the pattern. You may have a prosecution witness in opposition who says the
blood pattern is from a beating as you thought previously. You need to devise a
demonstration with simple, portable materials for jury display that will illustrate your
opinion that this pattern is due to dripping blood and not medium impact from a beating.
You will give a Power Point that lists your starting materials, illustrates your set-up and
your results. You will then give me a page write up of your observations as we discussed,
what the main points to illustrate are and how you translate those principles into a
demonstration.
Photo 16 looks like high velocity. Yes, this is a gunshot wound. You have some rounded
marks up at the top, are these due to cast-off. Photo 9 is cast-off, you will notice that they
form a linear pattern. You’re right, these are not cast-off. Bear in mind that the small
stains are not going to travel as far as the larger stains so the large stains will be out near
the periphery. The gray stain is due to the muzzle discharge from the gun. Does that mean
that the gun was held to the side and near the wall when fired? Not necessarily—if you
have a large caliber handgun such as a .357 Magnum or a .44 Magnum, even if the gun is
fired into the front of the head, the bullet will often pass through the head and the smoke
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and debris from the discharge in the barrel will go completely through the wound path
and appear on a nearby surface. You would want to simulate the gunshot wound and the
flow pattern on the face. Can I use a manikin’s head, would I have to scoop it out? Would
I need a sack of blood like in a zip lock bag? Yes, you can use a Styrofoam head, but
these are solid so you would have to hollow them out. Do you have access to guns and a
range? I’ll have to talk to my dad since he is the gun expert. We have rifles and shotguns.
A .22 rifle would work. You could try a Styrofoam head, just something that can contain
the blood and have some outer integrity. I think a hollowed coconut might also work.
Could I use a watermelon? Could I try a hollowed-out watermelon filled with blood? You
could try those but they need to simulate the actual pattern you’re seeing and be based on
the main aspects of what you are observing: high velocity impact and flowing blood
pattern. I think I would do the high velocity and the blood flow as separate experiments.
You could do that. The blood flow is flowing down over some facial contours, if those
are duplicated, that should work fine. Fake blood is no problem, it is cheap and easy to
make. I was once responsible for setting up a Halloween fright night at the basement of
one of the dorms. For the blood flow, I would like to have some pressure like a tubing
with a supply of blood and a squeeze bulb to pump it through a hollowed-out part of the
head. That would work. The blood from the nose may be expirated, but it would not have
much influence on the blood flow which is mainly a function of the contour of the surface
it flows down and highlights the fact that the head position was not changed. You again
must devise a reconstruction to counter a defense argument that the pattern may be due to
a blunt force trauma and the shooting occurred elsewhere and the body was later moved
into position. Would I have to explain these small stains on the victim’s right shoulder?
No, this is part of a scene where the husband and wife were shot in their business, there
was a lot of other activity going on.
CHE 672 Forensic Molecular Biology (extra credit assignment)
Interview with E.V. on
October 17, 2016
Why did you pick these photos? I picked them because I know what they are—a void and
blood dripping into blood. Let’s look at photo 30. What do you think this is a void pattern
of? I see the handle and the two claws—it looks like a crescent wrench although the head
is bigger than any crescent wrench I have seen, so I’m not sure. There is not scale so
can’t be sure. You mentioned no scale—what type of energy level was used to produce
these stains? Maybe medium impact of low. The size of the larger stains are about 5 to 6
mm in this photo, typical of low impact—I suspect that this photo is close to life size. Do
you think the crescent wrench was close to the surface or elevated a bit when the blood
spray passed over it? I think it was in direct contact—otherwise I would expect to see
more blood drops inside the void area. An elevation above the surface may influence the
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appearance of the size of the tool—this is something we may want to check. There are a
few tiny blood drops inside the void near the two claw tips but otherwise the drops are
not in the void area. You don’t have any running of the blood drops along the edge due to
capillary action that you might expect to see if the object was on the surface and directly
in contact with blood, but we may want to see if we can test that. What do you notice
about the distribution of the pattern? It appears to come from above—I’m assuming that
the object is on the ground. There is not much directionality. It is true that the blood has
impacted for the most part straight down but there are a few small stains that show
elliptical directionality about 20 to 30-degree range. Also, there appears to be three types
of stains—the larger, gravity based stains, smaller intermediate size stains and very small
round stains. It almost appears as if there were three events with each event depositing
stains of a different size. If you look within the pattern, all stains regardless of size are
evenly distributed. Do you see something else that is unusual such as the color? What
could cause that? It may be fake blood. How would you simulate three different stain
sizes? Might be due to different forces or distances. If you look at the Budge case, they
scattered stains by ejecting blood through a screen so using a screen or netting of
different mesh might simulate this type of pattern. How would you relate this to a
physiological response or injury or blood projection phenomenon in real life? How would
you simulate this? I might try a tool of similar shape, use some type of sprayer. I would
want to stand over the tool and maybe be off to one side—that might account for the little
bit of angularity. My little brother had a spray device for blood when he dressed in a
Halloween character known as The Screamer, but the device broke and blood tended to
drool out.
Photo 3 appears to be blood dripping into blood. Can you estimate the volume of blood?
In other words, does the large stain in the middle represent 1 or 3 or 5 ml of blood? If
blood is dropped from a large height it reaches a terminal velocity. Does that mean that
the blood will only travel so far out toward the periphery? It does reach a terminal
velocity for dripping blood but the splash pattern will depend on the volume of blood the
drop is falling into, to an extent on the blood volume, the height or energy by which the
blood falls and to a large extent on the nature of the substrate the blood drips on. What
type of surface do you think this blood has dripped onto? That is, an absorbent or nonabsorbent surface? I don’t think it is absorbent. That is true. If you look at the small
drops, they are nice and round with sharp edges. This may be a white tile or similar type
of material. What type of variables would you like to look at when attempting to
duplicate this pattern? I would like to look at the viscosity or thickness of the blood? You
mean the hematocrit or red blood cell count? If you were preparing fake blood, how
would you treat it to more accurately simulate this blood? I would make it thinner. You
might also want to introduce different energy levels, i.e., drop the blood from varying
heights. I would like to dry different tiles like glazed tiles. You mean like the reverse side
of a tile? Well, there are glazed tiles, and graphite tiles—a wide variety. You might want
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to try different blood volumes. What do you mean? Different amounts of liquid the blood
is dripping into. You might have a situation in which the blood drops at drop after drop,
forming a larger puddle causing splashing or you may have a volume of two or three ml
projected onto the surface at one time and then blood drips on it. In the case of projected
blood, I would expect to see elongated spines and not separate, rounded drops.
CHE 672 Forensic Molecular Biology (extra credit assignment)
Interview with K. N. on
October 18, 2016
Why did you pick photos 18 and 19? They seemed to go together—you have medium
impact stains in photo 18 and it looks like the base of the brass lamp was used as a
bludgeon in photo 19. I can see where the victim’s head was placed. Let’s look at the
lamp. It was used as a bludgeon. What is causing this smearing along the base? Fibers? If
someone is struck in the head, it is likely that the hair will be bloodied and leave an
imprint on the base of the lamp. If you look at photo 18 you see medium impact. Here are
other photos to accompany this one. I thought this looked familiar. It looks like she was
sitting down. I can see from the first photo in the reconstruction paper what looks like
blood on the seat. You’re right, it looks like there may have been a change in what was
on the seat between these two photographs. The door was both open and closed when
bloodletting occurred as can be seen by the blood on the side of the door? Can you
determine how many blows were delivered? How would you go about doing this
reconstruction? I’m not sure, I’ve never done anything like this before. You can acquire
fake blood and manikin heads from art supply stores, brass lamp from Goodwill or Home
Depot. A baseball bat might work but the base would not be as broad. You can hollow
out a Styrofoam head and put a sack of fake blood inside and do experiments in your
garage. Read MacDonell’s book of cases for extra credit—it will provide you with some
background for doing reconstructions. Halloween is coming up soon and they may have
devices that disperse blood or have head substitutes or costumes and manikins.
CHE 672 Forensic Molecular Biology (extra credit assignment)
Interview with D. B.
October 19, 2016
Why did you choose photos 2 and 10? These were the ones left over and I think I know
what is happening in photo 2—it looks like blood being dropped on fabric that is wet. I
don’t know if the fabric was still wet when the photo was taken. Would the appearance of
the blood change once the material is dried? I’m not certain, but I don’t think it would
change. You might want to try this out. What do you think the relative size of the blood
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drops are? I think the scale of the photo is a little large, I think the blood drops would be
about the size of a penny. Well I think even the size of a penny might be a little large.
This stain is about 35 mm across so it is probably a three times magnification. Do these
look like separate blood drops to you? There are a couple of places where they seem to
overlap—here it looks like two close together. The one in the corner seems very dark.
How do you think you would try to duplicate what you are seeing? I would get fabrics
like cotton, satin of different weaves and test them wet and dry. I would have blood and
drop it with an eye dropper. Do you think fake blood would work as well as real blood?
Fake blood does not have same consistency in composition and things might settle out.
But you could start with fake blood first. You can try dropping the blood from different
heights but I don’t think that would have much of an effect. This is a series of drying
experiments on one of my cases.
Photo 10 is confusing me. It looks like a hole in a wall or on the floor, something
exposing the underlying surface. The fact that you have blood flowing downwards is a
good indication that the blood is on a wall and flowing downward under the flow of
gravity. The blood flow also gives an indication of scale—this photo depiction is close to
like size. What type of a surface is this? It looks like a wall, a piece of sheetrock. The
indentation may have been made by a hammer or a mallet. You have a nice rounded
mark—it looks bigger than a hammer, so it might be a baseball bat. This looks like blood
on the bat that squished out when it hit the surface. This is what is known as cessation
cast off—it occurs when the implement used to strike someone has gathered a lot of
blood on its surface which is released suddenly when the bat comes to a sudden stop. The
forward stains are part of the cast-off from the tip of the bat just before striking the
surface. Same thing toward the right of the stain. Was the person swinging the bat
standing on the right or left side? The way the spines from the impact site are pointed, it
looks as if they struck the bat while standing on the right-hand side. Would it make much
difference if I used a wooden or metal bat? Offhand I don’t think so but a wooden bat
tends to be larger diameter. I’m not sure how well that type of surface would retain blood.
You might want to try both. Also strike from both sides and maybe use different degrees
of force although the relative amount of force is hard to quantitate. What type of surface
should I be hitting? It seems like plaster board would give the best results. My father
works in construction and I could get some plaster board from him. Do you want me to
demonstrate this in class? You can document your experiments that you conduct at home
by photos or videos and then bring in the physical item that most closely approximates
the pattern. You want a demonstration that is simple and elegant that can be easily set up
in a court room. So, a section of dry wall supported against a step stool or small ladder
might work well.
FOR 312 Chemistry & Criminalistics
Interview with A. H.
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October 24, 2016
Have you come to any conclusion about your two images? Both photo 15 and 30 look
like medium velocity. Compare your photo 15 to photo 16 which is high velocity due to
gunshot wound. It looks like the victim had his head against the side of the door, he may
have been sleeping when he was beaten. The dense concentration of bloodstains in the
center is due to the concentration of misted blood in the center. You have larger stains
further out on the door because larger blood stains can travel further. Where did this
event occur? It was obviously inside of a car. It looks like the passenger side seat. You
might want to consider whether the door was open or closed when the person was shot. If
you look at this reconstruction photo, the door was open and the person had her face to
the side of the door. You can make out a little bit of directionality so blood was traveling
from the center of the bloodstain in 360 degrees with a large portion traveling toward the
front of the car. In doing the reconstruction you need to consider if the car door was open
or closed and the position of the person. If the car door was open, we can reasonably
assume that he was sitting in the car seat. It looked like the shooting occurred recently
because blood on the window has not had time to drip down. If you look in this other
photo of a shooting in a car with blood spatter on the windshield, the blood will not
usually drip down. You want to do a reconstruction or a validation of your theory of how
the blood was deposited because there may be an opposing expert who may say this is
aspirated blood. Is it possible that the person may have been shot in the throat and this
caused the aspirated blood? What difference would it make if you can still establish that
he was shot by the suspect? Expirated blood and high velocity blood due to gunshot
wound are two different mechanisms. An opposing expert could diminish your credibility
if they can establish that your identification of the type of blood pattern was in error—the
bottom line is that we know the victim was murdered we need to properly identify
bloodstain patterns. I thought about using balloons filled with blood and popping them to
simulate the high velocity. I think we need to do an experiment with balloons filled with
blood, I don’t think the pattern will work out quite as well as people expect and so we
need to get that out of our system. I work at Rite store and have access to large cardboard
boxes. I could out one side and that would simulate a door opening. You could use a
syringe of blood and force it through a wire mesh or something very fine such as a nylon
stocking. Oh, I never thought of that. Would I have to present the demonstration in class?
No, you could bring in the final pattern that most closely simulates the one you see in the
photo. You would document your setup and the results of your experiments in a series of
photos put into a Power Point demonstration. You would have a page or two write up of
your observations and how you translated them into your validation project and
summarize observations like we are discussing them today.
Photo 30 looks like medium impact, I just don’t know how to explain the void pattern. It
looks almost like a hand but I’m not sure what the scale is. Let’s assume it is life size or
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1: 1. So I would be looking at it from up close. I don’t see much directionality except for
a couple of stains. I think I could simulate this by spraying blood over the object. Was the
object on the ground or on the wall? It has to be on the ground because it would not stay
on the wall without someone holding it and in that case, it could not be the murder
weapon. So, let’s assume that it is on the ground. Also, you don’t see any of the larger
drops running down. I can use a sponge like in the paper you gave us—the ones with the
shapes, I didn’t think of using a sponge before. You might want to experiment with
placement of the tool at different distances above the ground to see what effect that might
have on the relative size of the tool and on the extent to which blood drops can get
underneath the tool into the void area. You can experiment with dispersing blood from a
syringe onto a screen or mesh or something to break up the blood pattern. I could have a
sponge just above and to the left to get the blood distribution. I can’t tell if this represents
more than one bloodletting event. The blood drops appear evenly distributed apart and
about the same size and overall same directionality. Their appearance or color—might be
dried blood. Or it might be fake blood.
FOR 497/598 Micro Course—Bloodstain Pattern Interpretation
Interview with S. B.
October 24, 2016
Photo 1 is arterial spurting. I can’t tell about the angle of the corner. I would like to
reconstruct this corner using poster board but not sure if this is at right angles and the two
walls or parallel or if it is something due to the camera angle. Let’s just assume that it is
at right angles and the two walls are parallel. I can simulate the pulsation by having two
syringes connected to a third syringe and use a trombone like action to regulate the
pressure to the syringe to which they are connected. It won’t hold a lot of blood so I will
have to do this a lot of times moving up and down in a wave-like fashion. How might you
draw up a larger volume of blood? I could try attaching a longer tube, not sure how I
would be able to control it. Maybe a hand pump or foot pump or an educational toy of the
heart type pump or peristaltic pump. These were searched on the Internet with a foot
pump being a possibility with one tube connected to a source of blood and the other tube
as an outlet. When we consider the human heart, it is a series of pumps connected to
tubes through which the blood flows and a nick in one of the tubes produces an arterial
spurt. If we could rig up a hand pump of some sort and a tube to a supply of blood and
another tube with nicks simulating the arterial spurt, that might work. But we would not
have the variable pressure. S. B. sketched out a number of diagrams. You could have a
bag with two cut corners and have tubes going in either corner and use your hands for
pumping. You could have a long plastic tube and pump in blood and then a connected
reservoir that is flexible and can be hand squeezed like a deflated ball for pumping from
this reservoir. Controlling the pulsation with hands would be difficult, hard to maintain
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uniform pressure. Assume the photo is life size. The blood spurts are not far from the
ground and you may be able to see a little bit of the floor in one of the corners of the wall.
The bloodstains will give a rough scale for the sides of the wall.
Photo 26 looks like someone who was rolled over. You can see the swipe marks on the
right just before the bed and looks like he may have reached for the bed which would
explain this mark on the bottom of the bed. Looks like he was battered about the head and
his hands or something caused smearing. The blood next to the wall has cracks so it has
dried for a long time. Here are the rest of the photos for the scene, I will download them
if you have a flash drive. There is a lot going on, what should I concentrate on? You have
some blood stains to the right that don’t appear in the photo with the undisturbed body so
these are probably artifacts duet to moving the body. You want to concentrate on the
capillary action that causes the blood to run along the side of the body forming this
outline of the body when moved. Can I wear a Tyvek suit, are they impermeable? Ann
Marie says there is a building with a shower that I can lay in and then wash the blood
away. I will have someone pour fake blood toward my head and let it flow down the side
of my body. I will use a toy with short fur to simulate the head swipe. I will need a thick
sponge to capture the blood spatter. You can use the roll used to support the roll of
butcher paper. I could use trash bags filled with water balloons and put a shirt on it. I
might be easier if I just lay there for a while. The fake blood may not coagulate like real
blood, you may have to adjust with some type of thickening agent. I think the victim had
his head on the ground when most of these blows were struck—because of how the head
hangs on the neck, the head was not completely on the ground. You have indications of a
couple of impacts and then some swipe marks by hair or by hands. It would be important
in your reconstruction to consider whether or not the victim may have been leaning with
his shoulders resting against the wall when struck or if all of the blows were delivered
with the victim’s head lying on the ground. You may have to do some strikes with the
sponge directly on the ground and then some strikes with the sponge elevated. I think
those could be done in sequence without messing up the overall stain pattern.
CHE 672 Forensic Molecular Biology (extra credit assignment)
Interview with M. P.
October 26, 2016
Why did you choose photos 7 and 28? These were the only ones left over. I think I know
what photo 7 is, it looks like a series of blood drops dripping in center. Do you have any
idea of the size? It looks like it is on a throw rug. You’re right, it’s probably about two
feet in diameter. I could simulate this with a throw rug or swatch and put blood in the
center. The main goal of this exercise is not so much to simulate the stain but to provide
an accurate estimate of the volume. You have a symmetrical stain so you could pour a
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volume of blood like 50 ml into the center of the rug and measure the diameter, then pour
another 50 ml into the same spot and measure the increased diameter and plot blood area
vs. volume of blood added for each type of material. Should I try a number of different
types of throw rugs? What you might want to try is a number of different surfaces at least
absorbent vs. non-absorbent. You could test out some fake blood on a throw rug and
some on tile and chart out the differences. Here the stain is symmetrical so measuring the
diameter and determining the area by A = πr2 would provide you with close enough
estimate. For irregular surfaces, we may need a grid or something along that line. O.K. I
think I know what I need to do on this one.
In photo 28 I see a couple of things going on. There are these big stains on the left and
some cast-off and impact and a big smear. Can you tell what type of sequence these
events may have occurred? For some reason, I think these big stains on the left-hand side
occurred first but I can’t say why. I’m assuming that these things are properly oriented.
Well, what direction is the ground? I assume it is down here because I can see a bit of the
baseboard. Well look at this smear. Will the smear came first before these two drops on
the right? I would like to do an experiment where I create a smear and drop blood at
different times to test how the contrast between the falling blood coming afterward would
compare with the background smear at different time intervals. I would also like to see
what effect the travel path of the smear as seen on the right-hand side would affect the
travel path of a drop falling on top of that smear. If I understand you, you are saying how
the texture and flow pattern of the smear might affect the blood as it hits the wall at a
steep angle—would the drop be deviated in any way from its normal path under gravity?
How would I create a smear? I was thinking of taking some old clothes and putting my
forearm in blood and smearing it across the wall. I would recommend something with
coarser texture such as a hand towel with a high fabric pile—this would produce a
coarser imprint in blood that might be useful for your blood drop experiment. I could
probably get plaster board or wall board from Home Depot. How would I simulate the
cast-off? Well, you could drip blood onto the surface of a tool and then swing it about.
You will just have to determine the direction of the swings and how far from the wall and
where they start and end.
CHE 672 Forensic Molecular Biology (extra credit assignment)
Interview with H. M.
October 27, 2016
Why did you choose these photos? I was doing something with fingerprints and so I was
just curious. Photo 27 has both bloodstains and fingerprints in blood. Did the bloodstains
in the background come from cast off? It is difficult to say. They are pretty evenly
distributed. The main point of this photo is to determine what came first, the fingerprint
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in blood or the blood spots. You will be doing experiments in drying times. It is hard to
determine sequence in cases like this and there is not much literature on the subject. A
dark object will always appear to be on top. You will want to create the image but you
will test both situations, i.e., the fingerprints first and then the blood spots and the blood
spots and then the fingerprints. You will want to test various drying times. You will
probably want to use real blood for this although you can do some initial trial runs with
fake blood. If you have a fingerprint laid down first and blood that is dilute can
sometimes run along the groves of the print pattern—that is a pretty good indication that
the fingerprint came first. You might get dilute blood from the runnings off a package of
meat from the supermarket.
Photo 22 looks like a medium impact with the head in the center where this large blood
clot is. What can you say about the overall distribution of the pattern? Note how a dense
concentration of blood is radiating out to the side. Also note the position of this blood
clot, which we can assume is the center of the force that created the stain is relative to the
rug. The center of the stain from the scale in the photo is about 18 inches. What are these
vertical boards, they look like a type of picket fence. These are just part of the wall—you
can see the rug on the bottom of the photograph. Think about where the head is and how
you would achieve this type of pattern. What type of weapon would you use? Could it be
a baseball bat? Well look at the broad distribution of blood to the right and the impact
spatter projecting out to the left. This could be due to a stomping with a boot where the
blood spurts out from both sides. How many bloodletting incidents do you think are
represented in this pattern? More than one. How would you represent or recreate this type
of pattern? I would use a Styrofoam head and fill it with blood. You could do that and
you would have to hollow out a space in the solid Styrofoam and fill it with a sack of
blood. The question might be what is the orientation of the head, with the back of the
head against the wall or the side of the head? How would I document this? You would
take photos of your setups and experiments. You might need to do a couple of things as
separate steps. For example, to represent that center area of clotted blood, you might have
a different, thicker formulation of fake blood and squirt it on the wall first and then
superimposed over that, have your Styrofoam head filled with blood adjusted about 18
inches above the floor. You would probably need to perform the test against a vertical
surface as opposed to trying to do it with the head on the ground. Your goal is to
determine what likely happened based on the pattern and then try to recreate it with these
props in a way that is true to the characteristics of how blood behaves under these
circumstances.

FOR 497/598 Micro Course—Bloodstain Pattern Interpretation
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Interview with K. B.
January 3, 2017
Why did you choose patterns 1 and 8? They just seemed interesting. What can you say
about pattern number 1? It appears to have large blood drops. There is blood flowing
straight down. I’m not sure why it is exhibiting the wavy pattern. This is due to the
pressure differences in the pulse from the contraction and relaxation of the heart resulting
in a wave like pattern. What would this pattern suggest? It would likely be a system
under some pressure to be able to eject blood droplets of that size and it would need to be
a system capable of pulsation. Do you have any idea of how to construct something like
that? I might use a big turkey baster—not sure. How far off the ground is this? Can you
approximate the amplitude of the wave (i.e. the distance between the peak and the trough
of the wave)? This might give you a clue as to the type of motion needed in duplicating
the pattern. What type of surface is this? It looks smooth, looks like a wall. It may be a
painted wall. How far above the ground do you think the pattern is? Is the wall
continuous or is there a corner? I see this one area that looks a little darker, I’m not sure if
that is due to a corner in the wall. It is due to a corner. We have poster board that can
simulate that construction.
What can you tell me about photo 8? It looks like two hands overlapping. Can you tell if
they are gloved or bare hands? Looks like bare hands because I can see ridge detail. I
think this might be the thumb. Are you sure they are hands? If you consider that this
might be a foot, the length of the digits and the shape of the rest of it looks like a foot.
The broad base of the structure it is overlapping might be a palm of a hand. You will
probably want to try out those different possibilities to see which one most closely
resembles your pattern.
FOR 497/598 Micro Course—Bloodstain Pattern Interpretation
Interview with A. B.
January 5, 2017
Why did you pick photos 11 and 27? I don’t know, they just looked interesting. What can
you tell me about photo 11? It looks like someone was being dragged. Can you tell me
the location of the injury? It looks like a wound to the stomach because the area at the
beginning of the drag mark is so wide. If that is the case, how would the person be
oriented? They would probably have their trunk over the large stain and their feet to the
right. So, if that is the orientation, is it more likely that they would have been dragged by
their hands? Yes. You have these streaks along the path of the drag pattern, what could
have produced these? If this was a woman, it could be due to blood soaked in her hair. If
blood originated from a wound to the head, how would that effect your original
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conclusion that the person was being dragged by someone pulling their arms? It would
still be possible. If that was so, you would have a bleeding head leaving a leading trail but
you would have the trunk riding over this trail. If you look at the blood trail, some parts
of it are relatively thin. You need to consider the process of dragging when doing your
reconstruction and the orientation of the person being dragged and the likely location of
the injury. What would you need in terms of supplies in order to do this reconstruction? I
don’t know, maybe look at the surrounding areas to see if there are other bloodstains.
Looking at surrounding counter spaces, I don’t see anything in the photo. You also need
to consider that dragging is relatively passive, low energy, in other words one would not
expect to see a lot of impact or energetic type activities that could produce spattered
blood. What are the significance of the areas of clotting? I don’t know. These could be
areas where blood has clotted meaning a passage of some time. I see clots mainly at
points where the drag has changed direction sharply. I would expect the dragging, once it
has begun to be continuous, in other words the person doing the dragging would not
likely stop and start in the middle of dragging someone. You would need fake blood and
we can supply a wig to simulate the hair and have a volunteer willing to be dragged. I
would not be constructing an apparatus for this. That is correct but you can create a
simple storyboard with stick figures and relevant features to show the way you propose to
drag someone and other aspects of your reconstruction. You can try more than one
scenario and determine which one looks best.
What can you tell me about photo 22? It looks like footprints with some blood drops on
top. If you look at the edge you see a scale. These are bloodstained fingerprints not
footprints. There are some small drops, I think they may be due to high velocity impact
spatter. They are small drops but there are very few of them in no particular pattern, these
may likely be due to secondary spatter from blood dripping into blood with the parent
blood pool off to the side outside the photo. Blood drops may appear on top but this is an
optical illusion where darker objects appear to be on top. Overall this is a problem that
involves sequencing—did the bloody fingerprints come first or did the blood drops come
first? What are some of the factors you would look at to reconstruct this event? I would
look at the fingerprint patterns to see which fingers made the marks. I would use a pipette
and shape blood from it to simulate the blood drops. How would you determine the
sequence? I would apply blood first then the fingerprints and do the reverse and compare.
What factors would you consider or change or alter? What about the amount of blood on
the fingers? Would you let the patterns dry a little first? Yes, I would probably let them
dry before overlaying the other pattern. Do you think the surface might have an effect? I
don’t think these were done on paper, I think they were done on glass because of the
lighting. You mean this is transmitted light? Doing the stains on glass and illuminate with
transmitted light would certainly be an option.
FOR 497/598 Micro Course—Bloodstain Pattern Interpretation
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Interview with S. T.
January 5, 2017
Why did you choose photos 13 and 17? I just thought they were interesting. What can
you tell me about photo 13? I see air bubbles, looks like expirated blood and I see a
vertical flow so it may be on a vertical surface like a wall. What do you think the scale is?
It looks like it is magnified. The bubbles are small and uniform; maybe you can use those
as a rough scale. How would you generate bubbles? Shake up the blood; carbonated
blood. You have a blood trail flowing vertically but you also have some going off to the
side. You also have a dense layer of blood forming a bridge where the blood above it has
flowed into. You also have directional bloodstains on top of the pattern. What direction
are these traveling? From left to right. The scale may be important in terms of explaining
these anomalies like flow pattern traveling horizontally. If we assume that it is a vertical
surface of a wall, there may be surface features or a coating on the wall that is influencing
the blood flow. Think of a small scale when doing the reconstruction as this may affect
capillary action, surface tension and related phenomenon. Think also about coatings that
would affect the blood flow and other aspects, maybe buy a small tile square and coat
with butter to see how this affects the flow pattern.
What can you tell me about photo 17? It looks like high velocity spatter on a hand. If it is
high velocity, we can assume gunshot. Was this person holding the gun? Probably, I see
void areas. Was this person close to the person being shot? If close, did this person shoot
himself or someone else? Probably himself. What would explain the blood spatter on the
fingertips if this person was holding the gun? Could it be transfer from blood on the gun?
You will probably have to consider different gun positions and distances when doing the
reconstruction. How would you recreate this? Something like a super soaker or a highquality water pistol or a nerf gun although I don’t know how well that would work since
it fires a foam tip bullet. With the super soaker, I can stand in my mom’s bathtub and
spray against the wall and the spray would stain my hands.
FOR 312 Chemistry and Criminalistics
Interview with C. O.
October 17, 2017
Looked at photo 49 (blood drops on carpet) first. What do you think this is? Looks like
blood dripping from a weapon, I think an injured person would be bleeding more. What
is the direction? Left to right. Can you tell me the relative speed? Moderate speed
because of the spines on the bloodstains. Consider the distance between blood drops as
well. Note the different color of the corner bloodstain, this might suggest some
physiological reaction like clotting occurring. You should use the real blood instead of a
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blood substitute to try and duplicate this pattern. How would you proceed to duplicate
this? I would use an eye dropper. Could this have dropped from a weapon? How would
you test blood from a weapon? What type of surface has the blood fallen on? Could be
cement, could be linoleum or carpet. What is this smear in the center? Could be a transfer
stain. The diffuse transfer stain and the scalloped edges and voids in this corner
bloodstain suggest that the stains could be on carpeting with edges affected by carpet
pile.
Let’s look at photo 7 (blood pool). What do you think this is? Looks like blood pool on
carpet from a person who remained in that position for a while. In this case you will pour
a known volume of blood onto the carpet and measure the area and from that calculate
the minimum blood volume. You will prepare a graph where you will pour known
amounts of blood on a similar substrate in 50 ml increments and volumes flanking the
200 ml of blood substitute that you poured on the carpet. You will be measuring and
verifying the blood volume and not just duplicating the pattern. You can also make a
measuring grid to measure the volume as part of your group 4 project.
Image 36 (blood on cut shirt). It looks like a sweatshirt, a fraternity shirt. What can you
say about the blood pattern? It looks like bleeding at different times. What can account
for the sharp demarcation or boundary between the bloodstained areas? Looks like
cutting by EMTs. The shirt after it was cut could have been placed in a pool of blood.
What about the lighter stain at the top? It could be due to clotting of the blood (serum
separation). How would you simulate something like this? Cut a similar shirt and put it in
a pool of blood. Did you look at these photos and rank the patterns in any particular
order? I looked at them and ranked them by difficulty, similar to the order we are looking
at them now.
Photo 34 (dripping blood in car) looked at last. What type of blood pattern is this? It
looks too large to be high velocity, maybe something under the force of gravity. What
type of location is this? It is the interior of a car between seat and car door. What would
suggest an impact pattern? Directionality. Do you see much directionality here? What
about the size of the stains? They appear uniform. What about relative energy level?
Some stains are higher up on the carpet part of the door. How would you duplicate
something like this? Drip blood into a pool. You would want to use real blood for this
and not artificial blood.
For the final project, I don’t see how I can produce an apparatus that does two separate
things. It seems like a process to me.
FOR 312 Chemistry & Criminalistics
Interview with K. M.
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October 18, 2017
She has done some initial examination of the photographs but has not put thin in any
particular order. Photo 21 (void area, corner of door) she attempted to duplicate pattern at
home by throwing a wet golf ball at the corner. She got the same type of void pattern but
the spatter pattern had larger stains.
We looked at photo 44 (hair swipes). She believes this was created by a bloody hand or
perhaps a bloody hand holding onto a jacket or some fabric to create the pattern. The side
on the right has more blood so it may have exposed skin or exposed wound that is
creating more blood flow. She feels that the direction is from left to right based on how
the blood is feathering. She thinks the fine swirls can be due to a hand or fabric. She
makes out the image of a thumb in profile on the center of the image. Other faint lines
suggest finger tips or finger movement. Because of the lack of vertical blood flow, she
believes that the swipes could be on a table top. I suggested those as variables to be
looked at. I suggested that bloody hair might be a possibility to which she readily agrees.
A wig with blood rotated to expose fresh area of blood can account for the reintroduction
of blood on the edge of the center stains. A wig can be tried on both vertical and
horizontal surfaces to observe if there will be vertical blood flow.
We looked at photo 43 (GSW void on wall due to baseball cap + blood pool) next. It is
evident that there is a blood pool. She felt that person was shot low to the ground,
possibly two bloodletting events to explain the spatter on the wall and the blood pool. A
shot close to the ground would probably not suggest suicide and more likely assault by a
second person because a person committing suicide would not shoot themselves on the
ground according to her reasoning. There are two events but it will not be necessary to
create the blood pooling event as it is the spatter pattern that is of most interest. Could
person have been wearing the hat at the time? There is blood spatter inside and on the
lower brim of the same size as the rest of the spatter. One stain on right side. Could this
be due to someone poking their finger through the hat with blood on their finger? The
stain looks like it could be a mist rather than a transfer stain. The void outline matches the
outline of the hat very well. I asked how she might duplicate this and she mentioned one
of the old-style perfume misters that might disperse stain. She does not have one of these
just a newer perfume mister with a fine mist, we would need something that sprays a little
more course blood spray. We could look at this from the other direction, perhaps a
syringe that spirts out a heavier spray and a screen or nylon stocking mesh to disperse the
stain. Spraying from variable distances could be one of the variables. Not sure if either
blood or fake blood would be equally suitable.
Photo 21 is a photo of fine blood particles on lower wall board showing a void due to the
angle of the blood with a corner. She thinks it might be aspirated blood because of the
finer blood drops. Void due to the sharp corner of the wall. What would be a
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characteristic of aspirated blood? Bubbles. How can we produce bubbles? Put safe blood
in mouth and simulate spraying blood. A safer alternative would be to put the blood in a
syringe and shake it up.
Looked at photo 4 which shows satellite spatter on a shoe. What type of pattern do you
see? It looks like splashing blood that is covering all areas of the shoe. This type of
splashing would be due to what? Could it be due to blood splashing into blood? I don’t
think you would have a blood pool nearby and something is dropped into it causing blood
splashing. How would you simulate this pattern? You could take a toothbrush or a paint
brush with heavy bristles and moisten it with blood and flick the bristles to release the
blood. I painted a room recently and a friend used a paint brush in that manner to put
stars onto the painted ceiling. You could duplicate the pattern in that fashion but we are
trying to convince the court that this pattern was produced by blood dripping into blood.
It would be simple enough to set up that type of experiment for the jury. The blood on
paint bristles in not mechanistically similar to how we think this actually happened, we
want to be true to our reconstruction of events and not just duplicate a pattern. What
variables would you look at? Distance of the blood pool from the shoe. What other
variables? How about duplicating the energy level found in the stain? How would we
determine the relative energy level? By the height the blood spattered onto the shoe. So
we could adjust energy for blood dripping into blood by having the dropper at varying
heights above the blood pool. The size of the blood pool would be another variable that
you could consider.
Looked at group photo of blood flowing from a moving car. How could you reproduce
this pattern in the absence of a moving car? You could get an industrial fan and that
might create the same effect. What direction is the car going based on the pattern? How
would you place the fan (on which side) in order to duplicate this effect? I don’t have an
industrial fan but I have a smaller fan. You could see how you can scale the size of the
fan with a smaller replica and see how size affects the flow pattern.
FOR 312 Chemistry & Criminalistics
Interview with R.J.
October 19, 2017
She has not had much time to review photos before our meeting. We looked at photo 10
(cessation cast-off) first. She feels that it represents someone impacting a surface with
blood being dispersed. She was not able to take the clue of the vertically drip blood trail
as an indication that the bloodstain is on a wall vs. a horizontal surface. The vertical
blood drip seems to be causing her great confusion in terms of what is going on. Could
not provide a cogent explanation of the physical phenomenon involved even when I
pointed out the likely origin of the defect on the wall being from a striking implement.
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She considers it a possibility that someone was struck with an implement and their head
rebounded from the wall. She feels that there is too much blood in the pattern to be
accounted for from blood on a bat although she is willing to experiment. In terms of
variables, she is considering the distance the bat travels before striking the surface as
important. She also suggested angularity of the striking bat to the wall which might be an
interesting variable. She feels speed of the bat would be important but she did not
elaborate on how speed might be determined.
We next looked at photo 41 which is the bloody sock. She noted the blood on the lower
calf which suggested to her an injury in that area or a source of blood higher up on the leg
dripping onto the source. She recognizes that the large amount of blood in the toe area
could be due to stepping in a pool of blood with the bare sock although she feels that
blood could pool inside a shoe as well although this may be less likely because of the less
intense stain on the side of the shoe. Experimental conditions will involve blood dripping
onto sock both in the shoe and outside and movement of the foot near a blood pool to
simulate the different bloody areas around the sock.
Photo 24 (Vibram sole pattern in blood on tile floor) and 25 are from the same crime
scene. Provided her with the first six pages of this reconstruction to give her some
orientation with the bodies in place. She described the pattern to the right as dripped
blood but felt that the pattern allowed her to determine that there were two bleeders at the
scene. Asking her to identify the most evidentiary item in the photo, she identified the
footwear impressions as being of possible value. She was slow to recognize that this
might be the footwear impression of a third party even after showing her the displaced
sandals and barefoot condition of both victims. She will do experimentation with
footwear and dripped blood.
Photo 25 shows dripped blood pattern in kitchen along with smearing which she
recognized readily. Experimentation will involve dripping blood and using an appropriate
material to simulate the drag marks.
FOR 312 Chemistry & Criminalistics
Interview with A. C.
October 20, 2017
She has looked at some of the photos beforehand but not to any great detail. We looked at
photo 9 which is cast off onto a ceiling lamp. She has identified these patterns as cast off
most likely onto a ceiling lamp. When asked about the parallel spatter tracks, she
suggests that there may be parallel streams of blood coming off a broad-based weapon
such as a board. They could also be due to blood coming off something narrower such as
a knife but testing with something wide (she suggests a manila folder with edge dripped
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in blood) might be options worth testing. She felt that the speed of the swing might have
some bearing on the spacing of the individual blood stains. Directionality of blood pattern
suggested some differences in angularity to her. I suggested testing weapons of different
length as well as different speeds and angled directions. She felt that another possibility
would be that the lamp is a desk lamp on a large desk. She did not answer my query
regarding the height of the lamp shade from the base. Although the floor lamp appears
unlikely, I will leave that as an option for her to investigate. There is a streak of blood
flowing to the right on the lamp. It appears to be flowing laterally and she suggests it may
be an artifact of the tapered shape at the edge of the lamp. Can directionality of the blood
impacting the surface as well as gravity influence the flow of blood?
Photo 50 is a photo of a void in the middle of a bloodstain on a comforter. She initially
felt that this may be a couch but a comforter seems to be a more appropriate surface. She
suggested that the stain could be reproduced by taking a bloody sponge and soaking
blood onto the fabric in two parallel streaks with a gap in-between. With further
prompting, she recognized that the gap in the middle could have been caused by one large
stain on an appropriately folded cloth that would create the two tracks. She recognized
that there would likely be a correspondence of features between the two halves of the
edge of the stain that would suggest that they were once mated together. She knows a
source of cheap fabrics that she can use for the simulation. She noted that one end had a
heavier staining of blood “possibly where someone’s head was.” I asked her to estimate
the size of the stain and she suggested that the size of the stain was about a baseball size
making the photo a bit smaller than life size. There is a pleated design in the middle of
the pho which may be due to the marking of the edge of the comforter.
Photo 14 is vertical and directional blood flow on the legs of someone lying on the
ground. There is vertical blood flow down the legs and blood flowing perpendicular to
the vertical blood flow and subsequent smearing of stain in some areas and areas with
predominantly smearing due likely to rubbing and contact of the other leg. Pool of blood
by the right knee which she feels may be due to an injury of the knee. It appears to be a
literal interpretation of the bloodstain but for the reconstruction she need only concentrate
on the bloodstains on the right and left leg. When asked how she would reconstruct, she
suggested filling trash bags with newspaper to simulate two legs rubbing together. She
also has baseball bats to simulate the blood flow but the smearing from two legs rubbing
together might be hard to simulate from that. “If it’s a nice day, I can go outside and put
blood on my own legs.”
Photo 12 is an enlarged view of an expirated drop of blood. It is expirated because it has
an air bubble. She works at Rite Aid so she can get a 10 ml syringe and fill it with
varying volumes of air to water. This might be an alternate means of producing bubbles
in contrast to shaking up the syringe. The orientation of the photo shows the blood stain
going up at about a 30 or 40-degree angle when in fact it may actually be going in a
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downward direction because there is an accumulation of blood at the leading edge. It
would be interesting to see if that can be duplicated with blood projected at different
orientations. She noticed the breakup of the main drop into smaller and thinner satellite
projected bloodstains and I would suggest that this could be due to surface texture as well
as velocity. She though the surface might be concrete but the surface is beige-yellow with
rough texture resembling stucco; this might be responsible for the rough edge and stain
break up.
We talked about the group 2 project to produce a means of expelling blood based on size
and distance traveled. Her group thought about having a blood-filled sack on a platform
and dropping weights of variable size onto it to produce varying energy levels. I printed
out a photo of the apparatus used by MacDonell involving a wood armature on a portable
fan enclosed in a cardboard box with a window slit to allow blood to go out in one
direction. She will meet with her group to rethink their approach. Her father is an
engineer and she can pass some theories by him for constructing the apparatus and her
boyfriend has a lot of fishing poles. She can take a section of a fishing pole and fasten it
to a hand crank device. She may develop sufficient speed to create the desired pattern.
FOR 312 Chemistry & Criminalistics
Interview with C. C.
October 20, 2017
She has done some preliminary review of the photographs and has spoken with her group
in relation to the group project. We first looked at photo 15 which shows a high velocity
impact stain on an interior car door. “I would simulate this using a small, hard ball soaked
in blood and shoot it out of a tennis ball canon.” Do you have one of these? “No but I can
get hold of a sling shot.” I suggested that this is likely high velocity and that mechanism
would not be true to how this stain was generated. Further research on the Internet would
reveal ways to duplicate gunshot injuries using things like portable sprayers pumped
multiple times to build up pressure than a hose under pressure is ruptured and blood
sprays out at a rapid velocity. “If this is a high velocity from a gun then where is the
bullet hole?” If you look at the pattern you will find a localized stain with a fine circular
mist but there are bloodstains at distant orientations around this central stain along the
sides of the car door and on the window. This may be aspirated blood. There still may
have been a gun shot with the respiratory track filling with blood and then being exhaled.
“Could aspirated blood be projected with that velocity? Yes. Determine what the
mechanism or possible mechanisms for the pattern are. Determine which one seems more
likely to be tested first then find ways of how to conduct the experiment. Figure in any
constraints or features that are important to duplicate in the experiment and test and
evaluate.
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We next looked at photo 35 which are finger swipes of blood around a light switch. She
felt that this was the most difficult photo of the set but she did not elaborate why. Which
stains are most clearly reminiscent of finger marks in blood? The two on the left side of
the light switch. “Is it possible that there may have been blood on the wall already and the
fingers smeared it?” I don’t see any blood stains other than these finger marks, the rest of
the wall is clean. “The blood on the right is traveling toward the light switch as if the
bloody side of the hand was trying to support himself while falling.” The other stains
could be from fingers with blood on them touching the wall. The overall pattern may be
from someone trying to grope for the light switch. How would you duplicate something
like this? Put my fingers in blood and just try different orientations.
The next photo is photo 52 which shows a combination of patterns on the side of a door.
What type of surface is this? Side of a door. What are you seeing? Small stains and large
stains going in this outward direction and one big smear as if person was standing then
struck and then slid down. Are the big stains that show directionality from one or two
medium velocity events? How do the numerous smaller stains fit in to the pattern? The
smeared stain in the right corner could be from someone rubbing against the door and
falling? What about the heavy stain just to the right of the smear? I didn’t notice that—it
though it was part of one large smear. Do you have an area where you can do some of
these reconstruction tests? My mother has a garage where I can do these and my dad is an
engineer for the roadways. You have a couple of events going on of different energy
levels in addition to the smearing. Shooting and a beating might be considerations or
shootings from different distances? You need to list all the possibilities and think about
this one further.
Photo 18 involves impact spatter on a door. She was supplied with additional photos from
bloodstain pattern interpretation exercise 3. Is it possible victim was chased around
apartment and was on her knees when she was struck in the head resulting in the smear at
the top and the large stain dripping down and the stains in the middle pattern? You can’t
draw any inference from these earlier events; you can only look at the terminal activity of
the person near the wall, being struck, leaving impact spatter and the smeared stain. I
could fill a foam core ball with blood, hold it up in the correct position with a nail and hit
it with a baseball bat at different orientations. You would want to test at least two
different orientations. Can I use plastic instead of wood? You can use plastic if you want
to avoid a mess but you need to be sure everything is documented so maybe clear plastic.
You also need to consider the effects of different materials on the resulting bloodstain
pattern. Is there any blood on the chair? I see circular stains just above the chair.
We looked at the group photo of blood moving along the side of a car that is traveling at
high velocity. How would you reproduce something like this? We would use a model car
along with a fan to increase the simulated speed. How would you mount the fan on the
car? We could try the car by itself, the fan by itself and the car and fan together and see
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how this would affect the pattern. You may be able to get some quantitative information
such as velocity of the car vs. the angle of the resulting blood flow along the side of the
door. You could measure the acute angle of the bloodstream after going at varying
accelerations.
FOR 312 Chemistry & Criminalistics
Interview with M. B.
October 23, 2017
She forgot to bring her photos in but she has had some chance to look these over. Photo 8
shows the capillary action of blood on hand/foot on smooth, non-porous surface. She felt
that this was the most difficult photo to interpret. With some prodding, she felt that the
top part of the image represented a hand or foot although only four toes are visible. She
thought it might be on a cloth surface. The edges are well defined, with no apparent
diffusion of the stain so this may in fact be a non-porous surface of some kind. With
some prodding, she recognizes that there are separate top and bottom parts suggesting an
overlapping pattern of some type. This might be a foot and a hand or she feels two hands
but if two hands, there is a discrepancy between the areas of the heel portion of the top
and bottom parts. She was not sure what this represents or how to recreate it. I suggested
this was an example of capillary action of blood spreading along a surface and the
resulting pattern dependent on the amount of blood and amount of pressure.
Photo 30 she recognized immediately as a void pattern however she described the impact
spatter as cast-off. I suggested that the definition of the void pattern and creating it would
be the most important part so exact duplication of the bloodletting event was not as
critical although it suggests impact. You could probably use some expedient as dipping a
short, sturdy bristle brush into blood and shaking the brush or tapping the fibers to create
the blood pattern. She realized that it was likely some type of tool. Shown against a
crescent wrench, she agreed that this was a likely tool because, “the top part is bigger.”
She also recognized that offsetting the tool can create a less well-defined edge and a
larger pattern. I suggested looking at spatter mechanism placed at different distances as a
variable but probably not as relevant as lifting the tool various distances off the surface
and spattering blood onto the top of the tool and observing the resulting void.
Photo 40 she recognized as a blood trail but from blood dripping off a tool because blood
dripping from a body would be too variable and cause smearing whereas this blood trail
is uniform and heavily stained with blood. She could not provide an explanation
regarding the blood from a wound and why it is smearing. You could maximize the
amount of blood falling off an object such as a flashlight by dipping it into blood and
letting it drip onto the ground but it would soon be exhausted—only blood coming from a
wound could provide a steady source. Asking on what side of the body the wound is, she
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indicated that it would be on the left side because that side would provide clearance for a
person passing by the bicycle in the foreground and the barbecue grill in the background.
I pointed out footwear impressions in blood on the right side that she had not noticed.
Amount of blood loss, speed of walking and blood dripping from a wound vs. blood
dripping from a tool vs. blood dripping from a wound onto a tool and then onto the
ground could be variables to look at. She would simulate blood dripping from a wound
by pouring fake blood into cloth, holding it like a bag and letting it drip through as she
did her experiments.
Photo 51 is a series of blood drops on soil. She described the soil as sand but it is actually
a dry, clay like surface. She said she would want to duplicate soil conditions where the
blood had soaked in. She could not point out these areas of blood soaking in. The variable
would be the number of drops required to make a stain of each size as well as the
absorbent character of the soil. She did not have a good grasp of the actual size of the
image. She suggested using a length of a blade of grass as a reference point (a scale later
revealed at the bottom of the photo indicated that my initial belief that this photo is
approximately life size is correct. She described the overall pattern as blood dripping into
blood type pattern.
Group project is to create an apparatus that will disperse blood varying distances
depending on size. Showed her a photo of the spinning wood amateur based off a fan
motor in a cardboard housing to direct blood projection in one direction.
FOR 312 Chemistry & Criminalistics
Interview with N. A.
October 25, 2017
Looked at photos and found one that M. B. had so substituted 28 for 51. N. A. has done
some preliminary examination so our conversations moved along rapidly. The first photo
we examined was Photo 17 or high velocity blood spatter on a right hand. He felt that this
was aspirated blood, he could see bubbles and a fine smearing of blood along the side of
the index finder that suggested blood mixed with saliva. I asked if it would be likely to
see aspirated blood on someone’s hand and suggested blood from a shooting. If he was
holding the gun then how did he get so much blood on the inside of his hand? Person may
not have been holding the gun but may have readjusted their hands so that the right hand
was holding the barrel. It seems like a lot of blood for back spatter from a handgun—
might be shotgun to the head that created this much spatter and he suggested holding a
pipe in that hand while spraying blood onto the surface. At first, he suggested a manikin
hand or a rubber gloved hand but felt that the bare hand would give the best results. He
would take a spray bottle and force it through a screen to further divide the blood into
small droplets and spray onto a hand. He felt that the blood should be diluted to better
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duplicate the misting that appears as a solid red along the outer aspect of the index finger.
Not clear how he would duplicate the areas of higher concentration such along the edge
of the hand.
Photo 28 shows a combination of smeared transfer stain and medium impact stains. When
asked about sequence, he indicated that the smeared swipe came first and then the
medium velocity. He would take a rag that is bloody and drag it across the wall and then
hit a sponge to create medium velocity impact.
Photo 45 shows an individual who shot himself in the head. There is blood spatter on the
back of his right hand and blood running down the arm of his coat and blood dripping
directly onto the floor from his head wound. He would reproduce this by hollowing out a
Styrofoam head and placing a blood-filled balloon inside and popping it to simulate the
high velocity blood pattern on the back of the hand and then let the head slump over to
duplicate the blood flowing down the right sleeve and the blood from the head wound
dripping onto the floor.
Photo 29 shows blood spatter from multiple directions impacting the corner of a wall and
the face of file cabinet and a blood pool in front of these items. I asked him to place the
victim and he would put him near the blood pool. He would simulate the blood pattern by
placing a blood-filled sponge and different heights and positions and strike it with a
“broad, flat instrument.” He seemed unclear of the exact placement to get the two angles
of bloodstains and the exact placement in the middle to capture the bloodstains splitting
between the two angled walls, suggesting it was placed at the apex of this structure. He
would create a pull of blood and strike it to create the “splash pattern” on the file cabinet
to the left of the picture with the larger, dripping stains. Gave no other details of the exact
position of the pool of blood.
He is in group 1 and they have agreed to modify a mouse trap to create the high velocity
bloodstains. I indicated that a mousetrap would not be of sufficient velocity to create high
velocity effects. I recommended that the group do more research along the lines of
incrementally developing high pressures such as the pumping action of an air rifle and
they might want to research the theatrical production of bullet wounds for ideas.

FOR 312 Chemistry & Criminalistics
Interview with H. M.
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October 26, 2017
Looked at image 26 (outline of body in blood with medium impact spatter on wall) first. I
gave her the other photos associated with this reconstruction on her last visit. She found it
difficult to pick out footwear impression in blood because of the pattern on the tile.
Person had his throat cut and he bled out and the blood formed an outline of the body
where body was in contact with the floor. I asked her why she thought it was a cut throat,
her explanation was based on possible projected blood sprays which did not sound
plausible. We concentrated on the body outline in blood first. Were there any indications
of disturbance of the body? Obviously, the body had to have been disturbed to remove it,
but were there indications in the dried blood what may have happened? She pointed out
the fan shape swipe type mark near the bed. Some disturbance causing a transfer from
one of the bloody legs as the body was turned over. I pointed out some voids in the heavy
blood stains on the floor near the body in the most heavily bloodstained areas. Possible
imprints of shoes from responders straddling the body. I pointed out the Vibram pattern
in the shoe prints in blood from another photo, probably due to medical examiner office
personnel. We next talked about the bloodstains on the wall. She pointed out the medium
velocity impact spatter. There were focal points of bloodstaining and I suggested that this
may be due to impacts of the head against the wall causing the spatter rather than the use
of a blunt instrument. She thought about using a blood-filled sponge and striking it or
impacting it against the wall. There are about four strike points for the head along the
periphery of the smear and the large area of the smear due to contact with the blooding
head causing a large smearing stain in the center and still accounting for impact spatter
with far reaching spatter stains. She might try throwing a small ball soaked in blood and
other means.
The next image was photo 22 or a likely head stomping against a wall about two feet
above the carpet. There is a yellow cigarette lighter which she mistook for a cartridge
case. She was initially confused by the proximity of the heavy smear about two feet off
the ground. Wasn’t sure if a beating could occur in that confined space. The heavy stain
in the center could be the focus of impact and could be clotted blood. She was skeptical
of a combination of clotted blood and liquid blood, especially small droplet size in the
same event. Explained that clotting can take place in two or three minutes but need a
larger quantity of blood generally to see this. The blood to the periphery looks like fine
mist but the resolution of the photo is poor and may be more concentrated liquid blood.
We could simulate in a similar way to the previous photo. Use a sponge or something
soaked in blood and strike it or hit it against the wall. Suggested that this was in fact a
stomping type of spatter on the wall. Will try blood soaked sponges and try to duplicate
central and peripheral stains.
Photo 39 she found most confusing because it did not represent enough blood to cause
injury. I suggested that this photo only represents a small sampling of the entire scene and
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another image might be a better representation of the degree of injury and blood loss.
Tried to determine mechanism among many possibilities. Contact with the body and the
stain seems unlikely because of the undisturbed edges. She pointed to one area as being
smooth and devoid of stains at seven o’clock position but not accurately interpreted. I
suggested that this was a volume of projected blood, perhaps 20 or 30 ml. I suggested to
first try to determine volume of blood on some tile squares. A ruler is present but it is
only about 2/3 scale. I suggested that she first estimate the blood volume plotting 10 ml
increments and based on the area estimating the minimum amount of blood. That blood
could then be projected at varying heights and with varying degrees of pressure. I did not
think the nature of the surface would be critical other than that it is flat and protected
from the elements. She will use a very large volume syringe or whoopee cushion or
balloon to approximate the needed volumes.
Photo 31 shows a void pattern on cloth. She thinks it might be a couch cover or
comforter, a piece of the floor is visible in the upper part of the photo suggesting a bed
covering or a furniture covering to keep pets off the furniture. There is a void due to the
folding of the cloth. She has some concerns about the absorbency of the fabric.
Indications of clots in some of the stains and some diffuse edges but diffusion of blood
through the fabric is not a major consideration. The blood does not show much
directionality and came close to 90% down. She can disperse the blood by projecting it
through a screen or pair of nylons or other types of material with a fine mesh. The source
of blood would be directly above the void. She would create the void by folding the
fabric and would also try an object such as a handoff baton in competitive relay races. It
is simply a metal cylinder.
She is in group 2 and their group will probably modify their design to produce a fan like
device that would produce a more uniform type of blood spatter size. She is aware of
bathroom in basement with bathtub and would use that for some of the lying-in blood
experiments.
FOR 312 Chemistry & Criminalistics
Interview with D. D.
October 27, 2017
Photo 27 is an overlap of bloody fingerprints on small blood spatter on a smooth surface.
When she first looked at the photo she thought that the fingerprints were footwear
impressions and then she saw the ridge detail. She felt that the blood drops came second
because there was no smearing of the drops as you might see if the fingerprints were over
still wet drops. There is an optical illusion where the darker image will appear to be on
top of a lighter one. She was not certain if this was on a wall or a floor. What is the
primary characteristic we are trying to resolve? We are concerned about what came first,
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the fingerprint or the blood spatter. Determining whether it is on the floor or a wall is not
important for this purpose, nor is it important to duplicate the exact mechanism of blood
dispersal—a short brush stuck in some blood and then flicking the bristles would be
adequate for this experiment. We want to determine which came first so we would test
both possibilities. We would also want to vary the blood concentration on the fingers
along with the drying time between experiments to see if blood might flow along ridge
lines and be a better indicator of sequence.
Photo 46 is a Buck knife disassembled and showing bloodstains in its interior and very
light smears on the knife blade. She found this one to be the most confusing. Initially not
able to identify blood stains but these were pointed out to her. She felt that a bloody knife
would have a concentrated amount of blood on the blade that would cause the “south
pointing” direction to some of the blood spatters. Knives commonly don’t retain a lot of
blood along the edges but you do see a line of blood that is like the outline of the blade.
Blade may have closed shut leading to blood on the interior. Need to experiment with
dropping the knife and positioning it in various orientation and how the snapping close of
the blade may create a pattern. Has access to similar constructed hunting knives.
Photo 20 she correctly identified as likely arterial spurt against a wall in residence. Large
spots of blood have been projected onto the wall. Thought she might fill a balloon
partially with blood and project it out under different pressures. This might be difficult to
control so one could use a pressure bulb off a blood pressure cuff attached to an
intravenous bag and an outgoing tube attached to a syringe that could spurt blood out
based on hand pressure to the bulb. She said she could get wall board from home depot.
Asked if items could be borrowed for experimentation and reconstruction.
Photo 23 is reconstruction 4, gave her other photos associated with this case. Woman on
floor in pool of blood with apparent stab wounds clustered around her right breast and
blood impact spatter along her back. Believes it is a sexual assault where victim was on
floor and struck on head, leading to the concentration of impact spatter on the side of the
bed. Not sure if the wounds were stab or bullet holes but the apparent twisted shape is
reminiscent of wounds in bodies where the blade is twisted. A little confused about the
straight down path of the bloodstain. Would try to duplicate using a sponge that could be
battered directionally to give bloodstains noted over back and would use a dummy or
rolled paper dressed in cloth as a target. Could consider mass causality medical moulage
to duplicate the knife injuries.
She has group 1 project. N. A. has mentioned that the mousetrap arrangement would
only produce medium and not high velocity. Suggested that she think about a pressurized
system to generate gas that would be forcibly ejecting blood out of a narrow opening
simulating a gunshot wound. Air guns have special valves for increasing air pressure
many thousands of times higher than normal pressure then venting it through a small
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hole. Suggested that she look at theatrical reproduction of gunshot wounds. Gunshot
wounds are high velocity but expirated blood from respiratory track is also high velocity.
So think in terms of high pressure effects and not necessarily high speed.
FOR 312 Chemistry & Criminalistics
Interview with K. S.
October 30, 2017
“I enjoy the labs and especially the exercises—they force me to think about
things…creative ways to look at crime investigation…I studied biology at UB but I
became bored because they did not have forensics there…this is my first semester here
and I’m starting to enjoy class again.”
Looked at photo 16 (woman in corner, shot in head). She believes that it represents
medium impact. Woman probably fell backward and struck her head on wall causing
spatter. She was confused by the blood from the woman’s mouth—she did not know
where the wound was. I pointed out the fine mist in the center of the spatter. She noted
the bloodstains in the lower right that appeared to be blood in hair that swiped the
surface. There is also a fine mist that indicates high velocity. There is also a light trail of
powder staining on the wall. A high caliber weapon fired at the head will produce a jet of
gunshot residue that will travel through the wound track and be deposited on a near-by
surface. You can duplicate the high velocity impact and you can duplicate the blood
gurgling through the mouth. She envisioned using a blood-soaked sponge placed in a
Styrofoam head and then throwing a ball at it to get the high velocity spatter and the
gurgling. I told her that would not likely work. What other pattern we studied simulates
high velocity? It would be expirated blood, forceful sneezing or coughing of blood would
mimic the high velocity effects of a bullet. You cannot bring guns onto campus but if you
have access to guns and a firing range then you could carry out the experiment there.
Otherwise, consider how bullet wounds are produced in Hollywood productions—use of
high pressure containers that are vented under pressure to propel blood. I recommended
that she also look at medical moulage to simulate some of these effects. She can also
dress the manikin in cloth to simulate the blood flow pattern although not a critical aspect
of the reconstruction.
Photo 11 is the drag mark resulting from dragging a body which I used to replace her
blood drip trail (photo 40). What part of the body was injured? Probably the head. How
was the body positioned before it got dragged? Body with legs sticking out to the right or
left. If we assume blood is from the head, then that would tend to fix the orientation of
the body because the cabinets would block other orientations. She noted an accumulation
of blood at the start of the trail near the center of the kitchen cabinets. She recognized the
dark areas as clots broken away from the body. The change in position of the drag tended
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to dislodge a clot at that point. She suggested that the shoulders of the victim widened the
stain and there were faint yellow stains, likely from the victim’s arms. “How exactly does
the drag pattern have to be duplicated?” Just enough to indicate dragging of a body with a
source of blood and if you could duplicate the breakup of the clots that would be a bonus.
Appears to have less blood at the end of the blood trail, lower part of the picture.
Photo 3 is blood dripping into blood from a short height. “I would take a dropper and
drop one drop at a time into pool from as high a distance as I could.” I showed her photo
6, a projected volume of blood at low energy but showing more elongated stains than
photo 3. The satellite drops are rounded but they are a certain distance from the center of
the stain. The volume of the center of the stain as well as my height of blood dropping
would influence the appearance of the stains. You would not want to drop from
maximum height but rather measure optimum height that would give blood drops out to
six to eight centimeters from the center stain and then record that height. Blood volume
may influence how far the drops travel out to the periphery, something to test.
Photo 1 is arterial blood spurt. Appears to be close to ground. How close would the
person be to the wall? You have blood decreasing in height from high on left side to
lower on right side. Could it be due to the person falling? Maybe due to the decreasing
arterial pressure. You are trying to simulate the sinusoidal pattern of the bloodstain and
trying to simulate the larger drops. Could you use a squirt gun? It would probably not
have the bloodstain volume and pressure considerations likely to be different. Could you
use a whoopee cushion or a balloon? Probably insufficient pressure to produce desirable
effects. In medical mouleage, a blood pressure bulb attached to an IV bag and connected
to a syringe nozzle could approximate the pressure variation.
Group 1 needs to review the use of a mouse trap to simulate high velocity. Think of
something high pressure that can be pumped several times to build up pressure like a
pesticide sprayer. I suggested that she look up how Hollywood produces bullet wounds
on screen using high pressure devices.

FOR 312 Chemistry & Criminalistics
Interview with J. O.
November 1, 2017
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“The exercises related to creative thinking haven’t been too helpful. When I was at NU
the classes in religion and philosophy covered creative thinking, and looking at things
from all sides.”
He has been studying the photographs extensively. We began by looking at photo 19 or
bloodstains on a brass lamp. I gave him the rest of the photos from bloodstain pattern
course reconstruction number ten. When he first looked at the picture, he thought it was
blood on a door knob. Showed him the image of the entire lamp for orientation. There is
an area of impact spatter. What about this pattern at the base? It looks like bloodstains
from hair. What do you think transpired? She may have been struck more than once in
order to open up the blood source. In the high-speed videos, there was one image of a
sponge that was sealed up with tape that was struck to simulate medium velocity impact
spatter. Can’t say for sure the number of blows but the need to open up the wound to
expose more blood makes sense. How would you duplicate this? Maybe take a manikin
head and strike it with a similar object. Maybe use a sponge. You would need to duplicate
the impact spatter and the pattern from bloody hair transfer.
Photo 42 is a drying blood transfer and sequencing stain pattern. What types of blood
patterns are you seeing? Mainly transfer, swipe type stains. The circular drops appear to
have straight down, 90° impact. What was used to make the swipe? I thought at first
fingers but the striations in the middle stain were made by cotton which I saw in one of
the videos. In this one circular stain, it has dried leaving an outer ring. Blood has flowed
into it from a swipe and partially filled it in with the dried edges of the stain acting like a
retaining wall for the liquid blood. What type of surface is the blood on? It looks like a
tile. The width of the grout appears larger than what I’ve seen in most kitchens. Find a
surface to experiment with. You can produce the vertical blood spatters using a brush
dipped in blood and stroking the bristles. I might use an eye dropper for some of the
larger stains. The vertical stains would be laid down first and allowed to dry. Would then
try to duplicate swipe with cotton. The swipe pattern is rather indistinct other than rough
outline of fingers. Hard to identify a likely source, the possibilities would be nearly
infinite. You may also want to look at the direction of the swipe. Darker blood has the
optical illusion of appearing on top regardless of the order of deposition so be careful of
that. Outline of large stain in lower right-hand corner. Looks like the area of an original
stain that was wiped away. Large stains on the left, hard to identify how they originated.
Black object that looks like a shoe string on top of the photo. Some thin materials that
look like contaminants, stained with blood and on bottom right of photo.
Photo 13 is an enlargement of an expirated blood stain. Is the image life size, smaller,
larger? It is an enlargement and looks like a photomicrograph, the actual stain is probably
about two inches long. What is the orientation? It may be on a vertical surface because of
the arched blood drops. Look at the vertical flow in the center that is due to gravity, so
probably on a vertical surface. What type of surface? Likely a vertical surface. If we look
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at the probability of events, it is likely on an interior wall of a residence. These are often
stucco type material. Hard to see the texture of the surface. You could start with a section
of wall board from Home Depot. You might be able to control that line of blood on the
baseline by adding something to influence the surface character of the wall such as stop
cock grease, Vaseline, Chap Stick, etc. The effects of surface tension might be
accentuated by a small size stain. How was the aeration of the blood created? Presence of
CO2 maybe. How could you create that? Maybe with a syringe, but it would have to be a
large syringe, without a needle. How could you create that effect in a syringe? Put blood
in and pull back to introduce air. You would also want to shake it vigorously. You can
control the flow by putting a piece of rubber tubing to the end of the syringe. The other
stains in the pattern would not be important as duplicating the aeration of the stain and
the line of surface tension creating that blood dam at the base of the stain.
Photo 5 shows impact spatter by a stair well. Where do you think this incident occurred?
By the appearance of the steps, it appears to be a common area of an apartment building.
It looks like high velocity but the height of the stain pattern seems extreme and not sure if
the large stains to the right of the pattern are related. Also, the square, white object on the
left side of the photo has a pattern that does not correspond to the impact spatter on the
wall, not sure if it was there during the event. The pattern appears to be impact.
Compared to a high velocity as depicted in the shot woman in photo 16. If there was
more than one strike, the stains are well centralized. Larger stains to the right but these
could be due to projected blood from the initial impact site. Apparent drag marks and
pooled blood at the base of the stairway. Will not try to duplicate these stains but will
concentrate on the medium impact spatter on the wall. Could rig a manikin or Styrofoam
head and strike it to duplicate pattern. White stains to the very left of the photo, appeared
to be there after the incident as it has no bloodstains inside. Don’t appear to be film
defects. Unknown and don’t appear to be critical. Will place a cotton covered sponge or
cotton cover pile of newspapers or something absorbent to try to simulate the stains on
the square, white object in the left corner to see if the absorption of the stains could be
simulated to determine if it was there in the corner at the time of the blood spatter. The
pink device in the left corner near the white object is a dildo so likely a space frequented
by prostitutes, drug users, etc.

FOR 312 Chemistry & Criminalistics
Interview with A. A.
November 7, 2017
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Photo 37 shows a bleeding cut on the inner aspect of the arm near the elbow with the
blood transferred to the upper arm through flexing. She initially thought it was a bite
mark because of the curved surface. We had taken Mikrosil casts of bite marks students
made on their arms in a previous lab exercise. She realized at some point that it was not a
bite mark, especially considering its orientation on the forearm and was currently
stumped as to what could have made the mark. The mark superficially looks like a bite
mark but the orientation would prevent someone’s jaw from aligning itself in the angle to
create the bite. I pointed out the rough margins and the deep cavity into the skin. Still did
not recognize this as a jagged cut. I suggested that one could simulate that curvature by
cutting a cylinder at an angle. She could verify this by cutting a cylindrical object such as
a rolled piece of clay or a carrot or something similar with a knife and observing the
curvature. The U or V shape has an asymmetric side that might be simulated by cutting
with the knife positioned at different positions. The curve could then be painted with
blood or something that could transfer to another surface to mimic the transfer part found
on the upper arm. She asked if construction paper could be used but I felt that this needs
some three dimensional, solid character to it and would not easily be duplicated by rolled
up construction paper. Seemed to have difficulty grasping the concept but I think she left
with a clearer picture of what to do. She asked about the small red stains on the sheet
underneath the injured arm. Told her it was likely blood but would not be the focus of our
reconstruction.
Photo 2 shows some environmentally altered blood stains that appear to be blood drooped
straight down onto a white sheet already moist. She likewise felt that this was blood
dropped onto a surface already wet. She noted that adjacent stains were flowing into each
other. I asked her what two sequencing experiments involving blood and cloth and water
one could carry out. Did not seem to understand my question. I raised the possibility of
dropping blood onto a dry cloth, letting the blood dry to varying extents and then adding
moisture to varying degrees and dropping blood onto an already wet surface. One could
then measure the degree of diffusion. Another aspect would be the difference in blood
concentration between a dense center and diffuse stain edges in blood dropped into dry
fabric which is then exposed to moisture vs. the uniform density of blood dropped onto
an already wet fabric. This I did not point out in the hopes that she would make that
observation herself.
Photo 38 appears to be a small (~ 1.5 cm) stain on a white surface which seems textured
as if a paper towel had been placed over a drop of blood and the blood allowed to come
through to the other side showing the texture and uneven blood distribution. She surmised
that possibility as well. She then discounted that and felt the texturing was more like the
texture of the sole of a shoe. I pointed out the small size of the stain and the
correspondingly small texturing although it is something that I cannot totally discount. It
would be something that she could try to duplicate in one of her trials. I suggested that
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the towel over a single stain on the floor might be more likely and should be tried first.
The bloodstain could be on the floor or on a vertical surface, could not discount either
from the photo although there is no vertical running of the blood. Another possibility
might be blood on a cloth that then comes in contact with a wall with no lateral motion.
This might account for the uneven distribution of the blood with the preponderance of the
right-hand side, a small gap toward the bottom, middle and less staining on the left hand
side which she also noted.
Photo 33 is a series of blood drops on a concrete floor in an apparent shared space in an
apartment building. Sparse stains, generally rounded appearance. She identified the stains
as being likely on concrete. She initially thought this might be inside a building but
concrete would not likely be inside a finished building except in garage. Appeared to be
between two apartment doors along concrete foot path. Direction of travel suggested by a
few round stains with a series of small stains connected and following these would
suggest a motion from the back of the photo to the fore ground. Large circular stains
without much edge irregularity or tailing suggesting slow speeds and low energy levels.
She felt that this was blood dripping off a knife. Even though small amounts of blood,
there is still a lengthy trail of some feet in length and enough blood to suggest it is too
much to fall simply off a bloody weapon, there needs to be some continual source which
suggest blood from a bleeding wound. She had some difficulty in accepting this
reconstruction as it would assume blood coming from a certain body location which she
was not prepared to identify. Unlikely that we could ever identify the location on the
body of the bleeding wound but could use something simple such as an eye dropper with
blood to drop the blood while walking at varying speeds. Effort would be to try to
duplicate the pattern of one larger parent drop and a series of drops next to each other
pointing in the direction of travel. This would hopefully verify the direction of travel
from the background to the fore ground of the photo. She thought the blood might be
from a wound on the leg but could not offer an explanation why. Spacing between the
drops might have significance in regard to speed of walking but that needs to be tested.
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Appendix H
Interim Assignment 1
Comparing Patent Designs
As part of your bloodstain projects, in particular your group assignments, you
may find it helpful to examine various types of apparatus that can be adapted to your
bloodstain pattern re-enactments. In subsequent assignments, we will be searching the
patent literature for devices that might be of use in construction of apparatus specifically
adaptable to bloodstain pattern re-creation. These would be gadgets capable of impacting
surfaces at variable speeds, motorized devices that might be adapted to project blood at
variable speeds, striking devices, etc.
There will also be exercises to allow you to examine the relative merits of
competing designs in order to carry out similar functions. In the exercise below are two
patent designs for a golf ball retriever. The two designs have the same end objective but
approach the problem in different ways.
Design 1
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Design 2

Based on the two patent diagrams, compare the relative merits of the two designs
in terms of practical retrieval of golf balls from a typical golf course environment. When
comparing features consider relative practicality of adding and removing the device and
bulkiness or stream line of the overall device. Consider possible issues with manufacture
that might affect cost. Consider the universal applicability of design in the context of the
golf course environment and it they are both equally capable of retrieving a golf ball in
difficult locations. Elegance of design, speed of taking the device on and off a golf club
and other practical considerations that you can think of should be addressed. Prepare a
list of five advantages and five disadvantages of each design in a Word document list and
turn in by next class meeting.
Design 1 and 2 from: Kivenson, G. (1982). The art and science of inventing. New York,
NY: Van Nostrand Co., Inc.
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Appendix I
Name _________________________
Date __________________________
Interim Assignment 2
Developing Project Designs
The second part of the project is a group project. The student will be part of four working
groups that will design a working model of an apparatus. One apparatus (group one) will be used
to re-create high velocity bloodstain spatter (> 100 ft. / sec.) without the use of firearms or air
rifles or similar devices. The second apparatus (group two) will be a device for the high speed
dispersal of blood droplets to illustrate the correlation between blood size and distance traveled.
The third project (group three) will simulate blood dripping from an open wound of a passenger
in a moving car but without the actual use of a full-scale car. The fourth project (group four) will
be the construction of a grid to measure blood volume on various surfaces and a device or process
to recognize spatter on a vehicle (or model) and distinguish between blood due to impact with a
blood-filled object or blood that has been dispersed onto a stationary car. The constructed device
will be presented as a demonstration to the class.
Each member of each of the four groups will consider the requirements of their projects
in terms of materials and a possible time line necessary for completion and demonstration of their
project by the end of the semester. Consider the process by which the blood source needs to be
acted upon in order to produce the desired effect (how hard, how rapidly, what type of apparatus
needed to produce the effect, etc.) This will be your first attempt to consider the requirements and
constraints of the project, details will be worked out more extensively with later assignments and
there will be opportunities to corroborate with other members of your group.
Produce three rough sketches of possible designs for an apparatus that will likely produce
the blood spatter event. Rank these in terms of those most easily constructed in a realistic amount
of time that would fulfill the requirements. Consider size and provide a rough estimate of
dimensions. Consider the type of material that may be needed. The design can be simple or
complex and assume that any required material is obtainable. In addition to your three sketches,
have a few sentence explanation of how the device works. A sheet of diagram sketches and a few
hand printed words of explanation and a list of materials to be submitted by next week.
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Appendix J
Name _________________________
Date __________________________
FOR 312 Chemistry and Criminalistics
Interim Assignment 3
Patent Searches and Using Patent Literature
When you consider the construction of your groups’ device for your projects (i.e. a
device that will simulate high velocity impact without use of guns or air rifles; a device
that will propel blood droplets in such a fashion to show the correlation between size and
distance; a device to simulate blood flow and streaming that one might see from blood
flowing down the side of a moving car without using a full scale car; a measuring grid-portable and suitable for irregular surfaces, capable of measuring or griding out irregular
pools of blood and a process or device that will distinguish between blood spatter created
by impacting a blood filled object with a moving vehicle and blood spattered onto a
surface, both stationary) consider looking at broad categories of inventions. To look at
inventions that might be applicable, we need to consider the purpose of an invention, they
physical principle that underlies it, its parts, features and dimensions and the context of
the invention within a family of similar inventions.
The exercises below will provide you with some familiarization with the patent
literature. It will also provide you with some clues to break down the attributes of a
simple device and search for other devices of similar design or provide you with ideas for
modifying existing devices to incorporate them into your project devices.
1. Look up patent number 200, 521. Describe the invention, the inventor and the
date of the patent. Use www.uspto.gov and “Patent Number Search” link.
2. Find three different designs for a mouse trap and paste them into your Word
document. “How to Access Full-Page Images” link.
3. Provide the patent number, date of patent and a description of the invention of
five inventions of Tomas A. Edison.
4. Research the fee for filing a patent. Cite all references.
5. Find sources for international patent designs and provide appropriate citations.
6. Come up with at least five attributes for your group’s device and classify them
into categories suitable for searching in the Patent Office Index to Classification
and Manual of Classification at www.uspto.gov click “Patents” then click
“Guidance, Tools and Manuals” under “Patenting Guides. Can be found under
“Tools and Manuals.”
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7. Consider the attributes of a common object such as a fork. Using a series of
questions through the S.C.A.M.P.E.R. problem solving method, come up with
seven novel designs. Provide a simple sketch of each design. Due next Friday.

From: Teixeira, G. C. S. (2014) Proposition of an alumni portal based on benchmarking
and innovative process. Journal of Information Systems & Technology Management, 11
(3), 591-610. Sept/Dec.
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Appendix K
Name _________________________
Date __________________________
FOR 312 Chemistry and Criminalistics
Interim Assignment 4
Exercise 1: Pre-Visualization Methods.
When people are having difficulty in coming up with a basic design, it sometimes helps
to have pre-forms available from which more detailed designs can be created. For
example, one can use simple designs such as block letters from the alphabet to come up
with various combinations and designs.

Given the series of shapes below, use these shapes to form your initial device for your
individual project and a design for your group project. The shapes represented are:
SPHERE, HALF SPHERE, CUBE, CONE, CYLINDER, WIRE, TUBE, FLAT
SQUARE, BRACKET, RECTANGULAR BLOCK, HOOK, WHEELS, CROSS, RING
and HANDLE. With the exception of the wire and tube which can be lengthened,
shortened and stretched into different configurations, do not alter the basic shape of the
other figures and try to maintain relative proportions of all figures. A figure may be used
more than once in the design.
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In addition to these figures, for the bloodstain pattern creation device you may also use a
SPONGE, SCREEN/GRID, EYE DROPPER, FUNNEL, WEDGE/INCLINE, PLASTIC
BAG, COCONUT, KNIFE/SPIKE, SPRING, SQUEEZE BULB, POSTER BOARD,
FAKE BLOOD with the details of your own design. Once the figures are created, have a
paragraph description of its function. Design at least two for each project. For example,
with the design below a description might be:

Variable Impact Device
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This device uses a bent spring like rod attached to two wood blocks. A volume of blood is
placed on the interior surface of one of the blocks and the metal rod connecting the two
blocks is raised to create tension then released. The second block strikes the first block
with the blood creating a simulated medium impact spatter.
Exercise 2: Using biomimicry to aid in device development. Utilize the Ask Nature web
site at http://asknature.org/ to find a biological analog for your device(s) using key words
and concepts to use as search terms. Identify at least three appropriate search terms and
record responses. Try a test entry such as “attracting a mate,” to start.
Exercise 3: Collaborative drawing
Exchange copies of each of your designs (group and individual projects) with another
member of your group and have them add, subtract additional detail or modify existing
structures in your design. Provide the other member the design but provide no
explanation. You will each have five minutes to make modifications after which you may
discuss your modifications.
Pre-visualization images from: Finke, R. (1990). Creative imagery: Discoveries and
inventions in visualization. New York, NY: Lawrence Erlbaum Associates, Inc.
Publishers.
Collaborative drawing: Shah, J., Vergas-Hernandez, N., Summers, J., Kulkarni, S. (2001)
Collaborative sketching (C-Sketch): An idea generation technique for engineering design.
Journal of Creative Behavior, 35, 168-198.
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Appendix L
FOR 312 Chemistry and Criminalistics
Interim Assignment 5
Exercise--Internet Research
Begin to do research relating to your bloodstain individual and group projects. Consider
the supplies that you will need to carry out the activities to reproduce your bloodstain
patterns. Simulated blood, clothing, costumes, devices to simulate stabbing, shooting,
bludgeoning and the resulting blood deposition are going to be of interest. Identify at
least 15 key words related to blood spatter interpretation as it related to your projects.
There will be meetings with each of you to further define and narrow down the scope of
your projects but for this project use as broad a search scope as possible. Consider
Halloween and theatrical supplies as well as arts and crafts. Supplies for mass causality,
military or battle scenes and crime scene simulations would be appropriate. There is an
area of nursing training known as medical mouleage that deals with the replication of
injuries, simulation of clotted blood and related prompts that may yield useful
information. Find formulas for creating fake or simulated blood. Consider the Ask
Nature website for further ideas related to biomimicry and how this might be relevant to
your project. Standard print resources as well as Internet sources may be consulted as
long as full citations are provided. Complete by Wednesday, next time we meet.
•
•

Compile a list of at least 15 search terms.
Compile a list of 25 appropriate web sites for supplies and ideas for your
individual and group bloodstain pattern projects and use APA format for
appropriate citation. Annotate all sources. Be sure to include the link.

Example of proper citation format:
APA Format: Author last name, first initial. (Year of publication). Title of Web Site (in
italics). Location of publisher: Publisher name. Retrieved on (date) from (Web URL).
Example: The Library of Congress (2017). Preservation: Accelerated Aging of Paper:
Can it Really Foretell the Permanence of Paper? District of Columbia: Library of
Congress. Retrieved on March 15, 2017 from
http://www.loc.gov/preservation/resources/rt/age/age_12.html
A two page bibliography of references related to accelerated aging of paper and historical
document preservation. References related to paper conservation research.
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Appendix M
FOR 312 Chemistry & Criminalistics
Interim Assignment 6
Exercises in Problem Re-framing
You will re-frame your primary objective related to your individual and group bloodstain
pattern problems using a simple rubric based on the following preliminary design model:
Design a(n) [device, process, etc.] ___e.g. catapult_______________________ that
(does something) ___projects blood variable distances________ within the constraints of
__a motorized device that permits variable speeds; a device within an enclosed area that
prevents blood from flying all over the room but only in one direction; a device small
enough to be carried by one person_____________________

You will do this for your group project (individually) and for your four individual
projects. Think of three constraints for each project and prepare in a Word Document for
your five projects using the above rubric repeated five times for each of your projects. .
Exercise in Project Feasibility
Develop a project feasibility chart for your group project (do this individually). Use a
chart similar to the example given below:
Rating System for Adapting Mouse Trap to Create Medium Spatter Device
Idea
Snap on plate
Variable Strength spring
More than 180° of movement
Enlarged for more realistic experiments
Modified to accommodate sponge

Idea Value
3
7
6
4
7

Feasibility
4
6
6
8
1

Total
7
13
12
12
8

Consider at least five variables / modifications for your proposed group device. Give
these subjective ratings based on Idea Value or novelty of idea and applicability to the
situation, on Feasibility or practicality, that is, how easily can it be constructed and
provide total results.
Have your re-framing and project feasibility prepared in a Word document for next week.
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Appendix N
Name _________________________
Date__________________________
FOR 312 Chemistry and Criminalistics
Interim Assignment 7
Evaluating Your Bloodstain Problem

1. Describe the problem. Blood is present on suspect’s left sleeve. The blood has a diffuse
appearance as if it has been diluted with water. A stain higher up on the sleeve has a
better defined edge and is darker suggesting that it is not dilute. Problem: how to
duplicate this stain with these two issues of blood projected onto the sleeve,(likely
medium velocity) and stain nearest cuff coming in contact with water. Are there other
possibilities that might explain this stain? What would the blood appear like if it landed
on a dry fabric? What would the blood appear like if it landed on dry fabric that then
became wet? What would the blood appear like if it landed on fabric already wet?
2. Gather additional information. Is there other information that might be useful, for
example information providing size? What is the significance of the area of redness near
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the left hand? What is the significance of the damaged thumb nail? What would be the
significance of the ring? This is all information related to a battering. While perhaps not
related directly to the pattern, this other information may provide some context.
3. Think of a possible means to re-create this situation. What force would be used (low,
medium, high)? What might be a possible implement to use to create the stain the size
that is seen in the photo (a broad surface weapon like a board, a narrow surface weapon
like a tire iron, a knife, etc.)? How would the person be positioned to the blood source so
as to get the blood on the garment as observed in the photo? Once you have a few ideas,
evaluate those that appear most reasonable. An evaluation matrix can be used to look at
some models to determine which might be better or at least in what order you may want
to proceed if multiple methods of reproducing the stain are possible. Below is one
method of reconstruction where a blood-soaked sponge on the corner of a table is struck
with a flat, broad and flat surface test tube holder.

4. Evaluate the results from your choice of reconstruction methods. Be aware that there
are two parts to this reconstruction: the production of the stain and duplicating the likely
environmental alterations that produces a diffuse stain. From the image below you will
note that the stain is approximately the correct size (likely to enlarge when water is
added). One also needs to be aware that the fabric is Tyvek rather than the cloth fabric
seen in the photo. Consider what influence this will have on the results.
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Assignment: Evaluate each of your four individual photos using this type of process of
observation and information gathering.
• Provide a half page description of each of your individual bloodstain photos.
• Describe the primary problem(s). Be aware that with some photos there may be
multiple events that may need to be considered.
• Gather other information from the photo that may be other than blood related that
may have some bearing on understanding what happened at the scene.
• List possible methods of reconstruction.
• Choose what you feel is the best or most likely mechanism by which the
bloodstain pattern was created and provide a sketch. Provide a few sentences of
explanation as to why you feel this is the best solution.
• Provide a few sentences of what you expect to find from your experiment.
Prepare in a word document with your attached diagram(s) and any other method of
evaluation such as an evaluation grid and submit by next week.
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Appendix O
Name _________________________
Date __________________________
FOR 312 Chemistry and Criminalistics
Interim Assignment 8
High Speed Visualization of Bloodstain Patterns
There is an online site that has high speed documentation of blood spatter events. Go to
the Ames research center MFRC Blood Pattern Analysis Videos at
https://www.ameslab.gov/mfrc/bpa-videos and view the videos most appropriate for your
project. There may be more than one video that is appropriate as some of the videos
record the same effect but from different angles. Provide me with the name of the video,
how it is relevant to each of your four projects and your group project in a written
summary of a paragraph for each of your photos.
Online Cataloging of bloodstain patterns
Determine what the key bloodstain patterns are for each of your four individual photos
and your group project. Find the most demonstrative image that illustrates that pattern
and place the image in a word document. Record the web site with the photo(s) and
provide the link. Include relevant key words used in your search. You may need to do a
search of key words such as bloodstain patterns, castoff, blood and environmental
alterations, impact spatter, transfer bloodstains, blood drip patterns, etc.
Consider this to be a custom compilation of bloodstain patterns relevant to your particular
project and to your group’s project. Prepare a report that will be due next week.
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Appendix P
Name _________________________
Date___________________________
FOR 312 Chemistry and Criminalistics
Interim Assignment 9—Pattern and Evidence Recognition
1. Good crime scene investigators have the ability to identify patterns and separate the
background noise from the important image. Identify the star pattern within the star and
outline or color it in.

2. Photography is important in crime investigation because one can often go back to the
photo after the scene has been processed and sometimes uncover additional evidence that
was not noticed the first time. Look at the photo below and circle and identify the missed
item of evidence. The item is common, very small and is in an unusual location. It is not
related to the phone receiver in the trash can or the small jar on the table. From: Ferak, J.
(2014). Bloody lies: A CSI scandal in the heartland. Kent, OH: Black Squirrel Books.
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3. Below are two crime scene photos that depict the scene of a homicide before (a) and
after paramedics entered the scene. Describe the points where the scene has been altered.
List and describe at least fifteen.
Before
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After

4. Below is an image from the artist Bev Doolittle. Circle as many embedded figures as
possible.

Below is another image by the same artist. Circle all 14 hidden horses.
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5. Comparison of DNA electropherograms. Compare the two DNA electropherograms
and note if there is a difference between the two profiles. Ignore all handwritten entries
and just look at the profiles. You are comparing the allele designations listed as integer
numbers in the top box and ignoring the RFU values and the molecular weight sizing data
in the bottom two boxes.
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Appendix Q
FOR 312 Chemistry and Criminalistics
Interim Assignment 10
Designing Prototype Kit for Bloodstain Pattern Projects
You will bring in supplies for construction of a prototype apparatus for your group and
individual projects. From your basic design concepts, you will develop a number of
simple prototypes for your apparatus or to visualize the process for producing your
bloodstain patterns. You will have lab time next week to do your construction but this
week, you will be gathering together readily available supplies for the construction of the
prototypes next week. Some supplies will be available in the lab but most will be
assembled by you that are particular to your own and your group projects. Suggested
materials for an initial, low fidelity prototype kit might include:
1. Construction paper
16. Pipe cleaners
31. Cardboard rolls
2. Magnets
17. Colored cards
32. Butcher paper
3. Snaps
18. Zip ties
33. Stickers
4. Masking tape
19. Foam core sheets
34. Popsicle sticks
5. Duct tape
20. Velcro
35. Egg & milk cartons
6. Post-it-notes
21. Rubber bands
36. boxes (shoe & jewelry)
7. Glue sticks
22. Assorted foam shapes
37. Yogurt cups
8. Paper clips
23. Markers
38. Toilet paper rolls
9. Decorative pads
24. Fasteners
39. Wire coat hangers
10. Hole punch
25. Straws
40. Nuts, bolts, screws
11. Scissors
26. ABS sheets
41. Close pins
12. Stapler / staples
27. Felt
42. Beads
13. Hot glue
28. Foam sheets
43. Butter tubs
14. Glue guns
29. String
44. Cans (coffee & soup)
15. Rulers
30. Foil
45. Costume jewelry
In Class Design / Prototype Exercise (Take notes during interview and transfer to final
Word Document.
1. PRE THINK: Think about your most difficult bloodstain pattern challenge. Ten
minutes (2 sessions 5 minutes each).
List attributes that makes it so difficult.
List attributes that you have a handle on.
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2. INTERVIEW: Find out what constraints, challenges are; ask why? Often and try
to arrive at some workable solution. Ten minutes (2 sessions at 5 minutes each)
List Your Observations

List Your Impressions

Observations = what you observe from your information gathering with your partner.
Impressions = what you have concluded about your partner’s plans and if they are
workable or not.
3. KEY INSIGHTS: What are the key needs and key insights you got about the
project?
Three minutes.
Needs: What are you trying to solve?
Observations: New learning about situation
with
new facts and data

4. FRAME AN OPPORTUNITY AREA: How might we… Three minutes
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5. IDEATE: Options to test. Sketch some ideas that meet your partner’s needs.
Sketch at least four ideas: Five minutes.

6. ITERATE: Sketch your big solution and add the details. Five minutes.
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8. PROTOTYPE & TEST: Build a rough and scrappy model of your design and get feedback. Ten
minutes.
9. SHARE YOUR PROTOTYPE & Capture Feedback. Improved drawing based on prototype and
feedback. Ten minutes (2 sessions at 5 minutes each).

10. DEBRIEF Record findings and transfer sketches or hand in document next week,
photo your prototype(s) and include in word.
Based on: Madelaine, D. (2017) CPSI 2017 Design Thinking Crash Course (workshop).
Creative Problem Solving Institute, Buffalo, NY, June 13-18, 2017.
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Appendix R
Name _________________________
Date __________________________
FOR 312 Chemistry & Criminalistics
Interim Assignment 11
Project Photo Evaluation
Examine your four project photographs. Provide a subjective evaluation regarding the
quality of the image and your ability to derive useful information that would be helpful for
your project. Use the Likert Scale assessment below to rate the relative value of your four
project photographs as you rate them. For example if your photo overall is low contrast
(little difference between tonal values) you would circle “low contrast.” You have
intermediate ranges that you can mark with a check mark leading up to “high contrast” or
maximum number of intermediate tonal values.
Photo Number ______________
Low contrast ___

___

___

___

____

Narrow tonal range

___

___

___

___

Out of focus

___

___

___ ____

Sharp focus

Poor Resolution ___ ___

___

___ ____

High Resolution

No reference scale

___

___

___

___

High contrast
____

___ ____

Full tonal range

Reference scale

Alternate Method to determine relative scale (describe)
________________________________________________
Un-interesting ___
___
___
___ ____
Dynamic
Repetitive

___

___

___

___

____

Varied

Chaotic

___

___

___

___

____

Ordered (background)

Smooth

___

___

___

___

____

Rough

Emotional

___

___

___

___

____

Rational

Simple

___

___

___

___

____

Complex

Narrow depth ___
of focus

___

___

___

____

Wide depth
of focus
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Color not
___
critical to scene
Ambiguous ___

___

___

___

____

___

___

___

____

Color critical
to scene
Clear cut

Low information ___ ___

___

___

____

High Information content

No continuity ___
___
(between multiple images)

___

___

____

High continuity
(between multiple images)

Attributes of Primary Object of Interest:
Poorly defined shape ___

___

___

___

____

Well defined shape

Inaccurate color

___

___

___

____

Accurate color

Object obscured
___
___
___
by other object in scene (arrangement)

___

____

Object visible

___

Object(s) need to be re-oriented to give better view / more information? Explain
_________________________________________________________________
Static (no motion)
___
___
___
___ _____ Indication of motion or
activity
Substrate blood stain is on:
Smooth

___

___

___

___

_____ Textured

Matt surface

___

___

___

___

_____ Glossy surface

Opaque

___

___

___

___

_____ Transparent

Other (Describe) ________________________________________
Close to camera
___
___
___
(apparent depth of object within scene)

___

Far from observer

Evidence of possible lens distortion ___ ___ ___ ___

_____ No lens distortion

Time of day: ___ MORNING
___AFTERNOON ___EVENING ____UNK
• How might this photo be improved to properly convey the necessary information
to resolve the issues in this case?
__________________________________________
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Photo Number ______________
Low contrast ___

___

___

___

_____ High contrast

Narrow tonal range
Out of focus ___

___
___

___
___

___
___

___ _____ Full tonal range
_____ Sharp focus

Poor Resolution ___ ___

___

___

_____

No reference scale

___

___

___

High Resolution

___ _____

Reference scale

Alternate Method to determine relative scale (describe)
_____________________________________
Un-interesting ___ ___
___
___ _____ Dynamic
Repetitive

___

___

___

___

_____ Varied

Chaotic

___

___

___

___

_____ Ordered (background)

Smooth

___

___

___

___

_____ Rough

Emotional

___

___

___

___

_____ Rational

Simple

___

___

___

___

_____ Complex

Narrow depth ___
of focus

___

___

___

_____ Wide depth
of focus

Color not
___
critical to scene

___

___

___

_____ Color critical
to scene

Ambiguous

___

___

___

_____ Clear cut

Low information ___ ___

___

___

_____ High Information content

No continuity ___
___
(between multiple images)

___

___

____

High continuity
(between multiple images)

___

Attributes of Primary Object of Interest
Poorly defined shape ___

___

___

___

_____ Well defined shape

Inaccurate color

___

___

___

_____ Accurate color

Object obscured
___
___
___
by other object in scene (arrangement)

___

_____ Object visible

___
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Object(s) need to be re-oriented to give better view / more information? Explain
_________________________________________________________________
Static (no motion)
activity

___

___

___

___

_____ Indication of motion or

Substrate blood stain is on:
Smooth

___

___

___

___

_____ Textured

Matt surface

___

___

___

___

_____ Glossy surface

Opaque

___

___

___

___

_____ Transparent

Other (Describe) ________________________________________
Close to camera
___
___
___
(apparent depth of object within scene)

___

_____ Far from observer

Evidence of possible lens distortion ___ ___ ___ ___

_____

No lens distortion

Time of day: ___ MORNING
___AFTERNOON ___EVENING ____UNK
• How might this photo be improved to properly convey the necessary information
to resolve the issues in this case?
__________________________________________
Photo Number ______________
Low contrast ___

___

___

___

_____ High contrast

Narrow tonal range

___

___

___

___

Out of focus

___

___

___

_____ Sharp focus

Poor Resolution ___ ___

___

___

_____

No reference scale

___

___

___

___

___

_____ Full tonal range

High Resolution
_____ Reference scale

Alternate Method to determine relative scale (describe)
_____________________________________
Un-interesting ___
___
___
___ _____ Dynamic
Repetitive

___

___

___

___

_____ Varied

Chaotic

___

___

___

___

_____ Ordered (background)

Smooth

___

___

___

___

____

Rough
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Emotional

___

___

___

___

_____ Rational

Simple

___

___

___

___

_____

Narrow depth ___
of focus

___

___

___

_____ Wide depth
of focus

Color not
___
critical to scene

___

___

___

_____ Color critical
to scene

Ambiguous

___

___

___

_____ Clear cut

Low information ___ ___

___

___

_____

No continuity ___
___
(between multiple images)

___

___

_____ High continuity
(between multiple images)

___

Complex

High Information content

Attributes of Primary Object of Interest
Poorly defined shape ___

___

___

___

_____ Well defined shape

Inaccurate color

___

___

___

____

Accurate color

Object obscured
___
___
___
by other object in scene (arrangement)

___

____

Object visible

___

Object(s) need to be re-oriented to give better view / more information? Explain
_________________________________________________________________
Static (no motion)
___
___
___
___ ____
Indication of motion or
activity
Substrate blood stain is on:
Smooth

___

___

___

___

____

Textured

Matt surface

___

___

___

___

____

Glossy surface

Opaque

___

___

___

___

____

Transparent

Other (Describe) ________________________________________
Close to camera
___
___
___
(apparent depth of object within scene)

___

____

Far from observer

Evidence of possible lens distortion ____ ____ ____ ____ _____ No lens distortion
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Time of day: ___ MORNING

___AFTERNOON

___EVENING ____UNK

•

How might this photo be improved to properly convey the necessary information
to resolve the issues in this case?
__________________________________________
Photo Number ______________
Low contrast ___

___

___

___

____

Narrow tonal range

___

___

___

___

Out of focus

___

___

___

____

Sharp focus

Poor Resolution ___ ___

___

___

____

High Resolution

No reference scale

___

___

___

___

___

High contrast
____

____

Full tonal range

Reference scale

Alternate Method to determine relative scale (describe)
_______________________________________________
Un-interesting ___
___
___
___ ____ Dynamic
Repetitive

___

___

___

___

____

Varied

Chaotic

___

___

___

___

____

Ordered (background)

Smooth

___

___

___

___

_____

Rough

Emotional

___

___

___

___

____

Rational

Simple

___

___

___

___

____

Complex

Narrow depth ___
of focus

___

___

___

____

Wide depth
of focus

Color not
___
critical to scene

___

___

___

____

Color critical
to scene

Ambiguous

___

___

___

____

Clear cut

Low information ___ ___

___

___

____

High Information content

No continuity ___
___
(between multiple images)

___

___

____
High continuity
(between multiple images)

___

Attributes of Primary Object of Interest
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Poorly defined shape ___

___

___

___

____

Well defined shape

Inaccurate color

___

___

___

____

Accurate color

Object obscured
___
___
___
by other object in scene (arrangement)

___

____

Object visible

___

Object(s) need to be re-oriented to give better view / more information? Explain
_________________________________________________________________
Static (no motion)
___
___
___
___ ____
Indication of motion or
activity
Substrate blood stain is on:
Smooth

___

___

___

___

____

Textured

Matt surface

___

___

___

___

____

Glossy surface

Opaque

___

___

___

___

____

Transparent

Other (Describe) ________________________________________
Close to camera
___
___
___
(apparent depth of object within scene)

___

____

Far from observer

Evidence of possible lens distortion ___ ___ ___ ___ ____ No lens distortion
Time of day: ___ MORNING
___AFTERNOON ___EVENING ____UNK
• How might this photo be improved to properly convey the necessary information
to resolve the issues in this case?
__________________________________________
Based on:
Anon. (1958). Ask these 20 key questions whenever you study a picture. Special Issue:
What you can learn from pictures. Popular Photography, 42 (3), 60-61 (March).
Brooke, J.T. (1977) A viewer’s guide to looking at photographs: The art of
understanding, analyzing, and judging photographs. Wilmette, IL: The Aurelian Press.
Osgood, C.E., Suci, G. J., Tannenbaum, P.H. (1958). The measurement of meaning.
Urbana, IL: University of Illinois Press, pp. 68-70.
Stroebel, L., Todd, H. & Zakia, R. (1980). Visual concepts for photographers. New York,
NY: Focal Press Inc.
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Appendix S
Name _________________________
Date __________________________
FOR 312 Chemistry and Criminalistics
Interim Assignment 12
Desert Island Test
Prepare a list of three essential items you would need to have if creating your pattern on a
desert island for each of your four individual bloodstain projects and for your group
project. Assume that you have a plentiful supply of blood; what three primary additional
parts or materials would you need? Prepare a chart or similar summary in your Word
document.
Courtroom Introduction
You are going to prepare an introduction to your project in one or two paragraphs, for
each of your project photos and your group photo, as if you were explaining its design to
a lay jury. You will briefly explain your observations (what you saw in the photo), the
likely pattern, explaining blood spatter terms in a manner that the jury can understand and
how you propose to demonstrate your hypothesis of how the blood was deposited in each
of your photos. For any apparatus, you will explain briefly the principles on which it
works and how it will simulate a particular bloodstain pattern. For a process or sequence,
you will articulate the degree of force, sequence of activities, etc. in sufficient detail that
someone reading the court transcript of your testimony could duplicate your experimental
design. Please try to describe each of your projects in one or two succinct paragraphs.
You will be graded on the clarity of your explanations.
Prepare all comments in a Word document for submission next week.
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Appendix T
FOR 312 Interim Assignment 13
Wound Correlation
Examine each of your four individual project images and determine what you can of the
nature of the wound or injury that the victim might have received to produce the blood
patterns noted. Based on the context of items in the photo determine if it is possible to
determine:
• Wound position (on the body).
• Extent of the wound (depth in stabbing or shooting cases).
• Extent of blood loss and if survivable (if this was the only condition victim had).
• If likely multiple wounds and their types.
• Type of wound (superficial vs. deep cut; bludgeoning; crushing injuries, gunshot,
etc.)
o If a gunshot wound, can anything be said about possible distance between
gun and body surface; large or small caliber
o If a gunshot wound can one determine if likely suicide, homicide or
accident?
o What type of weapon was likely to have created this wound (cutting,
stabbing, chopping, gunshot wound, blunt, etc.)
o Is there any way of sequencing multiple injuries.
• Possible time interval over which the wounding may have taken place.
• Are there differences in directionality that can provide information about the
number and location of injuries?
• If wound is survivable or not.
• Possible clues such as pattern injuries of the implement on body surface, chance
of having trace evidence transfer between body surface and weapon, etc.
• If person would be likely to be able to walk away with these injuries.
• If person could have fought back or if there is any indication of self-defense.
• If person would be in a position to defend themselves (e.g. consider element of
surprise, weapon type, etc.)
• Can anything be said about where victim was when injuries took place?
• Is it likely that there may be blood from the initial pattern that is spread beyond
the photo—provide justification?
• Any other conditions of note in the blood pattern or context of the scene that
might offer any information about wounding characteristics—you will receive
five extra points if you can provide me with a valid wound-related question that
might be answerable through examination of a photo that is not mentioned above.
Please use these questions in evaluating each of your four individual photographs of
bloodstain patterns. Please provide a one or two sentence justification for each question.
Use these same series of questions for each of your four photographs. Please prepare in a
Word document and turn in next week.
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Appendix U
Name _________________________
Date __________________________
FOR 312 Chemistry and Criminalistics
Interim Assignment 14—Project Survey
Student Evaluation of Bloodstain Pattern Learning Exercises
1. Rank the following technologies that were used within this course in order of
preference with 1 being the best and 3 being the worse.
_____ Blackboard lecture material
_____ Photographic enlargements of bloodstain patterns
_____ Viewing of high speed video of blood spatter formation under various
conditions
2. How did the technology that was used in this course impact your understanding of the
theory and practice of bloodstain pattern interpretation?
No impact
Minor impact
Neutral
Moderate impact
Major impact
3. How did the classroom collaboration on projects, on case studies and other hands-on
projects effect your learning?
No impact
Minor impact
Neutral
Moderate impact
Major impact
4. Rank the teaching techniques that were used within this course in order of preference,
with 1 being the best and 7 being the worst that best helped you to understand bloodstain
patterns.
_____ Laboratory experiments
_____ Work groups in projects
_____ Core lecture material on bloodstain patterns and their interpretation
_____ Lecture material on design thinking, critical problem solving, reconstruction
principles
_____ Office hour debriefing of patterns and scenes
_____ Re-enactments of how scenes were created
_____ Case study homework examples
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5. Rank the importance of factors influencing your decision in purchase of materials and
equipment for construction of your apparatus / reproduction of your bloodstain pattern
with 1 being the most important and 10 being the least important.
_____ availability
_____ cost
_____ service / utility
_____ simplicity
_____ adherence to physiological principles of blood pattern generation
_____ adaptability to new applications
_____ “wow” effect
_____ knowledge of operation--used it or similar device before
_____ something fun to play with when not being used for class assignment
_____ fulfillment of assignment criteria
_____ other (specify) __________________________________________________
6. When purchasing equipment, did you create a parts list first? ___yes _____no or was
the purchase spontaneous? _____yes ______no.
7. How many times did you test or modify your design? _________________
8. What additional supplies would you like to see for your bloodstain pattern
reconstruction?
_____________________________ ________________________________________
_____________________________ ________________________________________
______________________________ ________________________________________
9. Is there anything about the lab set-up / work environment that would help you either be
more creative or more conducive to carrying out your experiments?
___________________________________ __________________________________
___________________________________ __________________________________
___________________________________ __________________________________
___________________________________ __________________________________
___________________________________ ___________________________________
10. Would you prefer the group assignments and photographs of bloodstain patterns
randomly assigned or would you like to choose them yourselves?
i) group assignment preference ____ random _____pick group_____ no preference.
ii) project photos preference _______ random ____ pick group ____ no preference.
11. What activity or hobby do you like to do most of the time--may or may not be school
related?
___________________________ ___________________________ ________________
12. How did you record the progression of your ideas?
i) Laboratory drawing assignments. _______________________________
ii) Collaborative sketching with other team members _________________
iii) Rough sketches in lab notebook _______________________________
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iv) Constructed models ________________________________________
v) Other ____________________________________________________
13. How clear or understandable were the grading rubrics and project instructions in the
syllabus? _____________________________ _______________________________
14. Are there other type of bloodstain patterns or projects that would be worth performing
if the same project was offered in another class?
__________________________________
15. What would be helpful in further development of your designs or acquisition of
relevant material for your project. Rank in order from 1 for most important to 7 for least
important.
_____ catalogs of parts and supplies
_____ web sites of parts and supplies
_____ art and hobby supplies (specify) ________________________________________
_____ journaling material for recording and sketching (e.g. color pencils, sketch pads,
etc.)
_____ models (human hands, figure, head), others (specify) _______________________
_____ sources of used scientific equipment (specify) _____________________________
_____ other (specify) ______________________________________________________
16. Where did you acquire technical information (e.g. compositions for making fake
blood)?
________________________________ _______________________
__________________ _______________________________ _____________
_______________________ ___________________ _______________
___________________________________ ___________________ _______________
17. How did you view the blood spatter project within the setting of a general
criminalistics and crime scene course and within the context of the other laboratory
exercises in FOR 312?
Not relevant
Some relevance but not as important as other lab exercises
Moderate relevance, equally as important as the other lab exercises
Very relevant, more important than some of the other lab exercises
Highly relevant, among the most important assignments of the entire course
18. What were the most important take-away skills from the blood spatter interpretation
and design project? Rank them in order of importance with 1 for most important and 12
for least important:
_____ Learning skills and techniques for problem ideation (coming up with new ideas)
_____ Learning skills and techniques for problem clarification and definition
_____ Learning skills and techniques for problem elaboration (building on a selected
design)
_____ Learning skills and techniques for implementation of solutions
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_____ Learning skills for prototyping and building of simple model designs
_____ Interpretation of bloodstain patterns from photographs
_____ Integrating diverse information sets such as photos and written descriptions to
reconstruct crime scene events based on bloodstain patterns
_____ Searching and utilizing patent literature
_____ Product evaluation
_____ Learning general design principles
_____ Developing general skills in reconstruction in general
_____ Other (Explain)___________________________________________________
19. List the interim exercises you found most helpful for your project design and
implementation.
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
__________________
20. Please provide any comments about the projects or the course in
general._________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________

Basadur Divergent Thinking Survey from: Basadur, M. & Finkbeiner, C.T. (1986)
Measuring preference for ideation in creative problem solving. Research and Working
Paper Series No. 208. Hamilton, ON: McMaster University, pp. 6-7.
Basadur, M.S. & Finkbeiner, C.T. (1985) Measuring preference for ideation in creative
training. Journal of Applied Behavioral Science 21, 37-49
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Appendix V
Name ____12 Respondents_______
Date ________12-6-17___________
FOR 312 Chemistry and Criminalistics
Interim Assignment 14—Project Survey
Student Evaluation of Bloodstain Pattern Learning Exercises
1. Rank the following technologies that were used within this course in order of
preference with 1 being the best and 3 being the worse.
__3___ Blackboard lecture material
__1___ Photographic enlargements of bloodstain patterns
__2___ Viewing of high speed video of blood spatter formation under various
conditions
2. How did the technology that was used in this course impact your understanding of the
theory and practice of bloodstain pattern interpretation?
1
No impact
2
Minor impact
2
Neutral
6
Moderate impact
1
Major impact
3. How did the classroom collaboration on projects, on case studies and other hands-on
projects effect your learning?
0
No impact
1
Minor impact
5
Neutral
3
Moderate impact
2
Major impact
4. Rank the teaching techniques that were used within this course in order of preference,
with 1 being the best and 7 being the worst that best helped you to understand bloodstain
patterns.
__5___ Laboratory experiments
__1___ Work groups in projects
__3___ Core lecture material on bloodstain patterns and their interpretation
___7__ Lecture material on design thinking, critical problem solving, reconstruction
principles
__4___ Office hour debriefing of patterns and scenes
__2___ Re-enactments of how scenes were created
__6___ Case study homework examples
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5. Rank the importance of factors influencing your decision in purchase of materials and
equipment for construction of your apparatus / reproduction of your bloodstain pattern
with 1 being the most important and 10 being the least important.
__2___ availability
__1___ cost
__4___ service / utility
__6___ simplicity
__5___ adherence to physiological principles of blood pattern generation
__8___ adaptability to new applications
__9___ “wow” effect
__7___ knowledge of operation--used it or similar device before
__10___ something fun to play with when not being used for class assignment
__3___ fulfillment of assignment criteria
_____ other (specify) ____Clean up_(10)___________________________________
6. When purchasing equipment, did you create a parts list first? ___yes _____no or was
the purchase spontaneous? __6___yes __4____no.
7. How many times did you test or modify your design? __3 (average)______
8. What additional supplies would you like to see for your bloodstain pattern
reconstruction?
__cloth, none, tile/non-porous surfaces, different types of fabric, butcher paper
instead of poster board, gloves to protect hands from staining, real blood, more
background information, PVC pipe, sponge, fake blood, more tools to recreate
crime scene, wig, spray bottles, more fake blood available, more sophisticated
supplies for construction, hand tools, a real gun, realistic blood-filled head______
9. Is there anything about the lab set-up / work environment that would help you either be
more creative or more conducive to carrying out your experiments?
_More group brainstorming time in class, in class examples of projects, more
instruction so more confident in what is expected so can spend more time creatively,
more examples of an apparatus to use, I think looking at creative recreations and
set-ups can spark creative ideas, ask questions, asking a million questions got me
through the course, if I don’t have to buy my own materials, lab set-up before doing
lab, do more than history of bullets, let us use machines, examples of projects
presented, supplies readily available, use some left over lab time to work on it, more
background on how stains were created, I liked the way it was set up________
10. Would you prefer the group assignments and photographs of bloodstain patterns
randomly assigned or would you like to choose them yourselves?
i) group assignment preference __4__ random __8___pick group_____ no preference.
ii) project photos preference ____7___ random __4__ pick group __1__ no
preference.
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11. What activity or hobby do you like to do most of the time--may or may not be school
related?
__Watch crime documentaries, read, reading, spending time outdoors, volleyball,
gardening, camping, any outdoor activity, reading, writing, make-up application,
reading, going to the gym, work, cook, play with puppies, read, sports, read, cook,
watch movies, cooking, sports, play guitar / music, read about crime scenes, go
outside on walks / hikes_________________________
___________________________ ________________
12. How did you record the progression of your ideas?
i) Laboratory drawing assignments. _In a folder_,yes_,kept notes_, yes, sketches &
write-ups,yes, yes__ ii) Collaborative sketching with other team members _Folder,
no,yes_,yes_,yes, yes, _yes___
iii) Rough sketches in lab notebook __N/A_,yes, yes_,no, yes_,yes_yes______
iv) Constructed models _N/A_,no, no, sometimes_, yes_yes______________
v) Other _notes, drawings, torn interim assignments, photos_______________
13. How clear or understandable were the grading rubrics and project instructions in the
syllabus? _Not clear, _very clear, not clear at all, rubric clear, instructions a bit
confusing, they were very clear, clear but a bit confusing when knowing if we were
supposed to write a group essay, pretty clear, extremely unclear, grading rubrics
understandable and clear but instructions could be made more clear, some parts
clear, some parts vague and hard to understand, very clear except that syllabus said
no firearms ___________________________ _______________________________
14. Are there other type of bloodstain patterns or projects that would be worth performing
if the same project was offered in another class? _Swipe patterns, gunshot, cast-off,
different velocities of blood spatter, _less interim assignments, large scale patterns, I
think we covered most, if not all patterns, yes, for me high velocity spatter and
arterial, blood through tires, none, yes, demonstrations for class_______________
15. What would be helpful in further development of your designs or acquisition of
relevant material for your project. Rank in order from 1 for most important to 7 for least
important.
__2__ catalogs of parts and supplies
__1__ web sites of parts and supplies
__3__ art and hobby supplies (specify) _paper, surfaces, hot glue gun, wood, blood,
_paint brushes, wigs __
__6__ journaling material for recording and sketching (e.g. color pencils, sketch pads,
etc.)
__4__ models (human hands, figure, head), others (specify) _body parts from photos,
wall creation I used, realistic head / skin__
__5__ sources of used scientific equipment (specify) _pumps, syringes, _______
_____ other (specify) _extra information on photos (1)_, trial and error methods (2) _
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16. Where did you acquire technical information (e.g. compositions for making fake
blood)?
___On a nursing website, medical moulage, (my sister is an RN), OER, online,
Wikipedia and craft sites, lab, textbook, I got blood at Party City. Other
information came from one-on-one meeting, There was a slide show given to us that
had recipes as well as websites on the Internet, I found most information from
lecture notes and Google, I bought the blood from Party City, Bought it at Party
City, Online Websites, From the professor_
17. How did you view the blood spatter project within the setting of a general
criminalistics and crime scene course and within the context of the other laboratory
exercises in FOR 312?
0
Not relevant
2
Some relevance but not as important as other lab exercises
6
Moderate relevance, equally as important as the other lab exercises
3
Very relevant, more important than some of the other lab exercises
1
Highly relevant, among the most important assignments of the entire course
18. What were the most important take-away skills from the blood spatter interpretation
and design project? Rank them in order of importance with 1 for most important and 12
for least important:
___6__ Learning skills and techniques for problem ideation (coming up with new ideas)
___9__ Learning skills and techniques for problem clarification and definition
___8__ Learning skills and techniques for problem elaboration (building on a selected
design)
__5___ Learning skills and techniques for implementation of solutions
__10___ Learning skills for prototyping and building of simple model designs
__1___ Interpretation of bloodstain patterns from photographs
__2___ Integrating diverse information sets such as photos and written descriptions to
reconstruct crime scene events based on bloodstain patterns
__11___ Searching and utilizing patent literature
__7___ Product evaluation
__4___ Learning general design principles
__3___ Developing general skills in reconstruction in general
_____ Other Sketching ideas, searching for supplies, learn to speak to a jury_
19. List the interim exercises you found most helpful for your project design and
implementation. __5, 2, 4, 10, 2, 5, 8, none, 12, 7, 8, 12, 1, 3, 12, none, 4, 5, 7, 12, none,
7, 10__The one where we were asked to find websites for our design. The assignment
where we evaluated the blood spatter individually. All interim assignments that
require sketching prototypes of each individual project. None, they were very
repetitive and confusing. # 12 was most helpful. Interim 12’s courtroom
introduction, Interim 7, Interim 8. The resume assignment was helpful. Patent
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assignment was interesting as well. I would rather have had homework assignments
that included material we were learning in lecture. The homework were very
repetitive and a nuisance. Interim assignments 1, 2, 4, 5, 7 gave us purpose to sit
down and analyze photos, and think about the project. Nothing to do with problem
solving, idea creation, group collaboration, resumes, etc. These are not forensic
science topics and were seemingly unnecessary. Prototyping, explanations of blood
patterns.
20. Please provide any comments about the projects or the course in general.__I wasn’t
as interested in the class material as I thought I would be since it’s may major.
Lectures don’t deviate much from what is on the PowerPoint slides. Too much
work. Many interim assignments could have been shortened or combined. The
group project should be due at a different time than the individual project to avoid
stress. The patent assignments were very unuseful for the project. Office hours was
the most useful in project design. Better instructions and better explanations
needed. The topics studied were very interesting but I thought the interim
assignments were too repetitive. I also hoped for more chemistry related content. I
think the project was very interesting and informal. I just wish more details were
given. I love the office hours that we had to bounce ideas off each other about my
images. It was a little unclear at first. Very hard to buy my own stuff since most
college kids are short on cash. The tests were long and more difficult than I
expected. The creative thinking and how to work in groups could be its own class. It
did not help with the class or assignments. This needs to be more science based, no
teamwork stuff. Labs need to be prepared prior to class, and the homework needs to
be more about other material than just the project. The many assignments are great
to keep grade high. Tests are difficult and too detail oriented. Should only have take
home portion for final. Office hour meeting for photos helped a lot, more regular
check ins would keep students on track and more feedback from interim
assignments. Coming into this course, I thought it was going to be more focused on
the actual science involved in criminalistics, not all of the divergent thinking, group
mentality, patent research, etc. I love how much material we covered. I love how
diverse the content is. My knowledge on the field has broadened and this class has
made me more excited for my future. Amazing course. Blood projects were creative,
fun and taught me a lot.
Basadur Divergent Thinking Survey from: Basadur, M. & Finkbeiner, C.T. (1986)
Measuring preference for ideation in creative problem solving. Research and Working
Paper Series No. 208. Hamilton, ON: McMaster University, pp. 6-7.
Basadur, M.S. & Finkbeiner, C.T. (1985) Measuring preference for ideation in creative
training. Journal of Applied Behavioral Science 21, 37-49
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Name _________20 Respondents___
Date _________Fall 2016_________
FOR 312 Chemistry and Criminalistics; FOR 497/598 Micro Course—Bloodstain Pattern
Interpretation; CHE 672 Forensic Molecular Biology
Project Survey
Student Evaluation of Bloodstain Pattern Learning Exercises
1. Rank the following technologies that were used within this course in order of
preference with 1 being the best and 3 being the worse.
__3___ Blackboard lecture material
__2___ Photographic enlargements of bloodstain patterns
__1___ Viewing of high speed video of blood spatter formation under various
conditions
2. How did the technology that was used in this course impact your understanding of the
theory and practice of bloodstain pattern interpretation?
1
No impact
2
Minor impact
6
Neutral
9
Moderate impact
2
Major impact
3. How did the classroom collaboration on projects, on case studies and other hands-on
projects effect your learning?
1
No impact
2
Minor impact
1
Neutral
9
Moderate impact
7
Major impact
4. Rank the teaching techniques that were used within this course in order of preference,
with 1 being the best and 7 being the worst that best helped you to understand bloodstain
patterns.
_1____ Laboratory experiments
__2___ Work groups in projects
__5___ Core lecture material on bloodstain patterns and their interpretation
__6___ Lecture material on design thinking, critical problem solving, reconstruction
principles
__4___ Office hour debriefing of patterns and scenes
__3___ Re-enactments of how scenes were created
__4___ Case study homework examples
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5. Rank the importance of factors influencing your decision in purchase of materials and
equipment for construction of your apparatus / reproduction of your bloodstain pattern
with 1 being the most important and 10 being the least important.
__1___ availability
__2___ cost
__7___ service / utility
__4___ simplicity
__6___ adherence to physiological principles of blood pattern generation
__10___ adaptability to new applications
__8___ “wow” effect
__5___ knowledge of operation--used it or similar device before
__9___ something fun to play with when not being used for class assignment
__3___ fulfillment of assignment criteria
_____ other (specify) __________________________________________________
6. When purchasing equipment, did you create a parts list first? _15_yes __5__no or was
the purchase spontaneous? __5__yes __11__no.
7. How many times did you test or modify your design? __3 (average); range: 0-6____
8. What additional supplies would you like to see for your bloodstain pattern
reconstruction?
_Blood provided, machinery provided; different fabrics; accurate fake blood; I
accomplished everything with the supplies I had; more fake blood; more supplies
for group project; a better fan, more fake blood; need a large spool of string; wig;
more things in the lab room—Styrofoam heads, fake blood, cardboard boxes used to
hold things up; the labs were great and helped us understand the methods used in
forensic labs; no; more fake blood actually supplied by the college, tools needed
(drill, screws); more fake blood; more blood available, more realistic heads, more
things to put blood on besides butcher paper; bats, mops for clean-up; larger knife
to hollow head________________________________________
9. Is there anything about the lab set-up / work environment that would help you either be
more creative or more conducive to carrying out your experiments?
__Lab area more open for experiments; time; a lot of the experiments could be
done outside of the classroom, which was nice; the work environment was suitable
for my experiments, better lighting for photographs; a better pipe system, one that
interlocks; less projects so that we can focus our attention more, better variety of
material, large sponges, more syringes; working as a class; more of an open space to
carry out the experiments, a place where the clean-up is easy and don’t have to
change the paper each time; labs are semi-boring, the projects are more interesting
and interactive, learned more than any of the labs we did; _there were more
students doing their projects so it made me think creatively; bats, mops for cleanup; I’ve never learned reconstruction, this was all new; ___________________
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10. Would you prefer the group assignments and photographs of bloodstain patterns
randomly assigned or would you like to choose them yourselves?
i) group assignment preference _3__ random _12_pick group__5__ no preference.
ii) project photos preference __5___ random _9_ pick group _6_ no preference.
11. What activity or hobby do you like to do most of the time--may or may not be school
related?
_Sports, reading; bike riding; cooking & baking; playing video games; play guitar,
listen to music; ink drawings, extensive fiction reading, horror movies helped;
reading, skiing, camping; reading; photography; music, sports; movies; hands-on
projects, making money; hockey; photography; photography; _______________
12. How did you record the progression of your ideas?
i) Laboratory drawing assignments. _11_drew designs for group & individual__
ii) Collaborative sketching with other team members __9_helped out a lot____
iii) Rough sketches in lab notebook __6_____________________________
iv) Constructed models __4__just for group project____________________
v) Other __1 photographs; I didn’t; just thinking______________________
13. How clear or understandable were the grading rubrics and project instructions in the
syllabus?Very clear (2); semi-clear (2); clear (9); vague (1); not clear (1)____
14. Are there other type of bloodstain patterns or projects that would be worth performing
if the same project was offered in another class? _Yes; No, I think we got them all;
nope; I can’t think of any; think we covered all; no; no; no; I would like to repeat
for better results/different patterns_________________________________
15. What would be helpful in further development of your designs or acquisition of
relevant material for your project. Rank in order from 1 for most important to 7 for least
important.
__3___ catalogs of parts and supplies Outdated, not used, used Walmart more
__3___ web sites of parts and supplies Probably used more
__2___ art and hobby supplies (specify) _provided supplies; Home Depot. JoAnns;
mannequin heads; JoAnn Fabrics; sponges, strings, baskets; more fake blood,
larger surfaces to do blood on; fake blood; I bought blood from Party
City_____________________
__4___ journaling material for recording and sketching (e.g. color pencils, sketch pads, etc.)
__1___ models (human hands, figure, head), others (specify) _heads, body for drying
stuff; heads; more realistic dummies/heads; Styrofoam heads___________________
__2___ sources of used scientific equipment (specify) _________________________
__5___ other (specify) __________________________________________________
16. Where did you acquire technical information (e.g. compositions for making fake
blood)?
_Internet/online sources (12); just thought of it (1); lectures (1); peers (1)____
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Appendix W

Group Facilitation Directions
You will want to pick a facilitator among your group to help the discussion regarding the
reconstruction assignment to move along. Choose one person to lead the group
discussion. This person will be responsible to see that the discussion moves forward and
that everyone gets to voice their opinion. As a facilitator you may:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Elicit volunteers or appoint group members to act as recorders and resource
persons.
See that discussion does not get bogged down.
Solicit input from your group about possible scenarios
Have these different ideas recorded.
See that creative problem solving methods are applied properly.
Ensure that everyone has participated in the collaborative drawing exercise of
Interim assignment 4 prior to handing it in.
See that someone keeps track of issues regarding the assignments that are unclear.
See that questions are concise and clear before approaching the instructor.
Make sure that everyone is participating and on task.
Provide me with the name of your group facilitator when you hand in lab
assignment five.
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Appendix X
Douglas A. Ridolfi
October 20, 2016
CRS 795
Research Question
#1: Do higher levels of creativity in the
products result in higher content knowledge?

Data Collection Method
Pre- and post-knowledge
exams.
Creative product assessment
Lab notebooks and write-ups
#2: Is extent of contribution in group projects
Foursight
and level of novelty and design subtlety related Student interviews
to Foursight preference?
#3: How might one critique designs in order to Student interviews
avoid fixation yet not inhibit free thought in
product development?
#4: What aids or instructional methods (CPS
Student interviews
or product development) were most useful in
Job-aid design
stimulating new ideas?
#5: How does one communicate motion as
Job aid design
well as functionality in prototype design?
#6: What type of working environment (lab,
Journaling
classroom, home, office, etc.) is more
conducive to prototype testing and design?
#7: What aspects of a student’s background
Student surveys
can predict success with prototype
Student interviews
development (prior subject knowledge,
hobbies, use of tools, classes in physics,
engineering, etc?)
#8: By what criteria does one measure
Creative product assessment
efficiency, timeliness in prototype design?
#9: What is more likely to lead to a superior
Journaling
design--a carefully crafted single project or a
Creative product assessment
large number of designs? How does this relate Foursight
to Foursight preference?
#10: What is the role of intelligent fast failure Creative product assessment
in a classroom, laboratory and product
development environment—role of guidance,
planning and part of evaluation function.
#11: Is there subject resistance to intelligent
Student interviews
fast failure approaches? What is the role of
Creative product assessment
foursight preference? How does group size
Journaling
promote or inhibit?
Foursight
#12: How do students develop initial designs? Student interviews
What is the role of insight? What role does
Journaling

Data Analysis Meth
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student background play? Will exposure to
previous, similar designs help or hinder the
creative process?
#13: Will specific guidance vs. general
guidelines on model development have an
effect of originality of project design and will
the novelty and creative aspects of the design
lead to improved scores of content knowledge?
#14: Can a method, procedure, job aid,
instructional element such as a lecture, lab or
active learning exercise be used to help get
students out of mental ruts?
#15: What is likely to lead to mental ruts?
Lack of domain knowledge? Lack of divergent
thinking skills? Previous design success? Are
any Foursignt preferences prone to this type of
mental inhibition?
#16: Are there fundamental differences
between science experiment kits and other
types of creative products that would
necessitate a modification of Besemer’s
Creative Product Assessment?
#17: Are there ways to assess the creativity of
the originator of a creative prototype other than
judging the construction of the actual device?
That is, how does one assess the cognitive
creative components vs. the performance
aspects that go into model building?
#18: How can one extend the learning and
motivate students to continually improve on a
design after a class is completed? What
motivators can be used in the classroom
environment?
#19: How can one incorporate prototype
design and development in other active
learning situations
#20: How do students rate prototype design
relative to conventional lab experiments and
classroom exercises?

Pre- and post-test scores
Foursight
Student interviews
Journaling
Job aid development

Foursight
Student interviews
Creative product assessment

Creative product assessment

Creative product assessment
Performance tests
Divergent thinking tests

Student interviews
Foursight

Student interviews

Student interviews
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Appendix Z
Name_______________________
Date________________________
FOR 312 Chemistry and Criminalistics
Lab Lecture Midterm
1. Identify which of three steps, Clarification, Transformation or Implementation, each of
these steps is associated with in the Creative Problem Solving scheme:
a. Exploring the vision _______________________________________
b. Formulating challenges______________________________________
c. Exploring ideas ___________________________________________
d. Formulating solutions ______________________________________
e. Exploring acceptance ______________________________________
f. Formulating a plan _________________________________________
2. Identify some of the activities associated with participant observation:
a. actor _______1. The sequence that takes place over time
b. activity _____ 2. The people involved
c. event _______ 3. A set of related acts people do
d. goal ________ 4. The things people are trying to accomplish
e. time ________ 5. The sequence that takes place over time
3. Breakthrough thinking involves:
a. Break through thinking is universal and can be done by anyone
b. It has distinct steps
c. Steps are accompanied by particular steps
d. Some of us have preferences for particular mental skills
e. All of the above
4. Design thinking involves the following, except:
a. role playing
b. observing activities of the consumer
c. developing a customer profile
d. define a problem
e. generate ideas
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5. Identify the thinking preferences as developed by the FourSight measure:
a. Clarifier _________ 1. Develop plans to carry out activities
b. Ideator __________ 2. Define problems
c. Developer ________ 3. Generate novel ideas
d. Implementer _____ 4. Carry out projects
6. People who seek to do things differently can be considered (adaptors / innovators)
________________, while people who do things better can be considered (adaptors /
innovators) _______________.
7. The person who show no particular preference for clarifying, ideation, developing, and
implementation or can perform each of these equally well is known as a(n):
a. optimizer
b. driver
c. visualizer
d. integrator
e. gestalt
8. Determine whether each of the following is consistent with convergent or divergent
thinking:
a. generates many options ____________________________________________
b. favors creative thinking ____________________________________________
c. likes analysis_____________________________________________________
d. favors critical thinking _____________________________________________
e. prefers evaluating and selecting options _______________________________
f. preference for making______________________________________________
9. Identify the stages of team formation:
a. forming _______1. Team conducts an assessment of accomplishments
b. storming ______ 2. Team members become acquainted & generate ground rules
c. norming _______3. People feel part of the team & can work & accept their viewpoints
d. performing _____4. Communicate individual messages; resist control by group leaders
e. adjoining ______ 5. Team works in a open and trusting atmosphere
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10. The most important role in the collaborative group who motivates the others in the
team and keeps them on track is the:
a. checker
b. facilitator
c. reporter
d. recorder
e. time keeper
11. The broad classifications for inventions are:
a. practical, rational, and irrational
b. scientific, technical and innovative
c. mechanical, chemical, and electrical
d. broad based, narrow based, and adaptive
e. significant, insignificant and ground breaking
12. The following would be accepted patent classifications, except:
a. article
b. composition
c. design
d. minor modification
e. plant
13. A method for recording the conception of an invention would be:
a. invention title
b. circumstances of conception
c. functional & structural description
d. applications & ramifications
e. all of the above
14. The major purpose of the notebook, especially for inventors is,
a. record ideas and sketches as they are developed
b. recording ideas in a secure, bound format with no loose pages
c. establishing timeliness of inventions by dating, witnessing, initialing each page
d. having an up-do date and accurate table of contents
e. all of the above
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15. The following would be important concepts in invention usability & marketability,
except:
a. cost
b. weight, size
c. novelty
d. how well it copies a big-name brand
e. durability
16. One would start a systematic search for similar patents by looking first at,
a. Index of Classification alphabetical listing
b. Manual of Classification numerical listing
c. patent numbers
d. patents and diagrams pdf
e. journal articles
17. Define the following terms related to analogy use:
a. analogy____________1. Word/phrase applied to action not literally true
b. anomaly___________2. Something that deviates from norm
c. metaphor___________3. Comparison between things literally true
d. literal similarity______4. Superficial appearance but not real in properties (dream)
e. mere appearance_____ 5. Similarity with key attributes shared (snake like winding
road)
18. Looking at structural features such as a feather to describe iridescence of a crystal
would be an example of a (surface feature / generative) ___________analogy while
looking at structural similarities such as the beak of a bird and the shape of a high speed
train to generate new ideas would be an example of a (surface feature / generative)
___________ analogy.
19. Common ideation methods in design thinking include,
a. direct analogies
b. excursions / field trips
c. rolestorming or participants brainstorming in specific roles
d. answer a and b
e. answer a, b, and c
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20. The synectics method of ideation using analogies, includes the following analogy
types, except:
a. cosmic analogy or using different environments or creatures as analogies
b. direct analogy or clear relationship between problem and some object
c. fantasy analogy or problem is imagined to be attacked by imaginary things
d. personal analogy or imagining the parts as oneself or traveling into that situation
e. symbolic analogy or objective impersonal objects to describe a problem
21. In biomimicry we look at designs in nature to help us design analogous structures
based on how animals,
a. build structures
b. move
c. camouflage
d. work in groups
e. all of the above
22. Ruth Noller, a mathematician, computer programmer and pioneer within the field of
creativity, developed a formula for the creative process: C = ∫a (k, i, e). The terms are
defined as:
a. attitude, knowledge, intelligence, education
b. ambition, know-how / practical knowledge, inventiveness, environment
c. aggressiveness, killer instinct, intensity, effectiveness
d. attitude, knowledge, imagination, evaluation
e. adaptability, knowledge, inventiveness, emotion
23. Identify characteristics related to clear-cut vs. complex problems:
a. all relevant information is available ___________________________________
b. problem may or may not be worth solving______________________________
c. steps between problem and solution are stereotyped______________________
d. solution know to someone but not necessarily to you_____________________
e. initial models may not be correct _____________________________________
f. may be difficult to articulate the actual problem__________________________
24. The general method for problem solving in established disciplines involves problem
inquiry, looking at specific goals, determine methods and means to solve problem,
optimize the solution, construct and verify the solution, finalize and “sell” the product.
a. True
b. False
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25. Successful inventors and entrepreneurs and innovators always strive for low novelty
and high usefulness to achieve the most creative products.
a. True
b. False
26. The three stages in the creative problem solving cycle are:
a. knowing, doing, and processing
b. observing, deciding, and applying
c. clarifying, transforming, and implementing
d. ideating, sketching, and prototyping
e. sketching, prototyping, and developing
27. When examining bloodstain patterns at a scene, a more complex, difficult type of
pattern(s) would be:
a. direction of travel of individual blood droplets
b. general size distribution of blood droplets
c. relative position and placement of blood droplets
d. overlapping patterns and how they might be sequenced
e. environmental alteration of blood at scene
28. You want to diagram how the parts of an unfamiliar apparatus go together. A visually
preferable way of illustrating the assembly would be:
a. labeled exploded parts view
b. top, bottom, side views of assembled apparatus
c. use of dotted lines to show hidden parts of assembled apparatus
d. three dimensional / perspective drawing of assembled apparatus
e. ditto lines to show eliminated, duplicated parts of assembled apparatus
29. When one is stumped for new ideas, one can sometimes receive renewed insight by
studying a random object or photograph and asking yourself, when you look at this
picture or object, what ideas do you get for solving this challenge? This ideation
technique is called,
a. brainstorming
b. dominant closure
c. forced connections
d. re-direction
e. SCAMPER
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30. If an idea succeeds, what other things might be derived from your product? This is a
futuristic view of some of the advantages of your product when looked at through the
PPCO evaluation method. This futuristic view is in what part of the PPCO method?
a. Plusses
b. Potentials
c. Pitfalls
d. Concerns
e. Overcoming concerns
31. A problem solving method that utilizes a variety of analogy types is known as,
a. analogizing
b. biological inventiveness
c. compartmentalizing
d. direct analogy
e. synectics
32. Match the following problem types with their definitions:
a. tame_______1. Clear problem definition but needs immediate resolution
b. crisis_______2. Clear problem definition
c. wicked_____3. Unclear problem definition, requires innovation
33. In creative problem re-framing, a significant development or insight that leads to a
change in direction of thinking from the original course of action is called a(n),
a. awakening
b. breath of fresh air
c. calm before the storm
d. insight
e. pivot point
34. Good student projects encompass elements of,
a. originality, practicality, commercial opportunities
b. rapid design, prototyping, fast failure
c. observation, reflection, implementation
d. engagement, outcomes, reflective practice
e. modeling, scaling, manufacture
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35. Working through a lot of failed prototypes to develop good ideas is a business
practice called
a. breakthrough innovation
b. competitive prototyping
c. innovation design
d. intelligent fast failure
e. resourceful failing
36. The OODA loop or method of quick orientation to changes in the environment stands
for,
a. Observation, Opportunity, Data, Action
b. Observe, Orient, Decide, Act
c. Overview, Occupy, Determine, Adapt
d. Opposite, Occasional, Develop, Absolute
e. Opportunity, On-task, Develop, Adapt
37. Determine the most appropriate role and function of logical reasoning types:
a. Abduction_____1. Case sample based, appropriate in forensic investigations.
b. Deduction_____2. Experimentation, often used in scientific investigation.
c. Induction______3. The strongest conclusions are derived from this logic process.
38. Many design models including Agile Design have entry points into the cycle that look
for,
a. a perceived need
b. information
c. experimentation steps
d. iterative process
e. All of the above
39. One business model in cognitive design methodology follows a business model where
customers can participate in the design of their own footwear. This is known as,
a. customer footwear design
b. customer co-creation
c. customer concept development
d. resource reallocation
e. sneaker engineering
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40. Overcoming mental blocks normally involves the following, except,
a. departmentalizing
b. defocus
c. defer judgment
d. distancing
e. drill down deeper
41. The slowest point in the creative problem solving and design processes is generally,
a. clarification
b. ideation
c. implementation
d. development
e. constraint finding
42. Occam’s Razor and the Law of Parsimony deal with,
a. Removing extraneous information from interpretations
b. Coming up with the simplest hypothesis that fits the facts
c. Only evaluating one hypothesis at a time
d. Answers a and b
e. Answers a, b, and c
43. Bias is a preference or inclination that inhibits judgment to the point of impartiality.
Bias can be reduced by,
a. evaluating the nature and source of all information
b. separating facts from opinions
c. distinguishing between primary and secondary sources of information
d. skeptical gathering of evidence
e. all of the above
44. When examining evidence, we often look at its interrelationships with other types of
evidence. Match the following types of interpretational clues with their respective
definitions:
a. Functional_____1. Significance of where an object is
b. Relational_____ 2. How it was used or what it was used for
c. Temporal_____ 3. Time duration or when something was used
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45. A good scientific theory prevents things from happening. The more the better. This
concept of subjecting scientific hypothesis to rigorous testing which would tend to
disprove the theory is known as,
a. amassing data
b. bias reduction
c. falsification
d. negativity
e. worst case analysis
46. Good standards of practice for crime scene reconstruction include the following,
except,
a. avoiding bias
b. ensure that eye witness accounts don’t conflict with evidence
c. obtaining all necessary information
d. understanding of basic science, forensic science, scientific methods
e. visit the crime scene whenever possible
47. A reconstructionist would likely have information to a number of sources when doing
a crime scene evaluation. The following would typically be of importance, except,
a. Crime scene documentation
b. Forensic laboratory, medical, toxicology reports
c. Investigative and forensic testimony in court transcripts
d. Newspaper accounts
e. Witness and suspect statements
48. According to Steno’s Law of Superposition, the layer on (top/bottom)
_____________ represents the (oldest/youngest) _______________event or geological
occurrence. This relates to (absolute/relative)______________ chronology.
49. There are a number of circumstances that can result in uncontrolled crime scene
alteration. Alterations that are probably the most conspicuous would be,
a. emergency medical personnel
b. first responders searching scene
c. fluids and stains drying at scene
d. violent acts or struggle during commission of crime
e. witnesses and/or suspects altering scene
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50. The primary elements of most crimes that one would want to focus on in a
reconstruction would be,
a. approach to the scene, commission of the crime, exit from the scene
b. control of victim, response of victim, suspect’s fantasies
c. suspect preparation, victim resistance, display of body
d. aggression, detention, disposal
e. voluntary vs. involuntary victim response, primary vs. secondary scenes
51. Summarizing, simplifying and re-arranging visual information from a complex scene
can be done by a graphic arts devise known as,
a. advertising cut-outs
b. comic strips
c. graphic organizers
d. storyboarding
e. utility showcases
52. Match some of the attributes of hard vs. soft thinking:
a. Logic _____________________________________
b. Dreaming __________________________________
c. Reason ____________________________________
d. Precision ___________________________________
e. Ambiguity __________________________________
f. Play _______________________________________
53. Attributes of play can be helpful in stimulating innovation.
a. True
b. False
54. Identify the terms with the action when using the design process in education:
a. Discovery __________1. I tried something new
b. Experimentation _____ 2. I have an idea
c. Evolution ___________ 3. I see an opportunity
d. Ideation ____________ 4. I have a challenge
f. Interpretation _________ 5. I learned something
55. The first step in the design process is,
a. brainstorm possible solutions
b. build the prototype
c. identify a design opportunity
d. refine your problem
e. research the design opportunity
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56. A mechanical system can consist of the following, except:
a. component
b. module
c. part
d. system
e. subsystem
57. An inorganic material consisting of metallic and non-metallic components is called a
a. ceramic
b. metal
c. polymer
d. synthetic
e. textile
58. How easily a material stretches when force is applied is known as,
a. bendability
b. compression
c. ductility
d. stretching
e. tension
59. A collapsible design that consists of a number of equal length rods forming x’s
around a pivot joint which can expand and contract and can be used for retractable
mirrors and lights, is called a
a. bellows
b. concertina
c. fan
d. hinge
e. nesting
60. When deciding to make changes to prototypes, one needs to decide if the design is
still true to aspects of,
a. aesthetics
b. feasibility
c. functionality
d. true to process
e. all of the above
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61. The Edisonian method of creativity simulation and prototyping involves,
a. experimentation
b. random search
c. trial-and-error
d. try everything
e. all of the above
62. In our in-class prototyping, we are involved in most aspects of rapid prototyping,
except,
a. customer evaluation
b. design
c. initial requirements / constraints
d. prototyping
e. test
63. The following would be a measure of success of your prototype design, except,
a. device or process adequately reproduces the pattern
b. it replicates a real-life process
c. it is elegant, compact and workable
d. it will dominate market share of other, similar items
e. you can explain it to the satisfaction of user groups
64. Documenting wounds in detail is important because,
a. at autopsy they may not be properly documented
b. they may indicate weapon type
c. they can represent a physical manifestation of behavior and motive
d. answers a, b and c
e. answers b and c

65. This injury represents a
a. abrasion
b. bruise/contusion
c. burn
d. incision
e. laceration
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66. A fracture of a long bone where a portion of the bone penetrates the skin is known as
a(n),
a. compound fracture
b. complex fracture
c. incomplete fracture
d. multiple fracture
e. simple fracture
67. When photographing a wound such as a contusion, bite mark, etc., one would use the
following photographic methods, except,
a. different time intervals
b. oblique
c. infrared
d. transmitted
e. ultraviolet
68. Match the following types of gunshot wounds with their description:
a. contact_________1. Burning, soot, smokeless powder residue, confined diameter
b. near contact_____ 2. May have tearing of skin, may have site of gun impression
c. intermediate_____3. Smokeless powder widely dispersed
d. distant__________4. Circular skin defect with no residue
69. The most important aspect of documenting a restraint is,
a. characterizing the rope or cordage fiber type
b. characterizing the weave pattern of the rope or cordage
c. describing the knot
d. photographing the restraints in place
e. all of the above
70. Match the following types of motivational wounds/force with their descriptions:
a. administrative____1. Single method of injury, short time period, specific area
b. overkill_________ 2. Aggressive action to restrict victim movement
c. control__________ 3. From behavior of victim or suspect to protect them from injury
d. defense__________4. Wounds to prevent or hamper recognition
e. precautionary_____ 5. Psychological or fantasy fulfillment force
f. experimental______ 6. Injury beyond the need to cause death.
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71. Features that may be of some use in identifying trades or occupation of unknown
bodies:
a. abrasion injuries
b. contusions and bruises
c. defense wounds
d. occupational marks
e. puncture marks
72. A type of wound that can provide information regarding the devise used to produce
the wound:
a. abrasion
b. cut marks
c. patterned injury
d. physical torture
e. precautionary force
73. A wound pattern more likely to reveal something about the suspect,
a. abrasion
b. bite mark
c. cut
d. patterned injury
e. restraint
74. Reenactments are most useful for short segments of events that are firmly grounded
in evidence.
a. True
b. False
75. Match the following crime scene types with their description:
a. preparatory crime scene _____1. Relational dynamics between offender & victim
b. point of first encounter ______2. Location where some of the interaction took place
but not majority of it
c. primary crime scene ________3. Location for offender planning, watching
d. secondary crime scene ______4. Where offender engaged in majority of criminal
behavior
e. intermediate crime scene ____5. Location where body is found
f. disposal site _______________6. Storage of body before final disposition
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76. Bloodstain pattern evidence would fall under which category of reconstructive
evidence?
a. action evidence
b. directional evidence
c. positional evidence
d. sequential evidence
w. all of the above
77. A time line of a violent crime often begins with the same element of
a. alibi
b. contact
c. defense
d. fantasy
e. planning
78. Event analysis allows one to
a. establish specific time events
b. sequence related segments creating a flow of events
c. consider alternative sequences and identify contradictions
d. establish which time events relate to one another
e. all of the above
79. Some crime scene events may be ambiguous such as deciding between homicide vs.
suicide vs. accident. Resolution of these possibilities, especially with fine differentiation
of evidence can be aided by a
a. possibility chart
b. Venn diagrams
c. hypothesis matrix
d. compare/contrast matrix
e. all of the above
80. Medical moulage is used in nursing training to provide students
a. desensitization to injuries
b. realism
c. training techniques
d. sensory engagement
e. all of the above
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81. A good thickening agent for artificial blood is
a. soft drink mix
b. gelatin
c. food coloring
d. shampoo
e. water
82. The culmination of design thinking working groups is generally a
a. collaborative drawings
b. design notes
c. discussions
d. research and data gathering
e. working prototype
83. What an expert brings to evidence examination which is beyond the average lay
person is,
a. training and experience
b. time and effort
c. techniques and equipment
d. answer a and b
e. answer a, b, and c
84. One of the first things an expert witness presenting evidence or someone engaging in
a game for the first time or an instructor delivering a lecture in a new topic area is to,
a. accommodate information transfer
b. elicit performance
c. gain attention
d. inform audience of objectives
e. present lesson
85. A typical story arc for scenario-based design involves
a. a hero, a difficulty, overcoming difficulty, resolution
b. birth, life, death
c. conception of idea, planning prototype, producing prototype, testing
d. trigger event setting scene & preconditions; events resolving a task through technology
e. conception, use, obsolescence
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Appendix AA
Supplemental Lab Lectures related to Creative Problem Solving and Design
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